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This Sale

HOW TO CONTACT US:
62 Sparks Street, Ottawa, ON , K1P 5A8, CANADA

Once again, this is quite a well-rounded sale. All those who are
associated with the auction appreciate the support and encouragement we have received.

Office Hours: Monday through Friday
10:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Eastern Time

In a departure from out usual practice, I will focus on about ten
items which appeal to my own collecting instincts.

Tel: 613-567-3336
Fax: 613-567-2972

Four from early Canada section are:
The ten penny Cartier has a red postmark which complements
the colour of the stamp (Lot 11); the pair of 12½c Large
Queens is delightful (49); The two cent Small Queen with major
re-entry would get a strong bid from me if I still collected this issue (62); and the ten cent Leaf issue with dated cancel is rare
in this quality (143).

Email: info@sparks-auctions.com

www.sparks-auctions.com

SYMBOLS and ABBREVIATIONS
There are numerous fresh immaculate extremely fine stamps
especially in the Admirals. The Inverted Seaway is a great
stamp but I could never afford it as a collector (425) however
two lots later is a Large Die Proof which appeals as a unique
collectable (427). The auction continues with many rare and
great stamps but my tastes are a bit quirky because I skip them
and next come to Lot 729 a full pane of Antigua five shillings,
followed by Western Australia deep colour centered Swan
(752). Again there are many tempting items in the Commonwealth section.
The dominant item in the Worldwide is the section on Bolivia.
Despite some condition problems with some lots, this group as
well as the stampless covers and later collections appeal as an
opportunity to get a really good start with many rarities. The
four lots of Iceland offer rarity and quality (999-1002).
There are many interesting and appealing lots in Postal history
but to pick just one, I would concentrate on the Henry Hechler
collection (1231).
The final session also offers many opportunities. If there is one
thing I’ve learned in talking with thousands of collectors, it is
unlikely that any two collectors would have the same list of 10
favourites.
This auction catalogue has an improved layout. Most lots will
be described immediately below their illustrations. For space
reasons some descriptions will be a little further down the
page or on top of a right hand page. We think this feature will
be much appreciated by our bidders.

VIEWING
Saturday November 21st, 2009...10:00 am to 5:30 pm
Saturday November 28th .............10:00 am to 5:30 pm
Monday November 30th ...............10:00 am to 5:30 pm
Tuesday December 1st .............. 10:00 am to 12:00 pm
Wednesday December 2nd ....... 10:00 am to 12:00 pm
Thursday December 3rd ............ 10:00 am to 12:00 pm
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**
Never Hinged with original gum (NH also used)
*
Hinged with original gum
(*)
Unused without gum as issued or having gum fully
removed.
o.g.
Original Gum (p.o.g.= part original gum)

Used (includes full range of postally used, cancel-toorder, precancels)
XF
Extremely Fine applies to stamps with exceptional
quality and margins well in excess of what would typically be
found. This term is used rarely and is not applied for modern
stamps. The term “Superb” is occasionally used as an adjective in the text of a description.
VF
A stamp in superior condition which is well-centered
and without fault.
FVF
Applied to stamps that are somewhat less wellcentered than very fine, while taking into account what may
considered as typical margins of classic material. The term
has also been applied to multiples with individual stamps
with range of grade or for larger lots/collections.
F(ine) Stamps having perforations that do not cut into the
design and without damaging faults. Items described as such
may have slight detracting features such as short perforation
tips or natural inclusion. Many better classic material naturally falls into this category and may be expected to command
prices similar to those ascribed by catalogue values.
VG
Very Good Equivalent to “average”. Typically with poor
centering, heavy cancellation or faults such as minor thins,
light creases, etc.
Faulty Applied to an item with tears, heavy crease(s), unsightly postmarks, serious thins or surface scuffs.

Cover, which here embraces stampless folded letters
(SFL), mailed envelopes, first day covers (FDC’s) etc.
FDC First Day Cover
E/P
Essay, Proof, Die Proof
UL
“Upper Left” and used in conjunction with corner of
sheet, block or individual stamp. The abbreviations UR LR
and LL are used similarly.
cds
“Circular date stamp” postmark
l.h.
lightly hinged
v.l.h. very lightly hinged
h.r.
hinge remnant
perf. “Perforation” tooth descriptor in the context of “short
perfs” or perforation measurement in the context of “perf
12.0 x 11.5”
Est.
Our estimate of the final hammer price if there is average competition for the lot.

Auction #5 Updates, Corrections & Additions
GENERAL CORRECTIONS
Last updated Saturday, November 28th at 4:30pm EST

NB: Lots 883-884 should be identified as listed on Stamp Auction Network, ie:
883

South Georgia #17-30 1971-1972 New Decimal Currency overprints,
set of 14, never hinged, very fine. Scott $98

884

South Georgia #1-15 1963-1969 Definitives, fresh set of 16, mint never
hinged, very fine. Scott $254
(The two lots are reversed in the printed catalogue.)

• Catalogue page 120, illustration for lot 1199 is from lot 1198.
• Lot 435, omitted from catalogue; identical to lot 434.

CORRECTIONS TO LOT DESCRIPTIONS
Lot Number

Correction

27

withdrawn (stamp is used)

29

reperforated at left

51

catalogue value is $150

92

8¢ value is lightly hinged

107

stamp is hinged

123

is cut along design on all sides and affixed to large card, likely from a
salesman's sample book

139

is Unitrade #73ii, catalogue value is $600

142

is Unitrade #73ii, all stamps are hinged, catalogue value is $2,250

164

upper left stamp is lightly hinged

528

"light gum disturbance affects two stamps"

528

"light gum disturbance affects two stamps"

529

"light gum disturbance affects two stamps"

532

"light gum disturbance affects most stamps"

533

"light gum disturbance affects about half of the stamps"

536

"light gum disturbance affects most stamps"

562

stamp is lightly hinged

680

is with original gum, lightly hinged

705

6d stamp is brown, not gray

724

lightly hinged

754

stamps are hinged

893

stamp is used with light cancel, catalogue value is $350

1120

Cover is addressed to England (not Germany)

1125

These are Newfoundland covers, not Canada.

1132

FDC of #231-233 (not #238-240)

1233

does not contain any flag cancels

1341

does not include a $1 Jubilee

1342

"On Davo pages" (NOT in a Davo album)

1372

#107, 141, 203, 204 and 262 are hinged

1373

Thirteen stamps (not 16)

1487

CV: $1687 (not $1405)

1555

Both volumes of Punch are in the original weekly parts. 1877 is
complete.

Bidding Increments
Please bid using these NEW increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)

From:

Increment:

$2 - $30

$2

$1600 - $3000

$100

$35 - $100

$5

$3200 - $7000

$200

$110 - $250

$10

$7500 - $15,000

$500

$275 - $750

$25

$16,000 - $30,000

$1000

$800 - $1500

$50

$32,000 - $50,000

$2000

above $50,000

$5000
Etc....
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Province of Canada
Pence Issues (Sc. #1-13)

7
1
1

2

3

E/P #1P 1857 3d red Beaver plate proof, pair on India, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

(*) #4 1852 3d red Beaver imperf pair, with full to large margins on all sides, showing portion of next stamp at top right,
unused no gum, trivial flaws visible under high magnification
and the suggestion of a pressed out crease; however the appearance is very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,000

x4
4

5

 #4v 1852-1857 3d deep red Beaver on thick hard paper,
with margins well clear at top left to full, lightly cancelled, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

8

 #5 1855 6d slate grey Consort on wove paper, with three
large margins, close to frameline at bottom right, tiny thin
spot entirely in left margin, light 4-ring cancel, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

9

 #7 1855 10d blue Cartier, with irregular margins and
missing corner. The stamp has been cleaned to appear unused. Also a faked, but presentable #12.
.............................................................................Scott $1,750

10

12

10

 #7 1855 10p blue Cartier on thin paper, with light 4-ring
numeral cancel, irregular margins into design at bottom left
corner, else fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

11

 #7 1855 10d blue Cartier on thin transparent paper,
used with full to large margins (apparently from lower left corner of sheet) with indistinct cancel in red ink, very fine and
a striking stamp. Accompanied by 2008 Greene Foundation
certificate mentioning "slight soiling" which is very minor and
apparently as a result of the rare use of the coloured ink to
postmark the stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

12

(*) #8 1857 ½d rose Victoria, three clear to full margins,
fourth just along frameline, nice deep colour, mint unused no
gum, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,025

6

 #4 1852-1857 3d Beaver on wove paper, group of 4 vertical used pairs, all with 7-ring cancels and showing a variety
of shades and papers. Margins vary from large to cut into,
catalogue is as 8 fine singles.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

5

 #4 1852 3p red Beaver, with fine impression on machine
wove paper and 4-ring #21 Montreal cancellation, stamp cut
just into outer frameline at top, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

6

 #4a 1852 3d brown red Beaver, used with four margins
and showing portion of next stamp at left, with #26 4-ring
numeral cancel (RF-6 rare) from Owen Sound, light overall
soiling otherwise very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

4

9

7
2

 #1 1851 3d red Beaver on laid paper, used with full to
large margins, neatly struck 7-ring cancel and bright shade,
very fine. A pleasing example of Canada's first stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600

8

13
13

14

16

* #15 1857 5c vermilion Beaver, unused no gum with a
small crease at top right visible in fluid, bottom margin touches outer frameline, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

20

 #15 1859 5c red Beaver, well centered with bold grid cancel in bright green ink. A striking stamp.
...................................................................................... Est $75

21

E/P #15TC 1859 5c orange vermilion Beaver plate proof
on India paper, from top sheet showing full imprint, very fine,
choice piece.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

22

E/P #15TCii 1859 5c brown red Beaver plate proof pair, on
India paper with nice margins all around, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

14

 #9 1857 7½d green Victoria, used with well clear to full
margins on 3 sides, just touching frameline at top, with partial
plate imprint at bottom which is clearly doubled, cancelled
by #37 4-ring numeral from Quebec City, fine. Accompanied
by 2009 Greene Foundation certificate stating "re-entry of
imprint at bottom". This re-entry occurs under stamps from
position 117 and 118 of the bottom row of the sheet of 120.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,250
 #10 1857 6d reddish purple Consort on thick fibrous paper, with deep colour, well clear to huge margins all around,
4-ring #5 postmark in bluish ink (Brantford), very fine. A lovely
example of this rare classic issue.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,000

15
15

19

20

22

16

 #12 1858 3d red perforated Beaver, used single centered
to right bottom, still a nice stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300
 #12 1858 3d red perforated Beaver, selected used with
lightly struck 4-ring numeral cancel, very well centered for this
notoriously poorly centered issue with nice full perforations,
very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Greene Foundation certificate. Rare this nice.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600

23

18

24

25

23

E/P #15TCiv 1859 5c brown red Beaver plate proof with
SPECIMEN overprint, in black on India paper. Very slight oxidation else very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

24

 #15v 1859 5c red Beaver with major re-entry from plate
position 28, used with deep fresh colour and light cancel confined to the right portion of the stamp leaving the major part
of the re-entry fully visible, fine centering but overall a lovely
example of this scarce re-entry (Scott $800).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

25

E/P #16P 1859 10c black brown Consort plate proof on
India paper, from bottom of sheet, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

Cents Issue (Sc. #14-20)

17

21

19

17

* #14 1859 1c rose Victoria, mint with original gum, heavy
hinge remnant, centered to bottom, natural gum bend, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

18

 #14ii 1859 1c rose Victoria on very thick paper, perf 12,
used with wide margins, fine-very fine. Accompanied by 1992
FQP certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

5

Cents Issue continued

33

E/P #18TC 1864 12½c blue green Victoria trial colour
proof, on India, four large margins, thin at top left, else very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

34

 #19 1859 17c blue Cartier, used with perfs cutting into
left frameline, deep colour, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

Dominion of Canada
26

27

28

26

E/P #16TC 1859 10c black Consort trial colour proof, on
India, thinned spots and small tear at top, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

27

* #17b 1859 10c brown Consort, perf 11¾, deep colour
with toned original gum, hinged and overall fine stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600

28

 #17b 1859-1864 10c brown Consort, perf 12x11¾, used
with light target cancellation, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

Queen Victoria Era 1867-1902
Large Queens (Sc. #21-33)

x35

29

30

31

29

 #17e 1859-1864 10c deep red purple Consort, perf
11¾, used with deep rich colour, nicely centered example of
this scarce early printing, light corner crease at upper right,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$850

30

 #17e 1859 10c deep red purple Consort, perf 11¾, the
second printing, used with face-free 4-ring cancellation, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$850

31

 #18b 1859 12½c blue green Victoria, perf 11¾, used
with face-free target cancel, fine. An interesting stamp showing many dozen spots of ink as a result of a "kiss-print" and
overall grainy printing. Quite unusual.
.................................................................................... Est $100

32
32

6

33

34

E/P #18Pi 1859 12½c yellow green Victoria plate proof
with carmine Specimen overprint, on India, nice large margins, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$275

36

37

35

 #22/25 1868 Group of 2-ring Numerals on Large Queens,
with #1 on 1c brown red, #5 on 3c, #6 on 1c yellow, #13 and
#41 on 3c, #54 on 3c (faulty). Also a 4-ring #17 on3c. Finevery fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

36

 #22a 1868 1c brown red Large Queen on watermarked
Bothwell paper, showing portion on "A" and "M", used with
FE.15.1869 Toronto split ring cancel, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$425

37

 #23 1869 1c yellow orange Large Queen, used with light
cancel and a few shorter perfs, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

38

39

40

38

 #23 1869 1c yellow orange Large Queen, selected used
with 7-ring target cancel, bright colour and exceptionally well
centered, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

39

 #23, 23a 1869 1c yellow orange Large Queens group of
6 dated singles, with one on piece, with dates ranging from
March 1869 to November 1869. Noted one undated stamp
but with a red receiving postmark. A lovely grouping, fine-very
fine. Catalogued as 5 #23 and a #23a. (Scott $1,140).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,085

40

 #23a 1869 1c deep orange Large Queen, a nice used
example with centrally struck 2-ring #3 from Quebec, minor
perf faults, still very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

48

41
41

42

42

 #23a 1869 1c deep orange Large Queen, used with deep
colour and well centered within large margins, two repaired
perf tips, else very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

49
49

 #28b 1868 12½c deep blue Large Queen in thin paper,
pair from an early printing with deep rich colour, and full early
AP 20, 1868 Saint John datestamp, fresh and extremely fine.
A lovely item for the connoisseur.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

50

 #28ii 1868 12½c blue Large Queen, which lacks an outer
frameline at the left value tablet, used, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

 #24a-25a 1868 2c green and 3c red Large Queens on
watermarked Bothwell paper, each lightly canceled (2c with
cds), attractive and fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$425

43

44

45

43

* #24b 1868 2c deep green Large Queen on thin paper,
with full original hinged gum and fine centered.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

44

(*) #24b 1868 2c deep green Large Queen on thin paper,
pulled perf at top right corner, unused no gum, very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,400

45

 #25 1868 3c red Large Queen overprinted "Service", by
Henry Hechler of Halifax. A scarce variety which would complement a Large Queen or Hechler collection, small faults. We
don't recall seeing this private overprint on a Large Queen.
.................................................................................... Est $100

46

 #28a 1868 12½c blue Large Queen on watermarked
Bothwell paper, well centered and attractive, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

x47

51
51

 #29 1868 15c grey violet Large Queen, perf 12, strip of
3 used with right stamp having a pressed out vertical crease,
attractive with face free postmarks, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

52

 #33 1868 3c bright red Large Queen on laid paper, with
vertical vergé line, minor crease at top left corner, used with
target cancel, fine. Accompanied by 2006 Greene Foundation
certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

48

46

 #26 1875 5c olive green Large Queen, very well centered
with light duplex cancel (dated 1877?) and nice fresh colour,
very fine. An attractive example of this difficult issue.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

47

 #28 1868 12½c Large Queen group of 10 dated singles,
with dates ranging from July 1868 to April 1872. Several very
fine centered. A difficult group to put together, fine-very fine.
All catalogued as basic #28. (Scott $1,150+).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,025

7

Small Queens (Sc. #34-47)

x53

54

58

** #36i 1872 2c green Small Queen, mint never hinged,
small inclusion spot at left, otherwise very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

59

** #36i 1872 2c green Small Queen Ottawa printing, strip
of 3 with significant plate flaw on right stamp, lower right. Minor thins on right stamp which is never hinged, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $140

60

* #36i 1872 2c green Small Queen Counter block of 8, with
full "TWO CENT" counter in top selvedge. Top row stamps are
never hinged and bottom stamps are hinged. Natural gum
faults, still a nice appearing block. CV is for fine-very fine singles.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$810

55

53

* #35/44 Group of 7 different Small Queens, includes #35,
36 (no gum), 37 (pulled perf), 40a, 41 (large margins), 43 and
44. All are mint hinged, fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,912

54

* #35d 1874-1879 1c orange Small Queen, perf 11½x12,
exceptionally well centered with full appropriate streaky original gum, hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

55

** #36 1889-1897 2c green Small Queen, 2nd Ottawa
printing, rich colour, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$147

61

56

57

58

56

*/** #36a 1872 2c deep green Small Queen vertical imperforate pair, with wide margins, hinged on top stamp, bottom stamp never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

57

E/P #36E 2c Small Queen Essay in orange on coated quadrille onion skin paper, portion of the coating scraped away
in top margin as well as various faults. Only 20 are believed to
exist, most with faults.
.................................................................................... Est $100

8

63

61

 #36i 1872 2c green Small Queen, Second Ottawa printing, huge margins, extremely fine.
.............................................................................Unitrade C$2

62

 #36vi 1889-1897 2c green Small Queen with major reentry, used with Toronto orb cancel clear of the most prominent doubling (in CENTS), fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

63

E/P #37 1870 3c orange red Small Queen plate proof on
India on card, light oxidation, mostly at top otherwise very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

64
59

62

64

65

66

 #37i 1873 3c dark rose Small Queen on soft thick wove
paper, used single, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

65

E/P #38 1876 5c slate green Small Queen plate proof,
on card mounted India paper with full margins, very fine. A
scarce proof.
.................................................................................... Est $600

66

** #38 1876 5c slate green Small Queen, fresh colour, mint
never hinged, fine. Small toning spot at top and on back.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

71

67

68

* #38 1876 5c slate green Small Queen, fresh deep colour,
mint lightly hinged, fine. Shows a prominent guide dot at lower
left.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

68

* #38 1876 5c pale olive Small Queen, mint hinge with gum
that has been partially redistributed in hinge area, very fine.
From 1886-1888 printing and rarely seen mint.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

74

71

* #39 1872 6c yellow brown Small Queen, mint hinged remnant, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

72

* #40 1887 10c dull rose lilac Small Queen, lovely large
margins, mint hinged (hr) with pencil notation on gum, very
fine. An attractive example of this scarce mint stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

70

67

72

x73

69

70

** #39 1872-1889 6c yellow brown Small Queen, late
Montreal printing, block of four with fresh colour, immaculate gum, centered to right with large margin at left (first column) without guide dots on left stamps and guide dots on
right stamps, fine-very fine (catalogued as 2 fine, 2 F-VF).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,500

73

 #40-40e 1874-1888 10c Small Queen group of 12 lilac
and magenta shades, includes 3 different deep rose lilacs, 3
different magenta, 3 different dull rose lilac and three shades
perf 11½ x 12 (#40e has tiny thin). A selected group, difficult
to duplicate, fine-very fine. See full group on internet.
.............................................................................Scott $1,870

74

 #40e 1874 10c pale milky rose lilac Small Queen, perf
11½ x 12, used with eye appealing socked on the nose 7-ring
cancel, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

75

76

77

75

 #40e 1874 10c pale milky rose lilac Small Queen, perf
11½x12, well centered used with Montreal duplex cancel,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

76

 #40e 1877 10c pale milky rose lilac Small Queen, perf
11½x12, a fresh example of this delicate colour complemented by a blue fancy cork cancel and transit postmark in
deep red at lower left corner. Only fine centering but still an
appealing stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

77

** #41 1888 3c bright vermilion Small Queen, with three
large margins, mint never hinged, slight discolouration, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

* #39 1872 6 yellow brown Small Queen, mint with hinge
remnant, two large margins, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600
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Small Queens continued

78

x82

(*) #45 1888-1893 10c Small Queen shades, 10 stamps
include one very fine original gum with a small thinned spot,
one with suspect gum, rest are unused no gum. CV the cheapest shade.
............................................................................. Scott $6,000

83

 #45-45b 1889-1897 10c Small Queen with Ottawa
squared circles, group of 18 stamps each cancelled by Ottawa square circle cancel with dates ranging from JY 19 1893
to JU 2 1897 (with different indicia) showing the full range
of shades for this period. Generally fine but with a few small
faults (selected for quality of cancels). A difficult group to assemble.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$630

x83

78

** #41 1889 3c pale vermilion Small Queen, well centered,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

79

** #41 1888 3c bright vermilion Small Queen, strip of 6
with gum wrinkles (as usual) and light sulphurization of the
colour of the end stamps, never hinged, fine. Accompanied by
2003 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

80

82

* #42 1888-1893 5c grey Small Queen block of four, fresh
with all hinged to reinforcement, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

84

85

88

84

* #45b 1891 10c salmon pink Small Queen, fresh with wide
right hand margin, very lightly hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

85

* #45c 1897 10c brown red Small Queen imperforate single, with full original gum, hinge remnant, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

86

* #45c 1897 10c brown red Small Queen imperf pair, with
vibrant colour and full margins, lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

x87

81

10

** #45 1871 10c brown red Small Queen, block of 4, deep
fresh colour, minor gum bends as commonly seen, never
hinged, fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,400

87

 #45var 1888-1893 10c carmine rose Small Queen, three
used strips of 3, perf 12 x 12¼, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

88

 #46 1893 20c vermilion Widow Weeds, dated 1898, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

x89

Jubilee Issue (Sc. #50-65)
89

E/P #50-65 1897 Jubilee set of large die proofs, with 16 different values in issued colours, die sunk on card. Cards measure 280 x 160mm and sunken area measures 65 x 62mm.
Extremely fine and rare set worthy of the finest collection, and
the cornerstone to any exhibit of this issue.
.............................................................................. Est $35,000
x93

90
90

91

92

95

93

 #50, 55 Group of 3 better used Jubilees, with #50 (extremely fine with light cancel but tiny pinhole and short perf),
#50 (bright colour, light cancel, rounded corner perf) and #55
(very fine and attractive with Montreal squared circle precursor - used in period and not reported on this value, but with a
thin). A nice appearing group.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

94

E/P #50P 1897 ½c black Jubilee plate proof, block of four
on India on card, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

95

** #51 1897 1c orange Jubilee, selected with rich colour,
very well centered, mint never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

x92

** #50 1897 ½c black Jubilee, fresh, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

** #50 1897 ½c black Jubilee, large margins and deep
fresh colour, never hinged marginal stamp, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450
** #50-54, 56 1897 ½c/8c Jubilees, small natural inclusions and gum wrinkles on 1c and 8c, ½c has short perf,
otherwise fine-very fine or very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$960
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Jubilee Issue continued

101

96

101

** #52 1897 2c green Jubilee, nice fresh colour, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$105

102

** #52 1897 2c green Jubilee, block of four, never hinged
but with gum wrinkles, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$420

103

** #53 1897 3c bright rose Jubilee, nice fresh colour, mint
never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$75

104

** #54 1897 5c deep blue Jubilee, deep colour, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$270

105

** #54 1897 5c deep blue Jubilee, selected and fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$270

97

96

** #51 1897 1c orange Jubilee, an attractive vertical pair,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

97

** #51 1897 1c orange Jubilee, block of four with deep
fresh orange colour, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

x98
98

103

100

** #51, 54, 55 1897 1c, 5c and 6c Jubilee, with fresh colour,
1c and 6c with minor gum wrinkling, never hinged, fine-very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$820

104

105

x99
99

100

12

*/** #51-53, 56-57 1897 1c, 2c, 3c, 8c, 10c Jubilee, in
blocks of four, #51 never hinged with colour darkening and
lightly disturbed gum; #52 never hinged; #53 never hinged;
#56 top 2 stamps hinged with gum crease, bottom 2 stamps
never hinged; #57 top 2 stamps hinged, bottom 2 stamps
never hinged. 2c value accompanied by 2003 Greene Foundation certificate, 10c value accompanied by 2003 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate. Fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,490
** #51a 1897 1c orange yellow Jubilee, fresh with deep
colour, 4 large margins, mint never hinged, very fine, trivial
natural inclusion. An exceptional looking stamp.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

x106

107

106

** #54/58 Group of four mid-value Jubilees, with #54 (very
fine, minor gum wrinkles), #56 (fine-very fine), #57 (fine-very
fine) and #58 (fine-very fine with minor gum wrinkles), all
never hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,662

107

** #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, bright colour, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

115

108

109

108

* #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, fresh and well centered stamp which is very lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

109

* #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, mint hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

110

116

** #56 1897 8c dark violet Jubilee, mint never hinged with
lightly disturbed gum, very fine. A very attractive stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

111

** #56 1897 8c dark violet Jubilee, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

116

** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, fresh colour, mint never
hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

117

** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, mint never hinged with
a minor gum wrinkle, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

118

** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, block of four, fresh
with deep colour and crisp impression, never hinged, fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

113

112

** #56 1897 8c dark violet Jubilee, fresh, never hinged,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$330

113

** #56 1897 8c dark violet Jubilee, with appealing centering and large margins but with a light corner bend, mentioned
for accuracy, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

119
119

114
114

117

111

110

112

** #58 1897 15c steel blue Jubilee, fine-very fine, never
hinged. Trivial and insignificant light gum crease mentioned
for the record.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

115

** #57 1897 10c brown violet Jubilee, never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

120

* #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, fresh mint hinged with
short perf at right and trivial bend mentioned for the record,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

Detail LR corner
120

* #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, with fresh colour and
guideline in lower right, mint lightly hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150
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Jubilee Issue continued

121

122

121

** #59i 1897 20c deep vermilion Jubilee, with deep fresh
colour and sharp impression. The most trivial of gum bends
mentioned for those insisting on perfection, mint never
hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,350

122

** #60 1897 50c ultramarine Jubilee, mint never hinged,
trivial gum bend mentioned for the record, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

126

** #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, block with deep, fresh
colour and full original never hinged gum, fine-very fine. These
days a rare block in this quality.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$16,800

Leaf Issues (Sc. #66-73, 87)

123
123

125

E/P #60P 1897 50c ultramarine Jubilee plate proof, on India on card, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

127

** #67 1897 1c blue green Leaf, block of four, never hinged,
fresh and very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$720

Detail Lot 124
124

E/P #61P l1897 $1 lake Jubilee plate proof on card mounted India, with full to large margins and fresh colour, mounted
on large reference card (228x153mm) stamped INDEX COPY
in green ink with key information on issue captured at top of
the index card. This was the copy kept in the official reference
set at the printer. Very fine and unique, with the $1 value being the key value to complete a Jubilee proof set.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

125

* #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee, gum redistributed and with
closed tear upper right but with good colour, fine-very fine
centering.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600
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128

129

128

** #67 1897 1c blue green Leaf, fresh, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

129

** #67 1897 1c blue green Leaf, bottom marginal block of
4, some offset on gum, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$440

134

130

135

139

134

** #70 1897 5c dark blue Leaf, mint never hinged, fine-very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

135

* #71 1897 6c brown Leaf, mint lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

** #67 1897 1c blue green Leaf plate No. 3 block of 8,
stamps never hinged (hinged in selvedge only), very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,440

136
136
131

** #68 1897 2c purple Leaf plate No. 3 strip of 3, never
hinged, fine-very fine. No premium given in catalogue for plate
inscriptions on this issue.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$510

132

*/** #68 1898 2c purple Leaf, two mint blocks including
block of 6 (3 stamps never hinged, very fine) and block of 4 (2
never hinged, very good-fine).
................................................................................ Scott $612

133

* #69 1898 3c carmine Leaf plate No. 4 strip of 4, mint
hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

140

 #71, 71ii 1897 6c brown Leaf re-entry, pair, one stamp
with re-entry in lower right (Unitrade #71ii), used with cds cancel, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

137

138

137

E/P #71P 1897 6c brown Leaf plate proof, block of four
on card mounted India paper, large margins all around, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

138

** #72 1897 8c orange Leaf, block of four, with immaculate
gum, never hinged, fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2003 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. (CV as two fine and two fine-very
fine stamps).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,650

139

** #73 1897 10c brown violet Leaf, mint never hinged,
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

140

** #73 1897 10c brown violet Leaf, fresh colour, natural
gum crease at upper left corner, mint never hinged, fine-very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,325
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Leaf Issues continued

141
141

143

144

* #73 1897 10c brown violet Leaf on vertical wove paper,
nicely centered with nice deep colour, hinged (hr) with a bit of
stacking offset on gum but still attractive and very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

142

* #73 1897 10c brown violet Leaf plate No. 1 strip of 3,
hinged with some separation between 2nd and 3rd stamp
and selvedge. 1st stamp is never hinged, the strip very fine. A
rare plate strip.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,750

143

 #73 1897 10c brown violet Leaf, with 3-ring Toronto cds
dated Oct 1, 1900, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

144

* #73ii 1897 10c brown violet Leaf on horizontal wove paper, an attractive fresh mint example with traces of previous
hinging, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

Numeral Issues (Sc. #74-84, 88)

x146
146

*/** #74, 76, 77a, 81 1898-1902 ½c/7c Numeral, blocks
of four, #74 never hinged, #76 never hinged with spots of
gum disturbance, #77a top pair never hinged with two lower
stamps hinge remnant and #81 hinged unused no gum with
a few short perfs on one stamp. Fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$906

147

(*) #74v 1898 ½c black Numeral imperforate pair, fresh
with large margins, ungummed as issued, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

148

*/** #75 1898 1c grey green Numeral, plate No. 7 strip of
3, mint with stamps never hinged (hinged in selvedge only),
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$315

149

 #75iii 1898 1c deep green Numeral with major re-entry,
well centered within large margins and with a light cds cancel
this stamp shows off the major re-entry visibly throughout the
lower third of the design. An exceptional item, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

150

** #75v 1898 1c grey green Numeral on thick paper, fresh,
never hinged, very fine. A scarce stamp to find in this quality.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

149

145
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** #74 1898 ½c black Numeral plate No. 1 block of 8,
deep, fresh colour, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

150

151
151

152

152

(*) #75vi 1898 1c green Numeral imperforate pair, fresh
with large margins, ungummed as issued, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

158
158

** #76 1898 2c purple Numeral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

153

154

** #79b 1899 5c blue on white paper Numeral, left marginal stamp, mint never hinged, very fine. Slightly shorter perf
at bottom and trivial toning in lower right. Still a nice stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

155

153

** #77 1899 2c carmine Numeral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

154

** #77 1899 2c carmine Numeral, mint never hinged, very
fine, large margins.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

155

** #77 1899 2c carmine Numeral, Die I, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

156

161

159

160

159

* #79ii 1899 5c blue Numeral vertical imperforate pair, on
bluish horizontal wove paper, mint without gum as issued,
small tear in left margin, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

160

(*) #79ii 1899 5c blue Numeral on bluish paper imperforate pair, fresh with large margins, ungummed as issued,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

161

** #80 1898 6c brown Numeral, fresh mint stamp with large
margins and selvedge, there is a horizontal line of short gum
which occurs occasionally during this period of the gum application, never hinged, very fine. A lovely stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

157

156

** #79 1899 5c blue Numeral, mint never hinged, very fine,
light diagonal bend mentioned for the record.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

157

** #79, 79b 1899 5c blue Numeral on bluish and on whiter
papers, fresh, mint never hinged (one with trivial natural gum
line, not a skip), fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,225
162
162

 #80 1898 6c shades of brown Numeral, one yellowish
brown, the other deep brown, with slipped perf at top right,
both with cds, very fine centering.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120
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Numeral Issues continued

163
163

168

165

** #83 1898 10c brown violet Numeral block of four, fresh,
fine never hinged but with light gum crease. Accompanied by
2003 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,600

167

** #81 1902 7c olive yellow Numeral, mint never hinged but
with the slightest of gum disturbance, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

169

170

171

169

** #84 1900 20c olive green Numeral, never hinged, small
spot on gum, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,650

170

** #84 1900 20c olive green Numeral, fresh colour, wide
margins but perfs slightly blunted at right, never hinged with
small spot of disturbance in one corner, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,650

171

* #84 1900 20c olive green Numeral, deep fresh colour,
lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

Imperial Penny Postage (Sc. #85-86)

164

166

164

** #82 1898 8c orange Numeral block of four, fresh, fine
and never hinged. Accompanied by 2003 Richard Gratton
AIEP certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,280

165

** #82i 1898 8c brownish orange Numeral, a fresh stamp
with perfect gum, fine-very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

166

(*) #82ii 1898 8c orange Numeral vertical imperforate
pair, mint without gum as issued, cut close at right, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

167

173

172

** #86b 1898 2c black, deep blue, carmine Map, bottom
marginal single, nice deep colour, fresh, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$187

173

** #86b 1898 2c black, deep blue and carmine Map, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

** #83 1898 10c brown violet Numeral, short perf at bottom right, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,175

168

18

172

174

174

*/** #86b 1898 2c black, carmine and deep blue map,
mint block of four with selvedge at bottom showing printers
imprint. Top two stamps are very fine and hinged, bottom
two stamps are very fine never hinged jumbos with minute
gum disturbance (fingerprint and natural gum bends). A nice
block.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

178

* #90a 1903 2c carmine Edward Imperf, Type II, block of
four, top pair lightly hinged, bottom pair with light line of disturbance on gum, large margins, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

179

* #90vi 1903 2c carmine Edward, Type II, imperforate gutter strip of four, from plate 31 or 32 with black line, mint
hinged with large margins, vertical fold in gutter (all known
examples have this fold) and very fine. Accompanied by 2009
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. A rare strip.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

King Edward VII Era (1903-1908)

175
175

181

** #89-90 1c green and 2c carmine Edward, nice stamps,
never hinged, fine-very fine. A few tiny toning spots on gum of
1c.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

180

176
176

180

** #91 1903 5c blue Edward, left margin stamp, mint never
hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

181

* #91 1903 5c blue Edward on bluish paper, with deep fresh
colour, lightly hinged with three large margins, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

178

*/** #89i 1903 1c deep green Edward, block of four with
deep fresh colour, lightly hinged on top right stamp, other are
never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$342

183

177
177

182

** #90a 1903 2c carmine Edward, imperf upper marginal
block of 6, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

184

182

** #92 1903 7c olive bistre Edward, fresh, never hinged,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$760

183

(*) #92a 1903-1908 7c olive bistre Edward, horizontal imperf pair from top right corner of sheet, very fine, without gum
as issued, light stain in upper right, well away from stamps.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

184

** #93 1903 10c brown lilac Edward, mint never hinged,
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400
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King Edward VII Era continued

185
185

186

187

** #93 1903-1908 10c brown lilac Edward, light diagonal
gum bend visible on gum side, mint never hinged, fine-very
fine with deep rich colour.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,900

186

** #93 1903 10c brown lilac Edward, fresh colour, never
hinged, fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2003 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,175

187

** #93i 1903 10c dull lilac Edward, mint never hinged, light
toning spots at top, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

188

189

190

188

* #94 1904 20c olive green Edward, fresh, mint with hinge
remnant, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

189

** #95 1908 50c purple Edward, fresh, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,275

190

* #95 1908 50 purple Edward, mint with hinge remnant,
short perfs near center right, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

x192
192

*/** #96-103 1908 Quebec Tercentenary issue in blocks,
set of 8 different values, all with fresh colour with ½c VF NH,
1c F-VF NH, 2c fine NH, 5c F-VF NH, 7c with 2 F-VF and 2 VF
(all hinged), 10c fine and regummed, 15c fine hinged, 20c
VF with top stamps hinged and bottom stamps never hinged.
Rarely offered as a complete set of blocks.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,343

193

(*) #96ii 1908 ½c black Quebec Tercentenary imperforate
single, with sheet margin at top, ungummed as issued, very
fine. (Catalogue value for a pair is $1,000).
.................................................................................... Est $250

194

** #97i 1908 1c green Cartier and Champlain, with hairlines in margin, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

193

194

Quebec Tercentenary (Sc. #96-103)

195

x191
191

20

*/** #96, 97i 1908 ½c black and 1c green Quebec Tercentenary, blocks of four, top stamps hinged, bottom never
hinged. ½c with two very fine never hinged, 1c with prominent
hairlines in margins, two are fine-very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$326

196

195

** #98 1908 2c carmine KEVII and Queen Alexandra, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

196

** #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, fresh,
very fine centered with dull spot on gum, but never hinged.
Catalogue is for hinged only.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

201

197

201

** #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, fresh
with minor gum glazing in one corner, else never hinged, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

202

* #100 1908 7c olive Montcalm and Wolfe, fresh, mint
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

** #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, bottom
marginal block of four, mint never hinged, fine-very fine. A
lovely multiple.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

203

198

204

203

* #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, deep
colour, mint hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

204

** #101 1908 10c violet Quebec in 1700, fresh, never
hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

205

* #101 1908 10c violet Quebec in 1700, block of four, never
hinged but gum disturbed by old style Crystal mount or similar
product (CV as hinged). Fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

199

198

** #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

199

** #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, upper
marginal stamp, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

200

202

* #100 1908 7c olive green Montcalm and Wolfe, fresh
block of four, lightly hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000
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Quebec Tercentenary continued

206

** #101 1908 10c violet Quebec in 1700, mint never
hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

207

* #101 1908 10c violet Quebec in 1700, deep colour, mint
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

213

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, fresh
and immaculate, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$645

214

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, very fine
centered stamp with full never hinged gum which has an extremely light fingerprint and a light gum crease, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

209

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, deep
colour, mint never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

214

* #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, deep
fresh colour, mint hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

215

** #103 1908 20c brown Cartier's Arrival, block of four,
some perf separation between top stamps, fine-very fine, top
stamps hinged (UL trivial hinge thin) bottom stamps very fine
never hinged but gum disturbance. Unitrade CV for hinged is
$1,350.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,950

216

** #103 1908 20c brown Cartier's Arrival, fresh, mint never
hinged, light diagonal gum bend mentioned for the record,
very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

211

210

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, mint
never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$645

211

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, fresh,
never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. A lovely stamp.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,050

217

212

22

216

209

208

210

** #102 1908 15c orange Champlain's Departure, fresh
with large margins, small natural inclusion, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$645

207

206

208

212

213

218

217

* #103 1908 20c brown Cartier's Arrival, hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

218

* #103 1908 20c brown Cartier's Arrival, hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

The Admiral Issues

x222

219

222

*/** #104-118 Accumulation of mint Admirals, selected
for overall nice quality with singles, pairs, blocks, War Tax, a
total of 31 stamps. Only a few are fine-very fine, rest are very
fine. CV includes premium for never hinged where appropriate. Examination of this lot should reward. Generally very fine,
mostly never hinged.
............................................................................. Scott $1,571

223

** #104/122 1911-1925 Admiral partial set, missing only
#106. A mixture of wet and dry printings such as #107e,
110d, 117a. All are fresh and attractive, all are never hinged.
Most could be "pushed" to be described as very fine centering. Our catalogue value is for fine-very fine (As very fine CV
is $4,860). The 4c, 20c and 50c have 2003 Richard Gratton AIEP certificates. This lot (the consignor did not have the
relatively easy 2c carmine) should find a new home at a much
more affordable price than buying very fine never hinged
stamps individually.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,914

224

*/** #104a/109a Group of nine Admiral booklet panes,
mint, includes #104a (2), 105a (2, one never hinged), 105b,
107b, 108a, 109a (2). A nice group. Fine-very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$595

225

** #104ai 1911 1c yellow green Admiral, booklet pane of 6
with horizontal hairlines, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

226

** #104ai 1911 1c yellow green Admiral, booklet pane of 6
with horizontal hairlines, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

E/P #104 Group of four 3c king George V "Admiral facing
Right" essays, all from top of sheet with selvedge and in blue,
green, red and black. Printed on thick gummed paper and
with image large than approved stamp. Very fine and desirable group.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x223
220

221

** #104 1911 1c green Admiral, block of 40 with minor
blemishes on the gum of several stamps (mostly in the left
column). Still an attractive fine-very fine multiple with never
hinged gum.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,200

** #104 191 1c green Admiral, block of 25, top row and top
4 stamps of centre column have light ink offset from storage
also with minor perf separation between the 2 top stamps
on right. Despite this, a fresh and impressive block, never
hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,375

225

226

23
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227

** #104ai/109a 1911-1925 Six mint Admiral booklet
panes, includes #104ai with horizontal hairlines, #105a,
#106a, #107b, #108a and #109a, all mint never hinged,
fine-very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$663

228

 #104vii 1911 1c blue green Admiral with major re-entry,
used with slogan cancel, thin and light diagonal crease but
still with fine-very fine appearance. Accompanied by 2009
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,875

229

** #105 1922 1c orange yellow Admiral, block of 45 with
Type C lathework, two light diagonal gum bends affect 4
stamps and are mentioned for the record, mint never hinged
with immaculate gum, with every stamp very fine or extremely
fine. CV is for 4 blocks and one single with lathework and 29
normal stamps.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,310

230

231

** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral plate multiples, with
#106iv orange red block of 4 with plate No. 28 in top selvedge, fine-very fine, only one stamp is hinged, top two stamps
are creased and #106ii deep rose red top left strip of 3 with
Plate 195 in selvedge, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$410

233

** #106aiv 1911 3c carmine Admiral booklet pane with
OTTAWA-TOP on tab, from plate 16, showing bottom of "T"
aligned with horizontal gutter between stamps, mint never
hinged, fine. A rare and key Admiral booklet pane.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,750

234

** #107 1922 2c yellow green Admiral, mint never hinged,
very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

235

** #107e 1923 2c green Admiral plate block of 12, dry
printing with full plate 205 inscription in top selvedge, mint
never hinged, fresh with several extremely fine stamps and
jumbos, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,080

234

230

** #105f 1922 1c yellow Admiral, dry printing, Die I, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

231

** #106 1911 2c carmine Admiral, mint never hinged, some
light ink offset on gum side, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

24

232

236

237

238

236

** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

237

** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

238

242
242

** #108c 1918 3c brown Admiral plate block, apparently
from Plate No. 1, hinged in selvedge only, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

243

** #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral, mint never hinged, extremely fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral, wet printing, with Lathework B doubled, fresh, mint never hinged single, fine with
slight gum disturbance at bottom of selvedge mentioned for
the record.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

244
239
239

241

240

** #108b 1918 3c yellow brown Admiral plate strip of four
from top left with Plate No. 18 in selvedge, fine and never
hinged, left stamp creased.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$160

241

** #108c 1923 3c deep brown Admiral, fresh colour, mint
never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

246

244

** #109 1923 2c carmine Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

245

** #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral, block of four, fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

246

** #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral, Die I, horizontal pair,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

247

** #109 1923 3c carmine Admiral plate block of 8, with
Plate No. 136 at top, fresh and never hinged. Catalogued as
6 very fine and 2 fine stamps.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$580

243

** #108b 1918 3c yellow brown Admiral, large margins on
three sides, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

245

25
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248

249

253

248

** #109d 1923 3c rose carmine Admiral, Die I, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

249

** #110 1922 4c olive bistre Admiral, fresh deep colour,
mint never hinged jumbo, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

250

251

** #110 1922 4c olive bistre Admiral, wet printing, block of
10, deep colour, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,425

252

255

252

** #110b 1922 4c olive yellow Admiral, block of four, never
hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$570

253

** #111 1914 5c dark blue Admiral, lovely deep colour,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

254

** #111 1914 5c dark blue Admiral, fresh immaculate,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

255

** #111 1914 5c dark blue Admiral block of four, with
"940B" and guide arrow in bottom selvedge. Natural pinpoint
inclusions in two right stamps and deep, rich colour with only
the top stamps hinged. Catalogued as 2 fine and 2 very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,340

256

** #112 1922 5c grey violet Admiral, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$165

257

* #112 1922 5c violet Admiral, wet printing, with Lathework Type D inverted, single showing over 50% of lathework,
lightly hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

** #110 1922 4c olive bistre Admiral plate block of 8, with
plate No. 6 at top, fresh and hinged in selvedge only, fine-very
fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,140
x258

254

26

256

257

259

258

*/**/ #112/136 Group of Admirals, includes #112 pair,
mint hinged, #118 pair, bottom stamp is never hinged, top
stamp hinged, #119 never hinged single and pair, one NH
and one hinged, #131 mint hinged pair with plate "No. A 2",
and #136 strip of 3 used on repaired cover. Overall fine-very
fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$837

259

** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral, on thin paper, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$135

266
260
260

265

** #112a 1924 5c violet Admiral, block of four on thin paper, with "T 4-OTTAWA-No-A 2" in upper selvedge, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

*/** #114 1911-1925 7c red brown Admiral plate block of
8, with Plate No. 8 in top selvedge. Fresh block with only one
stamp hinged (and hinged in selvedge). Catalogued as 4 very
fine and 4 fine.
........................................................................Unitrade C$444

267
261

* #112b 1922 5c violet Admiral imperforate pair, fresh,
hinged and very fine. A rare imperf item.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

262

263

269

270

267

** #114b 1924 7c red brown Admiral, fresh colour, mint
never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

268

** #114b, 114iv 1924 7c red brown Admiral, wet printing,
block of four, deep colour, mint, top two stamps showing line
in "V" of SEVEN are hinged, bottom stamps are never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$340

269

** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

270

** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral, with top selvedge showing
"985A", hinged in selvedge only with a tiny speck of natural
short gum, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

264

262

** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral, lovely fresh colour,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$210

263

** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral, fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$210

264

** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$210

265

** #113 1912 7c yellow ochre Admiral, block of four, deep
colour, never hinged, upper right stamp has small dull spot on
gum, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

27
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277
271

*/** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral plate block of 8, with
Plate No. 3 inscription at top. Six stamps are never hinged
and there is a small perf stain on lower left stamp, else some
stamps have large margins and are fresh, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

272

273

** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

273

** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, fresh, mint never hinged,
very fine with large margins.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

274

** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, fresh and attractive, never
hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$720

275

276

28

276

277

** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral, dry printing, block of four,
deep colour, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

278

* #117a 1922 10c blue Admiral, dry printing, block of four,
fresh, mint lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

279

** #118 1911-1925 10c bistre brown Admiral, fresh colour,
mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$115

280

** #118 1911-1925 10c bistre brown Admiral plate block
of 8, with Plate No. 23 inscription at top, fresh, very fine and
never hinged.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,440

274

272

275

278

279
281

282

283

* #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, nice large margins, very
lightly hinged, extremely fine. A lovely stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

281

** #117 1922 10c blue Admiral, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

** #118b 1925 10 yellow brown Admiral, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

282

** #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral, fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

283

** #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral, nice colour, mint
never hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

284

290

285

284

** #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral, pair, nice deep
colour, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$825

285

* #119 1925 20c olive green Admiral, mint never hinged
but with spot of missing gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

291

290

** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral, nice fresh colour, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

291

** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral, nice colour, fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

292

** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral, dry printing, fresh, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

293

286

*/** #119iv 1925 20c olive green Admiral, block of four
with deep colour, upper right stamp with retouched frameline
in upper right, top two stamps are hinged, bottom stamps are
never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

292

294

293

** #122 1925 $1 orange Admiral, dry printing, fresh, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

294

** #123-124 1913 1c green, 2c carmine Admiral coils,
perf 8 horizontal, fresh singles with full intact perforations,
never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$570

x295
287

288

289

287

** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

288

** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

289

** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, dry printing, fresh,
fine-very fine, never hinged. Accompanied by 2002 Greene
Foundation certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$230

295

** #124/134 1915-1924 Selected Admiral coils, includes
perf 8 vertical 1c green and 1c yellow, 2c green, perf 12 horizontal set of 4 with 3c pair (8 stamps), all with fresh immaculate gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$667

x296
296

** #126, 127, 129 1912-1923 1c-3c Admiral Coils, perf 8
vertical, #126 strip of 6, Die I pencilled #1-6 on back, else
never hinged, fine with one fold; #127 strip of 6, never hinged,
fine-very fine and #129 strip of 7, fine plus, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$696
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297

** #126a, 128a 1924 1c yellow, 2c green Admiral part perforate coils, blocks of four, mint never hinged, 1c is fine-very
fine, 2c is very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$205

300

303

305

300

** #127ii 1912 2c rose carmine Admiral coil, perf 8 vertically, with immaculate gum, extremely fine, never hinged. The
most elusive of the Admiral coils to find with this centering.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

301

** #128 1922 2c green Admiral, coil strip of 4, mint never
hinged, very fine. Tough to find a strip this nice.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

302

** #128a 1924 2c green Admiral part perforate coils, block
of four, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

303

* #128i 1924 2c green Admiral wet printing, part-perforate
vertical pair, hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

304

*/** #128i 1924 2c green Admiral, wet printing, part-perforate block of four from the first printing, hinged on bottom
two stamps, top stamps never hinged (no premium added),
very fine. Scarce this nicely centered.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

305

** #128ii 1922 2c green Admiral coil, mint never hinged
single, extremely fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$50

x298
298

** #126b-129 1912-1924 Admiral coils strips of 4, with
#126 (Die I), 126d (wet printing), 128 and 129 in fresh strips
of 4, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,360

299
299

30

302

** #126c 1924 1c yellow Admiral, wet printing, block of
four of the first printing, Die I, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,143

306

** #129 1918 3c brown Admiral coil, strip of four, deep
colour, mint never hinged, very fine, an exceptional strip
which is rarely seen so nice.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

307
307

310

311

** #136 1924 1c yellow Admiral imperforate plate block
of 8, with Plate No. 179 inscription at top with a small natural inclusion on gum of upper left stamp not visible on front
and one other stamp with disturbance to gum, else very fine,
never hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

312

* #136 1924 1c yellow Admiral imperforate, block of 4,
deep colour, hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$170

313

* #136-138 1924 1c-3c Admiral Imperforate set of 3, in
blocks of four, lightly hinged, fresh, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

314

** #139 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional, mint never
hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

315

* #139v 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional "Essay", block of four with top stamps with large overprint and
bottom stamps with small overprint. Mint lightly hinged with
natural straight edge at left, very fine. Accompanied by 2009
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. A rare item for the Admiral
specialist.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

312

** #131/134i 1915-1924 1c and 3c Admiral coil strips of
4, with #131, 131i (paste-up), 134 and 134i(paste-up). Each
is fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$575

308

309

314

308

*/** #131iv 1915-1924 1c green Admiral experimental
Toronto coil pair, very fine with bottom stamp never hinged
and top stamp lightly hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

309

** #132 1915-1924 2c carmine Admiral coil, mint never
hinged, fingerprint on gum mentioned for the record, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$125

310

** #133i 1924 2c yellow green Admiral coil paste-up strip
of 4, a fresh, large margined strip. The paste-up is between
the 1st and 2nd stamp. There is a fine vertical line of short
gum on bottom 3 stamps mentioned for the record, never
hinged, extremely fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,125

31
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316

** #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

317

** #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Provisional, fresh
mint horizontal pair, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

318

** #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral plate block of 8,
with Plate No. 116 inscription at top, hinged in selvedge with
small gum disturbance on one stamp else fine-very fine, never
hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$440

319

323

321

** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax, fresh block of 8,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$840

322

** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax, block of 12, fresh
with immaculate gum, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$726

323

** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax, fresh, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$105

324

** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax, well centered
and fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$105

325

** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax upper right plate
block of 6, with "909C" in selvedge, fresh, never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$630

324

** #184 1931 3c carmine Admiral Provisional, jumbo margins, mint never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$36

320

32

** #184 1931 3c carmine Admiral, perf 12 x 8, plate block
of 10, with Plate No. 14 in selvedge at top. A fresh block which
is never hinged, very fine. CV is for single stamps only.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

317

316

319

320

332

326

*/** #MR1 1915 1c green Admiral War Tax plate block of
6, with Plate No. 11 in selvedge at top. Two stamps are never
hinged. Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

x327
327

329

334

332

** #MR2Bi 1915 5c blue overprinted Admiral War Tax,
deep colour, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$675

333

** #MR2C 1915 20c olive overprinted Admiral War tax,
deep colour, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

334

* #MR2C 1915 20c olive green overprinted Admiral War
Tax, deep colour, mint with hinge remnant, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

331

** #MR1/MR4 Group of four Admiral War Tax issues, with
#MR1, MR2 (two distinct shades, one with minor perf flaw)
and MR4 (shows dots above Postage and upper right frame),
fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$405

328

333

335

336

337

335

* #MR2D 1915 50c black overprinted Admiral War Tax,
mint hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$235

336

* #MR2D 1915 50c black overprinted Admiral War Tax,
nice deep colour, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$235

337

 #MR2D 1915 50c black overprinted Admiral War Tax,
well centered used with light cds cancel, very fine and scarce
this nice.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

338

** #MR3b 1916 2c + 1c rose red Admiral War Tax marginal
block of 12, with minor separation at upper right, fresh with
immaculate gum, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,320

330

328

** #MR2 1915 2c carmine Admiral War Tax, block of 10
with "296" in top selvedge, fresh immaculate, never hinged,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$605

329

** #MR2a 1915 2c rose carmine Admiral War Tax, fresh,
mint never hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$135

330

** #MR2a 1915 2c rose carmine Admiral War Tax, block of
10 with 5 very fine and 5 fine centered stamps, fresh, never
hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$775

331

** #MR2B 1915 5c blue overprinted Admiral War Tax,
lovely deep colour, overall light toning, never hinged, fine-very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$725

33
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339

340

345

** #MR7 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax, Die II, perf
8 coil strip of four, fresh deep colour, light fingerprint on one
stamp, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$440

346

** #MR7 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax coil, Die I,
strip of 4, fresh, fine and never hinged. Accompanied by 2003
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

347

** #MR7a 1916 2c + 1c Admiral War Tax, Die I, mint never
hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

341

339

** #MR3b 1916 2c + 1c rose red Admiral War Tax, fresh,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

340

** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax, deep colour,
mint never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

341

** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax, mint never
hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

1917 Confederation Series (Sc. #135)

342

343

342

** #MR4 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax, exceptionally well centered within four large margins, deep rich colour,
mint never hinged, extremely fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

343

** #MR5 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax, fresh
mint pair with selvedge at bottom, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

344
344

34

347

* #MR6ii 1916 2c + 1c rose carmine Admiral War Tax, mint
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

348

349

348

** #134 1917 3c brown Fathers of Confederation block,
with Plate No. 5 inscription at bottom. Fresh with immaculate
gum, never hinged. Catalogued as 2 very fine and 2 fine-very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

349

** #135 1917 3c brown Fathers of Confederation, mint
never hinged, small thinned spot at bottom perfs, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$210

1927 Historical Issue (Sc. #141-148)

x355
355

x350
350

351

351

** #141c-145c 1927 60th Anniversary of Confederation,
set of 5 in vertical pairs imperforate horizontally, mint never
hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,125

353

354

x356
356

* #146a-148a 1927 Historical Issue imperf pairs, set of 3,
5c trimmed close at left, mint lightly hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

357

** #148 1927 10c brown carmine Baldwin and Lafontaine,
mint block of four, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

** #143a 1927 3c carmine Parliament, vertical pair imperf
horizontally, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

x352
352

** #146a-148a 1927 Historical Issue imperf pairs, set of 3
with deep colours and nice margins. Very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$720

** #144/148 Group of early plate blocks, with #144 plate
block of 8, Plate No. 1 very fine, #145 two plate blocks of 6,
Plate No. 1 and 2, fine and #148 plate block of 6, Plate No. 1,
fine. A nice fresh, never hinged group.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$700

** #145a 1927 12c blue Map of Canada imperforate pair,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

** #146a 1927 5c violet D'Arcy McGee, horizontal pair imperf vertically, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

KGV Scroll Issue

x358

x359

358

** #149-159, 160-161 1928 Scroll Issue, set of 11 including coils, mint never hinged, very fine. A set worthy of a fine
collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,400

359

** #149/159 1928-1929 1c/$1 Scroll, partial set of 7
stamps (fine-very fine never hinged unless noted) #149
(hinged), #151, 152, 153 (very fine, never hinged), 156, 157,
159 (fine). The $1 with 2003 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$727
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360

** #151 1928 3c carmine Scroll plate A2 strip of 4, fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

361

** #153b 1928 5c deep violet Scroll, vertical pair imperf
horizontally, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

** #156 1928 12c grey Quebec Bridge, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$140

363

** #156a 1929 12c grey Quebec Bridge, imperf single,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$187

** #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, block of four, mint
never hinged, tiny stain spot on sail of upper stamp, very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,800

367

** #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, lovely marginal
block of four, deep fresh colour, mint never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,800

368

** #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, block of four, never
hinged, fine. Accompanied by 2003 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

** #157 1929 20c dark carmine Harvesting Wheat, fresh
jumbo, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$270

365

36

366

363

362

364

** #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose plate block of four,
with stamps being fine centered and never hinged. One of the
top two selvedge pieces has been previously lightly hinged. A
nice block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,400

361

360

362

365

KGV Era-Arch-Leaf Issue

x373
373

369

** #162-177, 178/183 1930 Arch/Leaf Issue, set of 16 including coils, but missing #182 to be complete. Fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine. A set worthy of a fine collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,853

* #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, upper marginal block
of four with Ottawa No A-2 inscription in upper selvedge,
hinged in selvedge, stamps are never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

x374
374

370

 #159 1929 $1 olive green Parliament, used block of nine
with black "R" registration cancels, hinge reinforcement, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$810

371

*/** #162-177, 191 1930-1931 King George V Arch issue
in blocks, comprised of basic set plus 2c brown die I and
2c provisional, all mint with a high percentage of the stamps
being never hinged, and mostly fine-very fine or very fine. The
20c block includes an extremely fine and never hinged jumbo
example, the 50c block is lightly hinged and the $1 Cavell
block has two never hinged stamps and two hinged stamps.
An attractive set with fresh colours.
............................................................................. Scott $3,221

372

371

** #159iii 1929 $1 bronze green Parliament, nice fresh
colour, mint never hinged, very fine. Scarcer than the small
premium for this shade would indicate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

372

** #160 1929 1c orange KGV Scroll coil pair, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

375

376

375

** #167 1931 3c red KGV Leaf block of four with major misperforations, never hinged. A lovely exhibition item.
.................................................................................... Est $150

376

** #168 1930 4c yellow bistre Arch plate block of 10, with
plate No. 1 in left margin, fresh, never hinged, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$167

37

KGV Era-Arch-Leaf Issue continued

382
377
377

x387

** #176 1930 50c dull blue Grand Pré, marginal stamp with
"Plat" at right, lovely stamp with deep colour, never hinged
with natural specks in gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

** #171 1930 8c dark blue KGV Arch/Leaf, upper left Plate
No. 1 block of four, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

383

x378

383

** #176 1930 50c dark blue Grand Pre, fresh deep colour,
never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$412

384

** #177 1930 $1 dark olive green Mount Edith Cavell, nice
deep colour, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

x379

378

** #174, 176, 177 1930 12c Citadel, 50c Grand Pre and $1
Cavell, #174 very fine, never hinged, #176 fine-very fine, line
of glazed gum and #177 fine-very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$717

379

** #174-176 1930 12c-50c Arch Issue, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine, never hinged. Small fingerprint on #176 gum.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$536

384

x385

380

385

** #178-183 1930-1931 KGV Arch/Leaf coils in pairs, line
pairs, except 2c deep red and 3c red end pair, fresh, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$622

386

** #183 1931 3c carmine KGV Arch/Leaf coil, strip of four,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

** #175 1930 20c brown red Harvest Wheat, mint never
hinged, fresh, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

KGV Medallion Issue
387
381

38

** #176 1930 50c dull blue Grand Pré, lovely fresh block of
four, deep colour, mint never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,400

** #196ai, 196bi 1933 2c black brown Medallion plate
blocks, with a mint never hinged booklet pane of 4 having
the letters "PLA" in tabs and a mint never hinged pane of 6
having the word "PLATE" in tabs. Very fine and scarce.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$675

393

*/** #211-216 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee, set of 6 in sheets
or large blocks. 1c and 2c in full sheets of 100 (both have 4
hinged stamps), 3c full sheet of 50 (2 stamps are hinged),
5c block of 56 (8 stamps are hinged), 10c full sheet of 50 (2
stamps are hinged) and 13c block of 60 (4 hinged stamps),
fine-very fine. 
............................................................................. Scott $2,312

KGV Pictorial Issue
388
388

x390

** #203 1933 20c brown red Grain Exhibition, fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

389

** #203 1933 20c brown red Grain Exhibition, block of four,
small inclusion on gum, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$315

390

** #205-207 1933 1c-3c Medallion coil pairs, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$227

394

** #217, 250 1935 1c green and 1942 2c brown, both with
minor perf shifts, mint never hinged.
...................................................................................... Est $40

395

** #217-220 1935 1c-4c in large blocks, including 1c (234),
2c (62), 3c (78) and 4c (38), never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $346

x396

391

x398

396

** #217-227 1935 KGV Pictorial issue, fresh, mint never
hinged set of 11, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

397

** #218i 1935 2c brown KGV Pictorial Issue, block of four
with upper left stamp showing "mole on forehead" variety,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

398

*/** #223-227 1935 10c-$1 Pictorials, partial set of high
values, 13c is lightly hinged, rest never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$290

** #208 1934 3c blue Jacques Cartier wide gutter strip of
4, mint never hinged, gum bend that does not detract from
strip, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

KGV Silver Jubilee Issue

x392
392

** #211-216 1935 1c-13c Silver Jubilee, set in blocks of
four, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $162
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King George VI Era (1937-1952)
403

E/P Engraved sunken die proof of KGVI vignette, whole
vignette measures 16.5 x 22.5mm and image area is 8.5 x
14mm. Tiny bit of aging.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x404
399

** #226i 1935 50c dull violet Victoria Parliament block
with major re-entry, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

404

** #241-245, 241a 1938 Pictorial issue, set of 5 plus 10c
carmine rose in horizontal pairs, fresh, never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$756

405

*/** #241a 1938 10c carmine rose Memorial Chamber
plate blocks, with Plate No. 1 and No. 2 in matched sets of
four of each. 25 of 32 stamps are never hinged, very fine. CV
as single stamps only. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

400
400

 #226i 1935 50c dull purple Victoria Parliament, with major re-entry in CANADA, used with Orillia April 15, 1936 cds.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$60

x401

x402

401

** #228-230 1935 KGV Pictorial coils, set of 3 in mint never
hinged pairs, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$195

402

** #228-230 1935 1c-3c KGV Pictorial Coil pairs, set of 3,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$195

403

40

x406

x407

406

E/P #241P-245P 1938 KGVI Pictorial Issue Plate Proofs,
complete set of 4 pairs (no plate proofs exist for the 13c) on
India on card. Extremely fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

407

E/P #241P-245P, C6P 1938 KGVI Pictorial Issue Plate
Proofs, set of 5 (no plate proofs for the 13c value exist) on
India on card, all with sheet margins, fresh deep colour.
Extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

408

** #248 1939 3c carmine and black Royal Visit plate
block, with plate 5-4 inscription from upper right position,
lightly hinged in selvedge only, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$135

414

409

x410

409

** #262 1942 $1 deep blue Destroyer, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

410

** #257-262 1942-1943 10c-$1 War Issue, high values of
set, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$288

411

E/P #293DP 1950 5c KGVI Postes Omitted Large Hardened State of Die Proof, in deep blue on India, die sunk 73 x
72mm mounted on 101 x 101mm card with Die No. "X G 881"
at top and CBN imprint below. Small spot on India, far from
design. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $450

x415

416

415

** #302 1951 $1 bright ultramarine Fishing Resources,
matched set of Plate No. 1 blocks, fresh, mint never hinged,
very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,200

416

** #302 1951 $1 bright ultramarine Fishing Resources,
lower right Plate No. 1 block of four, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

412

411

** #273 1946 $1 red violet Train Ferry, lovely fresh upper
left Plate No. 1 block of four, fresh, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

412

** #273 1946 $1 red violet Train Ferry, upper right Plate No.
1 block, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450
417

413

418

417

** #302 1951 $1 bright ultramarine Fishing Resources,
lower left Plate No. 1 block of four, light crease in bottom selvedge, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

418

** #302 1951 $1 ultramarine Fisherman, upper left Plate
No. 1 block, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

E/P #293 1950 5c deep blue KGVI with "Postes/Postage"
die proof, in colour of issue on small card affixed to larger
card, likely for presentation purposes or approval, very fine
and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $400

419
419

*/**/ #302 1951 $1 ultramarine Fisherman plate
blocks, with a mint lower left Plate No. 1 block (hinged on
one stamp and in selvedge) and a used lower left Plate No. 1
block (with Victoria 1952 cds). Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

414

41

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953 - )
420

** #325-329 1953 Karsh Portrait, 22 matched sets of mint
never hinged plate blocks including the various plate numbers. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $251.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$251

421

** #337-342 1962 Wilding Portrait, plate blocks, includes
71 matched sets plus 12 Winnipeg tagged sets, various Plate
numbers, mint never hinged in glassine envelopes. Owners
Unitrade CV $2,150.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,150

422

** #337p-341p 1962 Wilding Portrait, matched set of corner and plate blocks with Winnipeg tagging includes 3c from
plate No. 1 and 2. Fresh, mint never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$365

423

 #337p-341p 1962 Wilding Portrait, matched sets of used
Winnipeg tagged corner blocks including 3c plates No. 1 and
2. Fresh with CTO cancellations. Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$370

424

** #338 1954 2c green Wilding block of 8, with an ink
smudge on the center 4 stamps, never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

425

** #387a 1959 5c St. Lawrence Seaway with inverted center, with full never hinged original gum, no fingerprints or gum
bends as usually seen on these rare error stamps, extremely
fine. Accompanied by 1983 Greene Foundation Certificate.
.................................................................. Unitrade C$16,000

426

** #401-405 1962-1963 Cameo Issue, 23 matched sets of
mint never hinged plate and corner blocks including various
plate numbers and Winnipeg tagging. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $253.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$253

42

427

E/P #411 1963 $1 Canadian Exports large die proof, engraved in black on thick glossy (photographic?) paper, 94 x 76
mm, dated July 5, 1962 and signed by Yves Baril (engraver)
with faint unburnished guidelines, very fine. Accompanied by
2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. The only die proof of
this stamp we can recall seeing.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

x428
428

** #411 1963 $1 rose carmine Exports matched set, plate
No. 1 blocks, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

429

** #430/609 Complete set of commemorative plate
blocks, 132 matched sets, mint never hinged. Consists
mainly of 5c-8c values, fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners
Unitrade CV $1,639.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,639

430

** #454/597 1967-1973 Centennial definitives, 118
matched set of mint never hinged plate blocks and corner
blocks including 19 Winnipeg tagged sets, includes various
Plate numbers. Also includes #594-597 with Winnipeg tagging. Some duplicates. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners
Unitrade CV $3,957.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,957

431

** #454iii var 1967-1973 1c brown Centennial Major Perf
Shift, lower right corner block of four with vertical perfs shifted 9mm right with wide blank tab and missing value on right
pair, never hinged. Ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x428

Detail Lot 433

432

(*) #462 1967-1973 10c olive green Jack Pine corner bock
with dramatic pre-printing crease, affecting 3 stamps, a
smaller crease affects 2 stamps, mint unused no gum, very
fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

433

** #468B var 1970 6c black Centennial double perforated
coil strip of 9, with eight rows of double perforations which
overlap starting at the top of the strip, mint never hinged, very
fine. Ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie.
.................................................................................... Est $595

434

** #479ii 1968 5c Weather Map and Instrument, hibrite paper, red over blue variety, field stock sheet of 50, never hinged
very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

435

** #479ii 1968 5c Weather Map and Instrument, hibrite paper, red over blue variety, field stock sheet of 50, never hinged
very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

437

** #503a 1969 6c Christmas with black omitted, with
sheet margin at left, never hinged, very fine. Accompanied
by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Scarce, only 191
examples known.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

x438

x439

438

** #522i 522pii, 525i, 525pii 1970 5c, 6c Christmas Issue, center blocks of four of the regular and tagged issues,
unfolded, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

439

 #522ii-525ii 1970 Christmas tagged centre blocks, used
with Winnipeg first day cancels, 5c block with variety (525iv),
6c block without variety, very fine. Much scarcer used than
mint.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

440

** #549a 1971 7c emerald green Centennial imperforate
coil pair, mint never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by 2009
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. A key Centennial item.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

x436
436

E/P #492 1969 50c Suzor Coté set of 7 progressive plate
proofs, in blocks of four with yellow, magenta, cyan, brown
inscriptions, orange, complete painting and finished proofs
with inscriptions. Very fine and rare set.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,000

43
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441

(*) #582-585 footnote 1972 15c Earth Sciences, set of 4 in
two inter-panneau gutter pairs. The #583-584 pair with small
internal crease, unused no gum and very fine for these. Only
eight pairs reported and all those seen by the Editor have defects. A rare set and one of the key items of this era.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,500

442

** #586-601 1973-1976 Caricature definitives, 88
matched set of mint never hinged plate blocks and corner
blocks including duplicates. Includes Scott #586-601 inclusive of various plate numbers. Fresh in glassine envelope.
Owners Unitrade CV $3,162.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,162

443

** #599, 600, 935, 937 High value definitives,10 matched
sets of mint never hinged plate blocks including one set of
#935 ($1.50) and #937 ($5). Face value of $242. Fresh in
glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $850.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$850

444

** #614a 1973 15c Mountie Musical Ride horizontal imperforate pair, mint never hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

445

** #614a 1973 15c Mountie imperforate block, with lower
right marginal selvedge, lower right stamp with a light gum
bend, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

44

446

** #614a 1973 15c Mountie vertical imperf pair, with top
stamp double printed with second impression being of the
10c Spectrograph from the same issue, never hinged, very
fine. The rarest of the R.C.M.P. imperforate errors.
.................................................................................... Est $500

447

** #641a 1974 8c Telephone Centenary imperforate block
of four, a very scarce error with only two panes of 50 reported.
There is a light vertical printer's ink line on 2 stamps mentioned for the record, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,500

448

** #656/688 Olympic Issues matched sets of commemoratives,31 matched set of plate blocks, mint never hinged,
including #656-657 and #687-688. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $930.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$930

449

** #656/688 Olympic Issues matched sets of commemoratives,31 matched set of plate blocks, mint never hinged,
including #656-657 and #687-688. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $930.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$930

450

** #677ai 1975 8c Christmas black double printed, in a
bottom marginal se-tenant block of 6, left pair showing strong
separation in the doubling, mint never hinged, very fine. Ex.
Sir Gawaine Baillie.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

456

451

** #704 1977 25c QEII Silver Jubilee partially missing
silver error, lower right plate block with bottom two stamps
missing bottom half of silver inscription, never hinged, very
fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

452

** #705/907 1977-1983 Floral definitives, 116 matched
sets of mint never hinged plate blocks and corner blocks, including 6 precanceled sets. Includes #705-727, 787, 789,
790-792 and 907, includes duplicates. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $1,868.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,868

453

456

** #726a 1981 $1 Fundy National Park with shifted inscriptions, mint never hinged from plate 2, untagged and
perf 13.3. The inscriptions are shifted down by 5mm creating
partial inscription, very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $250

457

** #727 1979 $2 Kluane National Park with shifted silver
inscription, mint never hinged horizontal pair on Abitibi paper, untagged and perforated 13.3 with the silver inscriptions
shifted towards the bottom by 2mm, very fine. Accompanied
by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

458

** #727 1984 $2 Kluane National Park with shifted silver
inscriptions, mint never hinged on Clark paper, untagged and
perforated 13.3 with inscriptions shifted to the left by 10mm
thus omitting the $2 value from the stamp, very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

454

453

** #714a 1977 12c blue Parliament printed on gum, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

454

** #715vii 1978 14c red Parliament with ink and tagging
offset on reverse, never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by
2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

455

458

459

461

459

** #727 1984 $2 Kluane National Park with shifted silver
inscriptions, mint never hinged on Clark paper, untagged and
perforated 13.3 with inscription shifted 11mm, very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $175

460

** #727a 1979 $2 Kluane, silver inscriptions omitted, upper left corner block of four, never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by 1994 Greene Foundation certificate which (identified
as #727i based on the then catalogue number).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,500

461

** #727a 1979 $2 Kluane, silver inscriptions omitted, never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

** #716c 1978 14c QEII red and tagging omitted, The
"White Queen" error, never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by
1994 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000
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462

** #729a/1695a Group of 6 different definitive imperf coil
pairs, with #729a, 952a, 953a, 1194Bf, 1395a and 1695a,
all are never hinged and very fine. 
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,450
468

463

464

463

** #730a 1978 14c red Parliament coil pair imperforate,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

464

** #790a 1979 17c green Parliament printed on gum side,
in a block of 8, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

468

** #934iv 1986 $1 Glacier National Park with missing A
in GLACIER, on Harrison paper, plate No. 1, perforated 13.3
and untagged, never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by 2009
Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $200

469

** #935 var 1982 $1.50 Waterton Lakes with partly missing inscription, mint never hinged showing missing ink in the
"$1.50" portion of the inscription, very fine. Accompanied by
2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $150

470

465

** #878i 1980 17c antique Mandora printed on gum side,
missing inscriptions and tagging. 2006 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificate states "untagged but with small traces of tagging
ink on surface", creases and wrinkles (as frequently seen on
this), never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

466

** #917/1084 1982-1988 Artifact and National Park definitives, 43 matched sets of mint never hinged plate blocks,
including 13 sets of #917-919 paper varieties. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $2,070
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,070

467

46

** #924c 1983 32c "Maple Leaf in Winter" missing colour,
with both the beige background and tagging missing, never
hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

469

471

470

** #936a 1985 $2 Banff National Park with bluish green
inscriptions omitted, fresh, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

471

** #937 1983 $5 Point Pelee, with dramatic inscription shift
to the left, never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

472

473

472

** #950a 1982 30c red Maple Leaf imperf coil pair, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

473

** #951a 1983 32c brown Maple Leaf imperf pair, never
hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

x474
474

 #952 1985 34c dull red brown Parliament, group of 6
used imperf singles from mail order catalogue business reply
envelopes with McLennan, Alberta cds cancels. CV as mint
$600. Sold as is.
.................................................................................... Est $100

475

** #966a 1982 Canada Day untagged pane of 12, from
lower left position, mint never hinged, very fine. Unlisted in
Unitrade and apparently the discovery example. (Not listed
in the Del Peters Online Tagging Database). An important
modern error for the specialist.
.................................................................................Est $1,200

476

** #978/1263 1983-1989 commemorative plate blocks,
mostly 32c-38c values, mint never hinged. Fresh in glassine
envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV $2,129.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,129

477

** #1155/1182 1987-1992 Mammal and Architecture definitives, 23 matched sets of mint never hinged plate blocks.
Also includes a few other items. Fresh in glassine envelopes.
Owners Unitrade CV $1,020.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,020

478

479

** #1165 1988 38c Parliament imperforate or part imperforate on 3 sides, Slater paper, upper right corner block of
four stamps with 2 error stamps, never hinged, fine-very fine.
The only recorded corner block (no plate blocks exist).
.................................................................................... Est $750

480

** #1165 1988 38c Parliament imperforate or part-imperforate on 3 sides, Slater paper, block of four with 2 error
stamps, never hinged with fingerprint mark on gum of lower
left stamp, unevenly separated at top left, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

** #1165 1988 38c Parliament imperforate or part-imperforate on 3 sides, Slater paper, block of 8 with 4 error
stamps, never hinged with trivial mark on stamp #1 and minor bend on stamp #7, fine-very fine. This error has not been
previously reported and is not listed by Unitrade. Only 8 error
stamps are recorded (all offered in this sale), this representing the largest known multiple.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

481

482

481

** #1171c 1989 44c Atlantic Walrus, perf 13.8 x 13.1,
Slater paper, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

482

** #1194i 1988 37c Parliament coil on Rolland paper,
strip of three fine centered with large margin at bottom of
each stamps. Bottom stamp is not imperf, there are traces of
perforations still visible. Scarce stamp in a strip of 3.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375
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486

483

** #1292b 1990 39c Canadian Folklore imperforate block
of four, featuring Sasquatch, Werewolf, Ogopogo and Kraken,
never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,500

485

** #1362ii 1998 45c Flag (small size) imperforate block of
four, from lower right sheet margin, immaculate never hinged,
very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,900

48

486

** #1362ii 1998 45c Flag (small size) imperforate pair, immaculate, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$950

487

** #1362ii, 1362iii 1998 45c Flag imperforate interpanneau block of 10. This immaculate exhibition item is not
priced with the combination of gutter and imperf pairs but the
component parts are an imperforate gutter block and three
imperforate vertical pairs, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,350

488

** #1534ii 1994 52c Unissued Christmas Choir, issued as
50c stamp in November of 1993, the 52c value was issued
in anticipation for the rate change which was not approved,
upper left plate block of four, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$950

489

** #1534ii 1994 52c Unissued Christmas Choir, plate
block, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$950

E/P #1203 1988 50c The Young Reader, two different progressive colour proofs on gummed paper of the single stamp.
Each cut in half presumably to indicate destruction. Likely
unique and our estimate is, at best, a guess.
.................................................................................... Est $200

484

488

490

495

** #1683a 2000 47c Queen Elizabeth II imperforate marginal block of 8, two tiny spots on stamp 2 and 7 happened
during printing, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,600

496

** #1683a 2000 47c Queen Elizabeth II imperforate pair,
tiny wrinkle in one stamp, very fine, never hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

497

** #1698 1998 46c Flag self adhesive booklet, block of
12 from the pane of 30 with the bottom block of 6 being 3
imperforate vertical pairs, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

498

** #1698 1998 46c Flag self adhesive uncut sheet, with
4 panes of 30 stamps resulting in 30 vertical pairs with horizontal die cutting omitted. Visually striking, never hinged, very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,500

** #1534ii 1994 52c Unissued Christmas Choir, marginal
block of four, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

496

491

492

491

** #1534ii 1994 52c Unissued Christmas Choir, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

492

** #1534ii 1994 52c Unissued Christmas Choir, marginal
single, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

493

** #1535ii 1994 90c Unissued Christmas Choir, issued as
88c stamp in November of 1993, the 90c value was issued in
anticipation for the rate change which was not approved, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

494

** #1630aiv-2202ii 1997-2007 Group of 11 different Lunar New Year Uncut Press Sheets, all still in CPC tubes and
fresh mint never hinged (missing only the Year of the Rat).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,010

497

49

Queen Elizabeth II Era continued

499
499

500

501

502

50

500

503

** #1969a 2003 48c Year of the Ram gold omitted, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

503

** #1764b 1998 45c Christmas Angel, perf 13.1 x 13.6,
single with selvedge at bottom, never hinged, very fine.
Scarce, with approximately 500 examples known. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

504

** #1767i 1999 46c Lunar Year of Rabbit, with missing red
colour and untagged, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

** #2001d 2003 48c National Flowers imperforate souvenir sheet, joint issue with Thailand, never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

505

** #2008 2003 49c Maple Leaf self-adhesive coil stamp,
pair with misperforation, never hinged (on original backing).
...................................................................................... Est $50

506

** #2053vi 2004 49c Leaf, self adhesive imperf strip of 4,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

507

** #2201i 2007 52c Year of the Pig missing gold, lower left
imprint error block of four plus matching normal block, never
hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

508

** #2239ii 2007 "P" Reindeer Imperforate horizontal pair,
light creases in the corner where the discoverer tried to remove a stamp, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

504

505

** #1768iv 1999 46c Year of the Rabbit with missing
colour and untagged, souvenir sheet with missing red in
background which results in the background being yellow
instead of orange and bottom panel being mauve, never
hinged, very fine. Accompanied by 2007 Greene Foundation
certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,250

** #1883a 2001 47c Lunar Year of Snake, lower left inscription block with gold omitted, immaculate, never hinged, very
fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$9,500

515

509

515

** #BK20b 1933 1c dark green Medallion complete French
booklet, with four panes of 6, Type II, light bend in back cover
otherwise a choice example of this scarce booklet. Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

516

** #BK25 1935 2c brown KGV bilingual booklet, with 2
panes of #218b, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

517

** #BK61 1970 6c black Centennial complete booklet,
with pane of 25 + 2 labels on hibrite paper, fresh, never
hinged, very fine. A rare booklet and key item for completion
of a Centennial collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,500

518

** #BK81 T1 17c green QEII untagged counter booklet,
contains #789a and 789as in an untagged pane of 25 plus 2
labels. This is a scarcer counter booklet (no premium added.
Unitrade states "all booklets printed by BABN having a counting mark on every 50th booklet. Price is 2.5 times normal"),
never hinged and very fine. A scarce error booklet.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

519

** #BK283(F) 2003 $1.40 green maple Leaf and twig
booklet forgery, very high quality postal forgery, very fine. Accompanied by 2007 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. 
.................................................................................... Est $150

510

509

** #2262aii 2008 52c Peonies imperforate pair, from top
row of booklet pane including 6 stickers, which are also imperforate, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

510

** #2265ii 2008 52c IIHF Hockey Championship imperforate vertical pair, completely missing the die-cutting, some
bends from when discoverer attempted to remove a stamp,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

516

Back of Book
Complete Booklets

511

512

511

** #BK3e 1913 1c green Admiral, complete booklet containing 4 never hinged panes of 6 with rate change overprinted on cover in English, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

512

** #BK3e 1913 1c green Admiral complete booklet, with
English cover with overprint, some adhesion and one pane
with scuffing, otherwise fine-very fine with pen notation on
front cover.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

513

514

513

** #BK3e, BK5f 1912-1930 1c green and 2c carmine Admiral booklets, each with English cover with overprint, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

514

** #BK5c 1912 2c carmine Admiral complete unexploded
booklet, type 1 text, fresh with first pane fine and second
pane very fine, immaculate covers.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

51

Airmails

525

520

*/** #C1, C3 1928, 1932 5c and 6c Airmails in blocks of
four, #C1 block is mint with three stamps never hinged and
plate inscription in top selvedge which is (hinged and partly
separated), #C3 block is mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$335

x521

x522

521

** #C1-C9 1929-1946 set of 9 airmails, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$485

522

** #C1-C9 1928-1946 Airmails, complete set, fresh, mint
never hinged, fine-very fine or better.
................................................................................ Scott $283

523

** #C2 1930 5c olive brown Airmail, block of four, fresh,
never hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

524

* #C5b 1935 6c red brown Allegory of Flight imperf pair,
lightly hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

52

*/** #C5i, C5ii 1935 6c red brown Airmail with "moulting
wing" variety in block of with 3 normal, bottom left stamp
(variety) is hinged. Also included is #C5i 6c yellow brown, very
fine marginal stamp with normal to compare.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

Semi-Official Airmails

526

* #C14, C48 1926-1927 10c overprint type A in red and
1930 (10c) black Air Fee, #CL14 mint hinged single, #CL48
strip of 3, mint with gum disturbance, one thinned spot, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$155

527

** #CL6 1926 (25c) red on yellow background Jack V. Elliot
Air Service, pane of 8, mint never hinged. There is light gum
disturbance affecting 2 stamps, right hand selvedge missing,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$550

528

** #CL6d 1926 (25c) red on yellow background Jack V. Elliot Air Service, pane of 8 with white spot in position 8 (lower
right), mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$600

529

** #CL8 1926 (25c) red on yellow background of swastikas Elliot-Fairchild Air Service, pane of 8, mint never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

530

** #CL9d 1926 (25c) blue on yellow background of swastikas Elliot-Fairchild Air Service, pane of 8 with the upper
right corner stamp inverted, mint never hinged, light gum disturbance affecting two stamps, very fine. CV as hinged.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

531

** #CL12a 1926 25c ultramarine Fairchild Air Transport
tete-beche pair, with inverted stamp on right, never hinged,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$142

532

** #CL40 1927 (10c) black with pink background Western
Canada Airways Service, pane of 50, never hinged, some
separation in selvedge, missing selvedge on 3 corners, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

533

** #CL41 1927 (10c) black with orange background Western Canada Airways Jubilee Issue, pane of 50, mint never
hinged, very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,125

534

E/P #CL42 1927 25c Yukon Airways and Exploration Co.
Ltd. reverse die proof, in black, on card. Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

535

** #CL43 1928 (10c) green and red on yellow paper Patricia Airways Ltd, pane of 8, fresh, mint never hinged, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$555

53

Semi-Official Airmails continued

539

** #6 1923 50c green SCADTA overprint, fresh, mint never
hinged single with selvedge at top, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

540

** #7 1923 60c brown SCADTA overprint, fresh, mint never
hinged single, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

Special Delivery Issues

541
536

** #CL52 1932 10c surcharge on orange and blue Canadian Airways Ltd., pane of 50, mint never hinged, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,550

** #E2 1922 20c carmine Special Delivery, dry printing,
block of four, fresh, never hinged and fine (Scott $800).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480

Scadta

x542

537

** #3 1923 15c carmine SCADTA overprint, fresh, mint
never hinged single with selvedge at bottom, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$437

538

** #4 1923 20c grey SCADTA overprint, fresh, mint never
hinged single with selvedge at bottom, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$406

539

54

542

* #E2, E2a 1922 20c Special Delivery, 2 singles in carmine
(dry printing) and scarlet (wet printing), both fresh, hinged
and very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

543

** #E2a 1922 20c scarlet Special Delivery, wet printing,
deep colour, mint never hinged, fine-very fine, trivial gum
bend.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$380

544

* #E2a 1922 20c scarlet Special Delivery, block of four from
the wet printing. Hinged with slight gum disturbance but a
fresh block of this printing, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$800

538

537

540

543

545

*/** #E5 1932 20c henna brown Special Delivery, block of
four, lovely centering, top stamps lightly hinged and bottom
stamps never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$540

551

** #E6 1935 20c dark carmine Special Delivery, plate
block of 6, from Plate No. 1 with dot after T variety. Fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

552

E/P #E7 1939 10c dark green Special Delivery die proof,
on India (105 x 85mm) sunken on card (230 x 150mm) with
"X-G-673" die number, very fine.
.................................................................................Est $2,500

546

545

* #E3b 1927 20c orange Special Delivery, horizontal pair
imperf vertically, fresh, lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

546

** #E4 1930 20c henna brown special Delivery, mint never
hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

547

550

*/** #E4 1930 20c henna brown Special Delivery, left margin block of four, fresh and nicely centered, top stamps lightly
hinged and bottom stamps never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$700

Registration Issues

548

549

548

** #E5 1932 20 henna brown Special Delivery, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

549

** #E5 1932 20c henna brown Special Delivery, mint vertical pair, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360
553

** #F1 1875 2c orange Registration, fresh block of four,
never hinged, with 2004 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate "...
original gum with natural streaks...genuine in all respects and
in very fine condition".
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,800

550

55

Registration Issues continued

554
554

555

* #F1 1875 2c orange Registration, mint hinged with light
creases, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

555

** #F1a 1890 2c vermilion Registration, with wrinkle and
resulting minor gum disturbance at left, never hinged, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

556

** #F1a 1890 2c vermilion Registration with imprint at
top, mint with stamp never hinged (hinged in selvedge), attractive and fine-very fine but with a horizontal gum crease.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

557

* #F1a 1890 2c vermilion Registration, with large margins
and nice fresh colour, hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

556

* #F1b 1888 2c pale rose carmine Registration, block of
6 with full imprint at top, hinged in selvedge. Fine with minor
sulphurization of the colour on left and right edges. Gum is
brown and there is complete separation of the two left hand
stamps which are held together by hinge in selvedge, never
hinged, fine-very fine. Despite these problems a scarce and
desirable inscription block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$6,000

562

** #F2c 1875-1888 5c dark Registration imperforate single, from top right of sheet with huge margins. Full (streaky)
original gum which is hinged in selvedge only. Light creases
in the selvedge mentioned for the record, very fine, stamp is
never hinged.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

563

** #F2i 1875-1888 5c green Registration stamp, right
sheet margin block of 8 with full imprint, lovely fresh colour
and well centered for such a block, very fine and never hinged
but with minor gum disturbance on left stamps not mentioned
in accompanying 2008 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. Catalogued as singles only with no premium for being a lovely imprint block.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,800

557

558

559

558

* #F1b 1888 2c rose carmine Registration, with fresh
colour, lightly hinged with horizontal bend, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

559

* #F1b 1888 2c rose carmine Registration, with large margin at bottom, hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

560
560

561

* #F1b 1888 2c pale rose carmine Registration, original
gum, hinged, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

564

56

567

Postage Dues

Officials

564

570

** #CO1a 1946 7c Canada Goose OHMS Official with no
period after "S", on the bottom right stamp of a lower left
Plate No. 2 block, never hinged, very fine. Accompanied by
2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

571

*/** #O7/O15A 1949-1950 Officials Plate blocks, consisting of matched sets of #O7 (Pl. No. 1) never hinged, #O15A
(2, Pl. Nos 1 & 2) never hinged, single plate block of #O12O15A (various plate Nos.), hinged and two #O15A (Pl. No. 2)
never hinged, fresh generally very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$838

** #J1 1906 1c violet Postage Due, mint never hinged, very
fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$80

565
565

568

** #J2 1906 2c violet Postage Due, block of four, mint never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320
572

566

567

*/** #J2 1906 2c violet Postage Due, wet printing, matching strips of 3 with full inscriptions in right margin from Plates
1 and 2, fresh, mint with top stamps hinged and others never
hinged, fine-very fine. Catalogue value includes 100% premium for imprints.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$480
** #J14 1933 10c dark violet Postage Due, fresh mint pair,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$192

568

** #J14 1933 10c dark violet Postage Due, upper left Plate
No. 1 block, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

569

** #J28a/J40 1977-1978 Postage Dues Fourth Issue, complete set of mint never hinged plate blocks plus several duplicate sets. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV
$135.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$135

573

572

** #O9 1946 50c green Lumbering OHMS Official, minor
ink adhesions on the back, else never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$330

573

* #O9 1949-1950 50c Lumbering with OHMS overprint,
mint with hinge remnant, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$220

574

** #O16/O45 Seven matched set of plate blocks, includes
#O26 (Pl. Nos 1 & 2), O38 (3 Pl. No. 1), O39a (Pl. No. 3) and
O45a (blank), all never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,344

575

*/** #O16/O45 1950-1956 Officials plate blocks, includes
15 matched sets, majority never hinged. We noted #O16
(Plate No. 7) hinged, O24 (Plate No. 1), O32 (Plate No. 2 LL
and LR). Good selection of very fine, fresh blocks in glassine
envelopes and on stockcards. Inspect.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,387

576

*/** #O33/O79 Accumulation of 152 QEII Official plate
blocks, ranging from O33-O49, plus two sets of Postage Dues
(#J36 and J40). Majority are mint never hinged with many
matched sets (including the Postage Dues). Owner's catalogue value $637.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$637

577

** #O38ai 1961 50c Textile Flying "G" Official with "fish
hook" variety, on upper right stamp of Plate No. 2 block of
four, never hinged, fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate and original note from Bileski (block is
signed in pencil by him).
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

570

57

Officials continued

584

 #OAC5 1935 6c red brown Airmail 5-hole OHMS perfin,
used with Victoria JA.16.1936 cds, fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$175

Federal and Provincial Revenues

578

** #O45aii 1961 20c Paper Mill flying G Official, upper left
corner block showing the "blunt G" variety on the lower right
stamp, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$262

579

** #O46-O49, O48i 1963 QEII Cameo overprint G Officials,
in part sheets of 99, missing one stamp at bottom right corner of each sheet. The 4c sheet shows the blunt "G" variety in
position 91, mint never hinged, very fine. 
........................................................................ Unitrade C$425

585

** #BCD2a 1947 50c yellow and blue Duck Stamp, booklet
pane of four, mint never hinged, very fine. Some small spots
on gum mentioned for the record.
........................................................................Van Dam C$350

586

*/ #BCH1-BCH5 1933 3c-$1 Hospital Aid Tax Collection,
all values used includes a block of #BCH5 and 2 strips of 3,
3 pairs and 5 singles. Included are 6 examples of the "5 legs
on swastika" variety. An interesting and seldom offered group
written up on album page.
.......................................................................Van Dam $1,155

Detail Lot 580
580

** #O47 1963 2c green Cameo, with G overprint, block of
9 with “dotted G” on centre stamp. Apparently occurs once a
press sheet of 600. Also a smudge on top of right stamp, else
never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x581

x586

582

581

* #O241-O245 1938 KGVI Pictorial Perforated Officials, set
of 5, mint lightly hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$535

582

 #O248 1939 3c Royal Visit 4-hole OHMS perfin, used,
very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120
x587

583
583

58

584

 #OA184 1931 3c carmine Admiral, perf 12 x 8, with
5-hole OHMS perfin, used with very light cancel, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$135

588

587

** #BCT184/BCT188 1958-1959 Telephone Franks, booklets and booklet panes, includes 1958 5c orange booklet
with two panes of 6, pane of 6, 1959 5c brown booklet with
two panes of 6 and 1959 25c green pane of 6. All fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$280

588

** #BCT190 1960 5c yellow Telephone Frank, booklet
containing 2 pane of 6, mint never hinged, very fine. Some
wear on booklet cover and edges of panes, booklet has been
folded in half causing a crease on both covers.
........................................................................Van Dam C$600

593

589

x597

593

** #FCF1 1949-1971 25c blue Consular Fee, fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$625

594

** #FCF1 1949-1971 25c blue Consular Fee, block of 6
from bottom right corner, mint never hinged, very fine. Light
crease on lower right stamp mentioned for the record. Scarce
and likely one of the largest known multiples.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$3,750

595

** #FCF2 1949-1971 50c carmine Consular Fee, block of 6
from top left corner, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$600

596

 #FCF3-FCF5 $1, $2, $5 Consular Fee, used, fine-very
fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$275

597

 #FCF3-FCF5 $1, $2, $5 Consular Fee, $1 and $5 are cancelled and $2 is uncancelled and on piece, fine-very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$275

590

589

** #BCT190 1960 5c yellow Telephone Frank, pane of 6,
fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$225

590

** #BCT191 1960 25c red Telephone Frank, watermarked
pane of 6, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$800

591

 #FB9 1864 First Bill Issue used on cheque, dated October 31, 1864 from Bank of Upper Canada, fine-very fine. Van
Dam catalogue states "Documents very rare".
.................................................................................... Est $100

592

x596

 #FB53a 1868 $2 Queen Victoria Third Bill issue with inverted center, used with light manuscript cancel, fresh colour
and pleasantly centered with one missing perf at right, fine.
Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. An attractive example of this world class rarity.
..................................................................Van Dam C$12,500

59

Federal and Provincial Revenues

598

604

** #FEG4 1930 $1 vermilion Electricity and Gas Inspection
sheets, with 3 full sheets of 50, fresh, a total of 150 stamps,
never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$900

605

** #FG19, FG22 1897 50c and $1 blue Victoria Gas Inspections, with each value in glassines containing 100 stamps in
blocks and multiples (50c = 200 stamps, $1 = 100 stamps).
A total of 300 stamps, lovely engraving, never hinged, very
fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$2,100

606

** #FG19, FG22 1897 50c, $1 Queen Victoria Gas Inspection full sheets of 50 of each of the two values, Plate No. 1
inscriptions at top, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$525

599

598

** #FCF3 1949-1971 $1 orange Consular Fee, block of four
from bottom left of sheet, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$325

599

** #FCF4 1949-1971 $2 brown Consular Fee, plate block
of 6 from bottom left, with full Plate 1-B imprint, mint, never
hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$487

Each of the Consular Fee stamp lots (Lots 593-600)
has a photocopied 2-page history of this issue.

607

x600

607

** #FG22 1897 $1 blue Gas Inspection, fresh block of 10
with Ottawa - No -1 in top selvedge. KB ownership stamp on
back of each stamp, never hinged, fine plus.
........................................................................Van Dam C$150

608

** #FPS7a 1932 5c blue Postal Note, fresh booklet pane of
25, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$825

609

** #FPS23-FPS40 1967 Postal Note and Scrip, set of 18,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$177

610

** #FW61/FW71 1930 10c-$10 black Weights and Measures, with ten values in a glassine containing 100 stamps in
blocks and multiples. Only the $1 is missing. A total of 1,000
stamps. Never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$7,550

x602

600

 #FCF5 1949-1971 $5 green Consular Fee, lot of 10 used
singles, all on pieces and with contemporary cancels, very
fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$1,250

601

** #FEG1/FEG9 1930 50c-$10 Electricity and Gas Inspection, with seven values in glassines of 100 in blocks and multiples with one of each (missing only #FEG3 and FEG5). Total
of 700 stamps, never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$4,075

602

** #FEG1/FEG10 1930 50c-$10 Electricity and Gas Inspection, includes blocks of four of the following: #FEG1,
FEG2, FEG6-FEG10, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$163

603

** #FEG1/FEG10 1930 50c-$10 Electricity and Gas Inspection full sheets, with a total of 11 sheets of 50, all fresh
in the following quantities: #FEG1 (2), FEG2 (2), FEG3, FEG4
(2), FEG6, FEG7, FEG8 and FEG10. Slight separation mentioned for the record and FEG7 one piece of selvedge missing. Never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$2,637

60

x609

x616
616

x611

x612

611

** #FWM60/FWM71 1930 5c-$10 Weights and Measures,
with the ten values in bocks of four. Missing only #FWM67.
Mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$352

612

** #FWM60/FWM71 1930 5c-$10 Weights and Measures, with 11 different values and two #FWM64 (two different shades of blue control numbers). Missing only #FWM67.
Never hinged, very fine.
.......................................................................... Van Dam C$94

613

** #FWM66, FWM68, FWM69 1930 75c, $1.50, $2
Weights and Measures full sheets of 50 of each of the
three values, Plate No. 1 inscriptions at top, fresh, mint never
hinged, slight separation, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$500

** #NFR46-NFR53A 1966 5c-$20 Caribou complete set of
imperforate pairs, each having never hinged gum except the
$2.50 value which has the usual gum disturbance. Very fine.
.................................................................... Van Dam C$3,000

617
617

x619

 #NSH8 Nova Scotia 1960s $3 dark green Halifax Law
Library, used with manuscript cancel, dated Nov 15 1971,
well centered with rich colour, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$150

614/615
614

615

** #MW1 City of Winnipeg Wildlife Conservation sheet of
100, produced by the Winnipeg Game and Fish Association to
raise funds to promote wildlife conservation in 1967. Printed
in forest green picturing a Canada Goose, full pane of 100,
fresh, never hinged.
........................................................................Van Dam C$400

618

** #MW1 City of Winnipeg Wildlife Conservation sheet of
100, produced by the Winnipeg Game and Fish Association to
raise funds to promote wildlife conservation in 1967. Printed
in forest green picturing a Canada Goose, full pane of 100,
fresh, never hinged.
........................................................................Van Dam C$400

E/P #OL1/OL9 1864 Ontario Law Stamps die proofs, in
black on card mounted India paper, group of 7 values with 5c,
10c, 30c, 40c, 50c, 60c and 70c, all cut slightly larger than
stamp size to show die numbers, very fine and an extremely
rare group.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

619

** #PC1-PC6 1942 Prairie Provinces Conservation Stamps,
set of 6, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................Van Dam C$160

x618

61

Federal and Provincial Revenues

620
620

x623

E/P Essay 5c Province of Quebec Law Stamp Unissued Essay, in blue on India on card. The 5c was never issued and the
rest were issued in green, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Tobacco Stamps

Detail Lot 622
622

E/P #M533 119 pound Series "A" large die proof, in black
on India (68 x 99mm) die sunk on card (229 x 150mm) with
die number XG-506 above, very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $500

Canada Precancels

Detail Lot 621
621

62

E/P #C345 25 cigarettes, Series "A" large die proof, in
black on India (28 x 46mm) on card (229 x 152mm) with die
number XG-401 above, very fine and rare.
.................................................................................... Est $500

623

 1912 Admiral blocks with Winnipeg precancels, mostly
very fine centering including 1-112, 3-107, 3-108 (one stamp
faulty), 3-109 (one with crease from usage), 4-112, 4-113,
4-113I, 5-109, and 5-112. A scarce assembly, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

624

** #593xx 1976 8c QEII caricature precancelled, block of
8 with one-bar tagging error, the top 4 stamps are the "tall
stamp" variety, never hinged, very fine.
.............................................................................Harris C$200

British Columbia and Vancouver Island

625
625

626

626

 #5 1865 10c rose Victoria, perf 14, used with partial
Wells Fargo cancel in blue, small thin at top, fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350
*/ #7 1865 3d blue Coat of Arms, fine unused no gum
single and very good used single with light cancel in blue ink.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$230

627
627

628

632

E/P #8Piii 1860 5c Victoria plate proof, block of 4 in yellow
green on India paper with vertical Type C Specimen overprint
in red, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$160

Nova Scotia

628

#7 1865 3d blue Coat of Arms with watermark inverted and
reversed, unused no gum, very good. A scarce variety which is
yet to be listed in Unitrade. (SG #22y £375 for used).
..................................................................................Est C$300

633

* #7a, 8 1865 3d pale blue Victoria and 1867 2c on 3d
brown Seal of British Columbia, 3d with original gum, hinged
and 2c on 3d unused no gum, very good.
................................................................................ Scott $312

(*) #1 1851 1p red brown Victoria, unused with fresh pleasing colour and four even full margins. Very fine in all respects.
Accompanied by 1972 R.P.S. certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,500

New Brunswick

629
629

630

631

 #1 1851 3d pale red Heraldic on bluish paper, used with
balanced margins, nice strike of #1 numeral cancel, small
shallow thin, otherwise very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$700

630

 #1 1851 3d red Heraldic on bluish paper, used with clear
to large margins showing portion of next stamp on one side,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

631

(*) #8b 1860 5c olive green Victoria, fresh unused no gum.
Accompanied by 2007 Greene Foundation certificate. Unitrade valuation is woefully low for this scarce stamp (SG 16
£300).
.................................................................................... Est $150

634

635

634

 #4 1851-1857 3p blue diagonal bisect and 6p yellow
green Heraldic on portion of cover, nicely tied together by
grid cancel. The 6d stamp with well clear to large margins,
showing next stamp on one side and minor scissor cut in one
margin clear of the design, the 3d value showing full margins
as well, signed by Diena. The catalogue value list is for the
very fine 6d single only. An attractive piece.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

635

 #4 1851 6d yellow green Heraldic, used with very light
cancel, four margins close at top. Accompanied by 1988
Green Foundation certificate. Fine-very fine with faint crease.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

63

Nova Scotia continued

636
636

637

637

639

 #4 1851 6d yellow green Heraldic, used with four clear
margins, close at top, bright colour and very fine appearance
with light horizontal crease. CV is for fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750
 #5 1857 6d dark green Heraldic, used with deep colour
and four margins, cancelled by what appears to be a barred
numeral cancel used on Atlantic mail boats, shallow thin otherwise fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,750

641

642

641

E/P #10P 1860-1863 5c blue Victoria plate proof, on India
on card, block of four with imprint at left, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

642

E/P #10P 1860-1863 5c blue Victoria plate proof, on India
on card, block of four with imprint at right, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$240

643
638

639

#5 1857 6d dark green Heraldic on bluish paper, unused
no gum with well clear to full margins on all sides, fine-very
fine. Accompanied by 2009 Greene Foundation certificate.
One of the rarest British North America stamp in mint or unused condition and a world class rarity.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$8,750
E/P #8var 1868 1c trade sample proof in pink, with strong
colour on wove paper. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

64

* #10 1860-1863 5c blue Victoria block of four, fresh with
full original gum, hinged (top two have hinge remnant), finevery fine. One of the very few remaining blocks.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

645

643

E/P #10P 1860-1863 5c blue Victoria plate proof, on India
with imprint at top, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$120

644

E/P #10TC 1960 5c Victoria trial colour proof in black, on
India, block of four with full inscription, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

645

E/P #10TCii, 10TCiii 1860-1863 5c black Victoria plate
proof, vertical pair on India, top stamp with Type C overprint,
bottom stamp with Type D, imprint at left, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

646

640

644

647

648

646

E/P #11P 1860 8½c Victoria trade sample proof in purple,
with strong colour on wove paper. Very fine. Scarce this nice.
.................................................................................... Est $200

647

E/P #11P 1860 8½c Victoria trade sample proof in orange,
with strong colour on wove paper. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

648

E/P #11P 1860 8½c Victoria trade sample proof in blue,
with strong colour on wove paper. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Prince Edward Island

649
649

650

651

652

 #3 1861 6d yellow green Victoria, perf 9, used with better
than usual perforations, well centered and light cancel. Tiny
repair on one perf tip, else very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

653

(*) #5b 1862-1865 2d rose Victoria, imperf horizontal pair,
unused no gum, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

654

** #8 1862-1865 9d violet Victoria, lower left corner block
of four, mint never hinged, bottom stamps fine, top stamps
fine-very fine. A nice multiple.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$420

655

* #9b 1868-1870 4d black Victoria, horizontal pair imperf
vertically, mint hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

656

E/P #9P, etc 1868 4d grey block of four, on thin coated paper imperforate, unlisted and likely of proof status, very fine.
Also a three penny in deep blue on crisp wove paper imperforate, and a Nova Scotia plate proof (#12TCiii) with red Specimen overprint almost faded out.
.................................................................................... Est $100

652

 #1a 1861 2d deep rose Victoria, perf 9, used with "13"
cancel and scarce thus. Very fine appearance but very small
shallow thin.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

* #2 1861 3d blue Victoria, perf 9, a superb mint example
with full original gum and intact perfs. The finest appearance
we have seen. Accompanied by 1995 Greene Foundation
certificate which states "with repaired thin", which is a small
hinge thin.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

654

656

 #3 1861 6d yellow green Victoria perf. 9, used, small
tear at upper right touching frameline, partial TIGNISH PAID
cancel, very fine. An attractive example of this rare issue.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,500

65

Prince Edward Island continued

657

*/** #11v 1872 1c brown orange Victoria block of 8, from
lower left of sheet with imperforate bottom margins. Lower
left stamp is hinged, rest are never hinged, fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,278

Newfoundland

658

659

66

(*) #11A 1860 3d green Heraldic, triangular block of 4,
with good to wide margins, mint with partial gum. There is a
pressed-out crease affecting 3 stamps, else very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

662

E/P #24P 1870 2c green Cod Fish plate proof, on India on
card, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

663

E/P #25TC 1865-1894 5c claret brown Harp Seal plate
proof, on India showing imprint, 14mm closed tear, fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90

664

** #27 1865-1894 10c black Prince Albert on thin crisp
paper, mint never hinged, very fine. Ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie.
Rarely found in this lovely quality.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,350

1860 Pence issue Oneglia forgery strip of 6, showing 6 different denominations, very fine, ungummed.
.................................................................................... Est $125

 #4 1857 4d scarlet vermilion Heraldic, used with full
margins all around cancelled by centrally struck grid postmark, rich colour and attractive, fine-very fine. Accompanied
by 1982 Greene Foundation and 2008 Richard Gratton AIEP
certificates. A nice example of this rare early classic issue.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$4,000

660
660

661

662

663

* #8 1857 8d scarlet vermilion Heraldic, mint with nice margins, rich colour and original gum, hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$750

665

666

667

665

* #27 1865-1894 10c black Prince Albert on thin crisp paper, mint hinged, very fine. Ex. Sir Gawaine Baillie.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

666

E/P #27P 1865-1894 10c black Prince Albert plate proof,
on India, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$75

667

E/P #28P 1870 12c red brown Queen Victoria plate proof,
on India, very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$70

668

669

673

(*) #53 1880-1896 5c pale blue Harp Seal block of four,
fresh, well centered, unused no gum and very fine. A rare
block. Accompanied by 1998 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

674

*/** #61-74 1897 1c-60c Cabot issue, set of 14, mint,
hinged except for #70 (never hinged, very fine). Fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $331

670

668

E/P #28Pi 1870 12c red brown Queen Victoria plate proof,
on India on card, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

669

E/P #30Pi 1865-1894 13c orange Schooner plate proof,
on India on card, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

670

E/P #31Pi 1865-1894 24c blue Queen Victoria plate proof,
on India on card.
.......................................................................... Unitrade C$90
675

671

675

(*) #114a 1911 15c magenta Colony Seal, vertical imperf
pair, no gum as issued, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

676

*/** #115-126 1919 Trail of Caribou issue, set of 12, 4c
and 15c values are lightly hinged, balance never hinged, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$411

677

 #130iii 1920 3c on 35c red with raised E variety, on bottom left stamp of a rare used block of four, with two strikes
of Sandy Point broken circle dated SP 12, 1921, very fine. A
lovely item.
............................................................................. Unitrade $76

678

(*) #145-159 1928 Pictorial issue official presentation
card, very fine and signed by Minister Posts and Telegraphs.

.................................................................................... Est $200

679

(*) #163c 1929-1931 1c green Map of Newfoundland, horizontal imperforate pair, no gum as issued, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

E/P #31Pi 1865 24c blue Victoria plate proof block of four
on card, nice margins all around including sheet margin at
right, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$360

672
672

x676

x674

E/P #32TCiv 1868-1894 1c chestnut brown Prince of
Wales plate proof, on India on card, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$100

673

67

Newfoundland continued

680

** #210a 1932 24c light blue Loading Ore, Bell Island horizontal imperforate pair, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$375

686

(*) #214a 1933 3c yellow brown Gilbert Coat of Arms, horizontal imperforate pair, unused no gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

687

(*) #214a 1933 3c yellow brown Gilbert imperf pair, ungummed as issued with usual minor paper wrinkles and interesting printing flaw at bottom of right stamp, with purple
"HHH" (Henry H. Hopkins) handstamp on reverse slightly
showing through, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$300

(*) #165a 1929-1931 3c deep red brown KGV and Queen
Mary, horizontal imperforate pair, no gum as issued, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

681
681

685

686

687

683

*/** #189a 1932-1937 4c rose lake Prince of Wales, imperforate block of four, mint hinged on top two stamps, very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$187
688

682

** #193a 1932-1937 10c olive black salmon Leaping horizontal imperforate pair, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

683

** #193a 1932-1937 10c olive black Salmon vertical imperforate pair, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$180

684

* #194a 1932-1937 14c intense black Newfoundland Dog,
horizontal imperforate pair, mint hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$200

688

(*) #216a 1933 5c dull violet Gilbert imperf pair, with large
margins, ungummed as issued, with the faintest of paper
wrinkle as commonly seen on this mentioned for the record.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

689

** #222a 1933 15c claret Gilbert imperf pair, with paper
creases as always for this imperf, never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$525

x690
690

685

68

689

** #233-243 1937 Long Coronation Issue, in mint blocks of
four, all are line perf 13.7, except 3c comb perf, never hinged,
fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

691

692

691

** #247a 1938 4c light blue Princess Elizabeth, horizontal
imperforate pair, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$225

692

(*) #248a 1938 7c dark ultramarine Queen Mary, horizontal imperforate pair, unused no gum, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$150

693

** #C18 1933 $4.50 on 75c bistre General Balbo Flight
overprint, fresh, mint never hinged with a few blunt perfs, as
frequently seen, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$900

698

** #J7, J7ii 1949 10c dark violet Postage Due, watermarked, lower left corner block of 25, lower left stamp showing the "period after DUE" variety, fresh, never hinged, finevery fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$502

694

693

** #269a 1947 4c light blue Princess Elizabeth, horizontal
imperf pair, mint never hinged, extremely fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$450

694

** #BK3 1932-1937 Resource issue complete unexploded
booklet, perf 13½, including #184a, 186a (3 panes) and
187a, fresh and immaculate, booklet covers without any traces of creasing or bends, very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,000

695

697

** #C7a 1931 50c green Airmail horizontal pair imperf between, unwatermarked, fresh with sheet margin at top, never
hinged, fine. A rare error.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,562

x696
696

* #C13a-C17a 1933 5c-75c Labrador Airmails, set of six
imperforate pairs, all corner marginals, lightly hinged and all
with light owners handstamp (D. Forester) in lower margin not
over design and not showing through. An attractive set consistently very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$3,000

69

One of the reasons for the
popularity
of
Canadian
stamps is that for more than
a century all stamps (with
the notable exception of the
1898 “Map” stamps) were
produced by a process called
engraving.
The process starts with a
block of softened steel onto
which a skilled craftsman
uses a graver to etch the
design. Once the design is
finished, the Die is used to
print one of more proofs to
check for flaws. This master
die is then hardened and a
small number (usually up to
six) Die Proofs are “pulled”
or printed. A soft steel transfer roll is rocked into the
master die, then hardened,
then used to make the printing plate. Once the printing
plate has been “laid down” it
is ready for use. Often one or
more sheets of plate proofs,
sometimes in trial colours,
are printed from the plate.
Just as plate proofs often
look fresher with a sharp
impression and often have
deeper colour than the issued stamps, Die Proofs are
two generations of the process closer to the original
than a plate proof. Die Proofs
are significantly scarcer than
plate proofs. This set of Jubilee Die Proofs is very rare
and might be unique as a set
in private hands.
If you let this opportunity to
buy the set pass, it might be
decades before the next time
it becomes available.
70
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British Commonwealth

707

701
701

702

*/** 1935 1d-1sh King George V Silver Jubilee complete
sets of 4, representing 39 different countries using Omnibus
design (does not include Ascension, Gibraltar, Hong King,
Newfoundland or Solomon Islands). Also includes Southern
Rhodesia. Mint and mostly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $702

709

707

* #62 1877 6d grey Victoria imperforate imprimatur, Spray
of rose watermark, plate 16, position PI, with deep colour, cut
along or into frame line at bottom, large margins on other
sides, hinged, full original gum, fine (SG Specialized J86).
.................................................................................... Est $250

708

* #64 1875 1sh green Victoria imperforate imprimatur,
Spray of rose watermark, plate 12, position HH, with nice
fresh colour, cut into frame line at bottom, large margins on
other sides, hinged, large part original gum, fine (SG Specialized J112).
.................................................................................... Est $250

709

* #70 1877 4p pale olive green Victoria, plate 15, fresh,
mint part original gum single, fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,050

710

(*) #91a 1883 10sh grey green Victoria on white paper,
Large anchor watermark, position FB, with SPECIMEN overprint in black (type 9), unused no gum with horizontal crease,
nicely centered and otherwise fine-very fine. An attractive and
affordable way to obtain this rare stamp as the catalogue
value for a mint example is $67,500 (SG Specialized J124).
.................................................................................... Est $500

x702

E/P 2½d green and deep orange “Africa” essay featuring
Gladiator, similar to keyplate designs, on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged with full margins, fresh colours
and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

708

Great Britain
703

*/ #28/109 1856/1864 Collection of stamps, all different by Scott or plate number. Includes #28, 43 (4), 43a (2),
44, 46, 48 (2), 49 (4), 51 (2), 52, 53, 54 (3), 55, 57, 58, 61
(7), 62 (4), 64a (2), 65, 67 (11), 68 (4), 69, 70, 71, 82 (2),
83 (2), 84 (2), 85, 86 (2), 87, 96, 102, 108, 109. There are
a few faults but mostly sound. A few with nice postmarks but
most are average. All stamps with a CV of $100 or more can
be seen on internet. Generally average with a few fine. 
.......................................................................... Scott $11,167

704

705

706

704

 #57 1867 5sh rose Victoria, plate 2, with light crease
along margin only, else fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,100

705

* #59 1872 6d gray Spray of Roses watermark, plate 11,
reasonably fresh, unused no gum, also a 1867 3d rose, plate
8, well centered, regummed and with small ink mark on
face.
.............................................................................Scott $1,300

706

* #61 1876 3d rose Victoria imperforate imprimatur, Spray
of rose watermark, plate 19, position KD, cut along or into
frame line at top, full to large margins on other sides, hinged,
large part original gum, fine (SG Specialized J43).
.................................................................................... Est $250

72

711
711

712

x713

* #109a 1884 10sh cobalt Victoria on white paper, position
MC, with SPECIMEN overprint in black (type 9), hinged with
large part original gum, attractive but with faults including
small hole in E of TEN. An affordable way to obtain a reference example of this rare stamp as the catalogue value for a
mint example is $30,000 (SG Specialized K14u).
.................................................................................... Est $100

712

* #118a 1887-1892 5p lilac and blue, Type I, mint with a
tiny hinge thin, fresh, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $550

713

 #127-138 1902-1911 ½p-1sh KEVII Definitives, set of 12
used stamps with rich colour and dated cancellations, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $339

714

718

** #355d 1958-1959 1½p green QEII Definitive, booklet
pane of 6 with 2 vertical graphite lines per stamp, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $600

719

* #371-374 1959 Castles issue, Multiple Crowns watermark, De La Rue printing, set of four, lightly hinged, very fine.
(SG #595-598 £195).
.....................................................................................SG £195

 #142 1902-1911 £1 blue green KEVII, used with Feb 21,
1908 cancel, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $750

x715

x720

721

720

** #398p-400p 1963 3p-1sh6p Red Cross phosphor set,
never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $83

721

** #J44 1954-1955 2sh6p dark purple Postage Due, watermark 298, vibrant colour, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

722

* #O7 1885 1sh green Inland Revenue, mint with part original gum and clipped perfs at top and light overall soiling. Still
a presentable example of this rare stamp.
............................................................................. Scott $4,750

x716

715

** #309-312 1955 2sh6p-£1 Castles, fresh set, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $302

716

** #317-333 1955-1957 ½p-1sh6p QEII Definitives, set of
17, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $213

Jersey
x717
717

x719

** #353c-355c, 356cp-360a 1958-1959 ½p-4½p QEII
Definitives, set of 8 with vertical black graphite lines and 2
phosphor bars, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $144

x723
723
718

** #N4-N7 1943-1944 1p-2½p German Occupation
Stamps, in inter-panneau blocks of 36, fresh, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $702

73

Antigua

729

724

725

** #63 1922 5sh green and red on yellow paper KGV, full
pane of 60, from the left side of the sheet and with intact
selvedge. Fresh and never hinged with only a bit of separation
between stamps 3 and 4, very fine. (SG #60 £510). Catalogue
values are for hinged singles only.
................................................................................ Scott $540

x726

724

** #5 1872 1p lake, perf 12½, watermark Crown CC, mint
original gum, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $160

725

* #17 1886 1sh violet, perf 14, watermark Crown CA, fresh
with original gum, hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

726

* #21-30 1903 ½d-5sh KEVII Seal of Colony, set of 10, fresh
colours, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $297

x730
730

** #107-119 953-1956 ½c-$1.20 Definitives, short set of
corner blocks, most with plates, three blocks having small
bends and creases, else never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $132

Ascension

x727

x728

727

* #31-41 1908-1915 ½d-5sh KGV Seal of Colony, set of 9,
vibrant colour, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $232

728

* #42-57 1921-1929 ½d-4sh KGV, set of 16, lightly hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $184

731
731

* #7 1922 2sh ultra and black on blue paper, perf 14, fresh,
mint hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

732

* #8 1922 3sh violet and black, perf 14, fresh, mint hinged,
very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

x733

729

74

732

x734

733

* #62-74 1956 Definitives, set of 13, mint hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $137

734

* #62-74 1956 ½p-10sh QEII Definitives, set, mint lightly
hinged, possibly the most attractive first Elizabethan set, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $137

Australia

740
x735
735

736

737

740

E/P #57P 1868 1p green Victoria plate proof, block of four,
imperforate on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged
but light creases on gum, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

741

E/P #57P 1868 1p green Victoria plate proof, block of four,
on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged but vertical
creases on gum, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

742

E/P #57P 1868 1p green Victoria plate proof, inter-panneau
block of 8 on gummed unwatermarked paper, fresh, never
hinged, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

743

E/P #57P 1868 1p green Victoria plate proof, Plate No. 2
lower right block of 12 on gummed unwatermarked paper,
very fine, never hinged but 2 right hand stamps are creased.
Dated 14 Jan 97 in lower margin.
.................................................................................... Est $150

744

E/P #76P ½p green Victoria plate proof, Plate No. 1 block
of 12 in green on gummed NH unwatermarked paper, never
hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x736

** #218-221 1949-1950 5sh-£2 Coat of Arms, set of four,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $234

741

* #J64-J70 1938 ½d-1sh Postage Dues, new design set
complete, mint hinged, very fine. (SG #D112-D118 £170).
................................................................................ Scott $226

** #J67 1938 3d green and carmine Postage Due, original
design, block of four with perforated gutter at left, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $190

South Australia

738

E/P #54P 1868 2p orange red plate proof, inter-panneau
block of 24 with plate No. 2 on left and right, on gummed
unwatermarked paper, minor creasing, otherwise very fine,
never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $500

739

E/P #54P 1868 2p orange red plate proof, inter-panneau
block of 8 on gummed unwatermarked paper, very fine, never
hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $150

75

South Australia continued

749

E/P #80P 6p blue Victoria plate proof, Plate No. 1 block
of 12 on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged, very
fine but with some gum toning and a diagonal crease in one
corner.
.................................................................................... Est $200

750

E/P #114P ½d black Adelaide Post Office plate proof,
block of four on surfaced India on card, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

Victoria

745
745

747

E/P #78P 3p olive green Victoria plate proof, block of four
on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

751

 #25 1859 1sh blue Victoria forgery, strip of 4, unwatermarked, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Western Australia

746

747

E/P #78P 3p olive green Victoria plate proof, Plate No. 1
upper right marginal block of 12 on gummed unwatermarked
paper, very fine, never hinged but gum toning in upper selvedge.
.................................................................................... Est $250
E/P #79P 4p violet Victoria plate proof, block of four in
colour of issue on gummed, unwatermarked paper, never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

752

x753

752

* #51 1882 4d carmine, watermark Crown CA, perf 14, well
centered with deep colour, fresh with hinge remnant, very
fine. (SG #78 £130).
................................................................................ Scott $160

753

* #62-68 1890-1893 1p-1sh Swan, typographed, complete
set, fresh deep colours, mint hinged, very fine. (SG #95-100,
102 £127).
................................................................................ Scott $136

Bahamas

748
748

750

E/P #80P 6p blue Victoria plate proof, block of four in colour
of issue on gummed unwatermarked paper, never hinged,
very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

749

76

x754

x755

x756

754

* #44-47 1906-1911 ½d-6d KEVII watermark Multi Crown
CA, set of 4, tiny natural paper inclusion on the ½d, fresh,
mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $101

755

* #70-82 1921-1931 ½p-3sh watermark Script CA, fresh
set to the 3sh value, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $127

756

** #709-724 1991 5c-$10 Birds, set of 16, mint never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $99

Barbados

Barbuda
760

** #865-866 1987 $5 Sea Birds and Reef Fish, souvenir
sheets honoring World Wildlife Fund, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $250

761

** #923-927 1987 30c-$5 Reptiles and Amphibians, set of
4 and souvenir sheet, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $111

x757
757

* #81-88 1897 1f-10p Queen Victoria Jubilee, short set to
10p, missing top value, fresh colour, mint with hinge remnant,
fine-very fine. (SG #116-123 £147).
................................................................................ Scott $144

x762

758

762

** #1057-1066 1989 25c-$5 Hiroshige Paintings, in honor
of Japanese Emperor Akihito set of 8 and 2 souvenir sheets,
mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $137

763

** #1113-1122 1990 15c-$6 Orchids, set of 8 and 2 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $136

** #93 1904 1d carmine rose Badge of Colony, watermark Multi Crown CA, fresh, well centered marginal block
of 8, mint never hinged, very fine. CV is for hinged. (SG #137
£176).
................................................................................ Scott $168

x764

759

x763

x765

764

** #1123-1132 1990 10c-$5 Fish and Marine Life, set of 8
and 2 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $121

765

** #1209-1218 1991 10c-$6 Columbus Voyages, set of 8
and 2 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $121

** #271a, 327 1970 4c on 5c surcharge, block of 8, top 4
normal, bottom 4 with surcharge (Scott #271a, 327-see footnote after Scott #327, SG #398 price is for 2 vertical pairs)
mint never hinged, very fine.
....................................................................................... SG £80
x766

x760

x767

766

** #1249-1253 1992 5c-$6 Van Gogh Paintings, set of 12
and 3 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $119

767

** #1343-1352 1993 10c-$6 Spanish Art, set of 8 and 2
souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

x761

77

Bechuanaland

772
772
x768

x769

768

** #180-193 1961 1c-2r Definitives, set of 14, never hinged,
very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $78

769

** #J4-J6 1932-1958 ½p-2p Postage Dues, set of three values in upper left corner blocks of four, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $160

x775

 #50 1918 2sh6d black and red KGV, watermark Multi
Crown CA, used, fine-very fine. (SG #52 £80).
................................................................................ Scott $100

Belize

773
773

** #118a 1938 1p rose red and black, block of 30 from
bottom of pane with full inscription and margins on 3 sides,
fresh, hinges in side selvedge slightly touch 2 stamps, the
balance never hinged, very fine. Scott CV is for hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $480

774

* #135/914 1948-2005 Extensive mint collection mounted on blank Scott pages, virtually complete for period (only
missing items noted are #321a, 685-688, 697-700, 732 and
865) with dozens of attractive topical sets, consistently fresh,
lightly hinged and very fine. The perfect nucleus to a Bermuda
collection.
.............................................................................Scott $1,891

775

** #143-162 1953-1958 ½p-£1 QEII Definitives, set of 20,
never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $107

776

** #363-379 1978 3c-$5 Wildlife, set of 17 in gutter pairs,
mint never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $78

x770
770

** #646-652 1982 10c-$5 Marine Life, set of 6 and 2 souvenir sheets, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $111

Bermuda

x771
771

78

 #1/477 1865-1985 Extensive used collection, on printed album pages, the country complete to 1985 except a few
Queen Victoria and the keyplates of KGV and KGVI. Of the keyplates there are a few counted but most have fiscal cancels
including KGV 12sh6d (3) and 10sh (Scott #96 and 97). We
noted faults on #6, 12, 12a, 13 and also 69 which is stained.
In cataloguing the collection we have not checked owner’s
identification. A feature of the collection is the duplication
of QEII low values with lovely cds cancels from different Post
Offices (eg. one page has 14 of #465 all VF on piece with
full strikes of the 14 different Post Offices). Also there are a
few covers (1936 FDC, Paquebot, censored) and a few mint
hinged and used at the end not counted. Overall (except as
noted) the condition is very fine with extra value in different
postmarks. The proceeds from this collection will go to the
Winnipeg Art Gallery.
............................................................................. Scott $5,045

x775

British Antarctic Territory

x777
777

x778

** #1-15 1963 ½p-£1 Definitives, set of 15, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

778

** #25-38 1971 New Decimal Currency overprints, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $155

785

British Guiana
786

x779
779

x780

x785
x786
 #70, 71 1875 6c, 24c Badge of Colony, perf 15, used
set of 2, 6c with a few short perfs otherwise selected with
numeral cancels and very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $162
 #72-80 1876 1c-96c Seal of Colony, perf 14, Crown CC
watermark, set of 9 used with clean cancels and nice centering, the 96c key value being particularly nice, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400

x781

 #17-22 1860-1861 1c-24c Badge of Colony, perf 12
on thick paper, set of 6 plus extra 1c shade (#21a), used in
above average quality, 8c with nice “A5C” SE.19.1862 abbreviated cds cancel, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $722

780

*/ #24-28 1862-1865 1c-24c Badge of Colony, perf 12
on thin paper, 5 values to 24c including 1c mint hinged, 8c
unused no gum, balance used, 24c separated by scissors
(showing perforations on 3 sides), fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $525

781

 #29-34 1862-1865 1c-24c Badge of Colony, perf 12½
-13 on thin paper, set of 5 plus 12c perf 10 on medium paper, some rough perfs as always, otherwise a fine group.
................................................................................ Scott $459

x787
787

*/ #82-91 1878 set of 10 different overprinted with horizontal or vertical lines, #82 mint hinged, balance used, the
usual perf faults or bit of toning, but overall nicer than usually
encountered, fine. An elusive group.
.............................................................................Scott $1,375

x788
788

x782

x783

x784

782

*/ #44-54 1860-1866 1c-12c Badge of Colony group of
12 different, with thick and thin papers, different perforations and shades. Used, except for #50, 54 (mint hinged, light
toning) including 3 stamps with abbreviated cds cancels, the
odd rough perf as expected, otherwise fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $544

783

*/ #58-62 1875 1c-12c Badge of Colony, perf 15, on medium paper, set of 5, 1c value is mint hinged, balance used
with numeral cancels, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $382

784

*/ #92-97, 99, 101-102 1881 Group of 9 different overprinted surcharges, (#98 and 100 offered separately) including mint hinged #93, 94, 97, balance used with light cds cancels, fine or better.
................................................................................ Scott $703

*/ #63-69 1863-1866 Badge of Colony group of 7 different, plus extra 48c shade (#66a), 6c (#64) mint hinged,
balance used with usual perf problems, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $438

789

790

x791

789

 #98 1881 2c on 12c lilac Official with rounded “2” surcharge, used with cds cancels, fine. An elusive stamp.
................................................................................ Scott $425

790

* #100 1881 2c on 24c green Official with rounded “2”
surcharge, fresh, mint hinged, very fine. A lovely example of
this rare stamp.
................................................................................ Scott $850

791

 #103-106 1882 Badge of Colony type set of 4, used,
each with SPECIMEN perfin, 2c type 1 with strong misperforation, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $195

792

 #107/267 1882-1954 Used collection, of 102 stamps
including some better such as #125 (fiscal use with forged
cancel - not counted), 160-167, 169, 205-209, 230-241 (a
few are mint), 253-267.

79

................................................................................ Scott $613
801

British Guiana continued
793

** #117/252 1889-1953 Mint collection, of 62 stamps
including several better such as #122, 123, 144-147, 153156, 170, 186-189, 199-201 and more, fresh, hinged, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $885

 #4-7 1872 1p-1sh Victoria, Crown CC watermark, perf
12½, fresh set with bright colours and light cancels, 1sh with
attractive light strike of A06 postmark, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $201

x802

794

795

802

 #8-12 1877-1879 1p-1sh Victoria, Crown CA watermark,
perf 14, nice set with light cancels, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $288

803

 #13-17 1882-1887 1p-1sh Victoria, Crown CA watermark, perf 14 a nice set, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $430

796

794

* #124 1889 $1 green Badge of Colony Inland Revenue,
fresh, mint lightly hinged, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $500

795

* #126 1889 $3 green Badge of Colony Inland Revenue,
fresh, mint hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

796

 #127 1889 $4 green Badge of Colony Inland Revenue,
3mm high figure, used with colour somewhat faded, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $775

x803

804
804

797

798

x799

797

 #128 1889 $5 green Badge of Colony Inland Revenue,
used with decent colour, light cds cancel, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400

798

* #171 1905 $2.40 green and violet Badge of Colony, nice
fresh colour, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

799

 #O1/O8 Group of 6 different Official stamps, with #O1O3, O6-O8. Nice group, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $336

x805

800

80

x801

*/ #1-3 1866 1p-1sh Victoria, unwatermarked, #1 mint
hinged, rest used. A nice fresh trio, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $412

806

x807

805

*/ #22/47 1888-1892 Group of 15 different Victoria
overprinted surcharges, includes #22-24, 26, 28-37 and 47.
#23-24 are used, rest are mint hinged, very fine. A nice lot.
................................................................................ Scott $231

806

 #25 1888 50c on 1sh gray Victoria, Crown CA watermark, perf 12½ very nice and scarce stamp with a light but
smudged cancel, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $725

807

*/ #38-46 1891-1898 1c-25c Victoria, Crown CA watermark, perf 14, 1c and 24c mint hinged, rest are used, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $190

British Honduras

x800

* #18, 20-21 1888 Three Victoria overprinted surcharges,
Crown CC watermark, perf 14, gum faults and scuff above
forehead on #20, else a presentable group, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $570

x808

809

815

*/**/ #85/MR5 Collection on pages, with #85-87, 8991, 108-128, 131-155, B1-B5, MR1-MR5. Most mint are
hinged, a few (mostly high values) are never hinged. Used includes #90, B1-B5 and most of #112-123, balance is mint.
Fresh and generally very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $295

816

* #92-104 1922-1933 1c-$5 KGV Definitives, fresh, very
fine set.
................................................................................ Scott $397

810

808

*/ #48-51 1899 5c-50c Victoria Revenue overprints, #51
mint hinged, rest are used, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

809

 #48a 1899 5c ultramarine Victoria “Bevenue” for revenue variety, used, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

810

 #49a 1899 10c lilac and green Victoria “Bevenue” for
Revenue variety, on a very attractive used stamp, with s.o.n.
cds cancel dated 1900, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $425

x817
817

** #167-178 1962 1c-$5 Native Birds, set of 12, never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $84

Brunei

811

x812

x813

811

** #50a 1899 25c red brown and green Victoria “Bevenue”
for Revenue variety, never hinged, very fine, an elusive variety.
.................................................................................Scott $175

812

*/ #52-57 1899-1901 5c-$5 Victoria, $5 is fresh mint
hinged, rest are used, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $839

813

*/ #58-74 1902-1911 Complete set of KEVII issues, all
with bright fresh colour, the 3 low values with an extra shade
(16 stamps), very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $655

x814
814

818

** #N7 1942-1944 6c slate grey Japanese Occupation,
with violet overprint, bottom left marginal block of four, mint
never hinged with gum slightly toned as always, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $340

Cayman Islands

x816

* #75-84 1913-1917 1c-$5 complete mint set of KGV, perf
14, Multiple Crown CA watermark, fresh set with bright
colours with eight extra shades or printings of the 1c, 2c (2),
10c, 25c (2), 50c and $2. Catalogued as basic stamps by
Scott, very fine (18 stamps).
................................................................................ Scott $553

x819

x820

819

** #135-149 1953-1959 ¼p-£1 QEII Definitives, set of 15,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

820

** #153-167 1962 ¼p-£1 QEII Definitives, set of 15, never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $88

81

Cook Islands

821

Falkland Islands

E/P #66 1920 1sh black and purple Avarua Harbour imperforate block of four on ungummed unwatermarked paper, of
proof status, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

822

E/P #88 1932 4d Port of Avarua black vignette proof block
of four on ungummed unwatermarked paper, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

823

E/P #90 1932 1sh black and violet KGV imperforate block
of four on gummed unwatermarked paper, of proof status,
showing plate marking in right margins, never hinged, very
fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x825
825

*/** #1L1-1L8 1948 King George VI issue, with map thin
and clear, set of 8, 1d lightly hinged, balance never hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

826

* #11-18 1891-1896 1d/1sh, a page from a pre-WWII collection showing range of shades. Stamps are still hinged to
original page. We quickly examined the backs and found no
thins or other faults, though all have hinge remnants and
about half a dozen are unused no gum. The key values have
o.g. We identified the following by Scott: 1d #11 (4 plus 3
unidentified to the left), 11B (2), 12 (6), 12 (4), 13 (2), 14, 15
(2), 15a, 16 (3), 16a (4), 17 (2), 17a, 18, 18a (2). A great lot
for the specialist. Fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,230

Cyprus

x827
x824
824

82

** #183-197 1960 2m-£1 Republic overprint, set of 15,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $155

x828

827

* #107-120 1952 King George VI Pictorial issue, set of 14,
fresh, mint hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

828

** #128-142 1960 ½p-£1 QEII Definitives, set of 15, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $180

Fiji

x834
x829
829

834

** #147-162 1954-1956 ½p-£1 QEII Definitives, set of 15,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $116

x838

** #147-150 1935 3c-20c Silver Jubilee, set of 4, fresh,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

Gibraltar

835

** #132-145 1953 ½p-£1 Definitives, set of 14, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $183

836

** #185-197 1954-1960 5c-$5 Definitives, short set of 13,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $214

837

** #185-198 1954-1960 5c-$10 QEII definitives, set of 14,
fresh, crisp, never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $299

838

** #203-219 1962 5c-$20 Definitives, set of 15, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $260

Hong Kong

831

832

833

831

* #9 1880 2c dull rose Victoria, fresh, unused no gum, finevery fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

832

 #31 1808 8c orange with 5c black surcharge, used,
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

833

x837

* #161 1938-1948 30c olive bistre, perf 14, mint hinged
with trivial fault (missing perf at lower left), very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

x830
830

x836

835

 #34 1879-1880 16c yellow with 10c black surcharge,
used, fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

839

x840

839

** #215b 1971 $5 orange with sideways watermark, never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $75

840

** #249-250 1969 Lunar New Year Rooster, never hinged,
very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $83

83

Hong Kong

x847

841

x848

847

** #175-176 1960 Europa Issue, mint never hinged set of 2,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

848

** #J1, J5-J14 1925 ½p emerald Postage Due and 19401970 Postage Dues, #J10 with a diagonal crease, otherwise
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $172

** #308a 1975 50c-$2 Festivals, souvenir sheet, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika

x842

x843

842

** #388-403 1982 Definitives, set of 17. All are in a Hong
Kong Post office solder. Folder states stamps all on watermarked paper except the $1.70, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $102

843

** #501a-504a 1988 $5-$50 Queen and National Landmarks, the 4 high values, $50 with torn perf at upper left,
mint never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $80

849

* #83a 1939-1954 5sh carmine rose and grey, perf 13,
fresh vibrant example, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

Labuan

Ireland

850
x844

x845

x846

844

 #12-14 1922 Seahorse issue, set of 3, used with neat cds
cancels, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $600

845

** #106-117 1940-1942 Definitive set, fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

846

84

** #121/794 1943-1995 Three mint sets, includes #121123 on cream paper, and definitives #290-304 and 767-794,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $238

851

850

** #77 1900 5c blue and black Pheasant, perf 13½-14,
lower left corner block of 16, remarkably fresh with full original gum which is never hinged, very fine. A lovely multiple of
this issue which is rarely seen in this nice quality. Catalogue
value as hinged singles only.
................................................................................ Scott $440

851

* #83 1897 18c bistre and black, fresh colour, lightly hinged,
fine.
...................................................................................Scott $95

Lagos

852

Sabah

* #47 1904 2sh6p green and carmine rose KEVII, watermark Crown CA, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

857

** #1-16 1964 1c-$10 Definitives, set of 16 North Borneo
overprinted Sabah in black, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................... Scott $74

Malta

Malawi

853

x857

** #95-109 1968 1p-£1 Birds, set of 14, never hinged, very
fine.
...................................................................................Scott $91

x858
858

Malaysia

** #246-262 1956-1957 ¼p-£1 QEII Definitives, set of 17,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $156

New Guinea

854

** #137B 1976 15c Butterfly (Precis orithya Wallacei)
Imperforate coil block of 4, unlisted by Scott (retail $250),
never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Malaysian States
Kedah

x855
855

x859
859

*/** #1-51, C1-C59, O1/O35 1925-1937 virtually complete collection, of 128 stamps (missing only O12-O22 for
completion) including airmails and official issues. Nice overall quality, virtually all hinged and fine-very fine or better. We
noted #C45 being regummed and a few other stamps with
minor thins but overall a lovely collection with fresh colours.
............................................................................. Scott $4,251

856

** #83-93 1957 1c-$5 Definitives, set of 11, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $108

Perak
856

* #57 1895-1899 $1 green and light green, mint hinged
with light paper adhesion on gum, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

85

New Zealand

864

E/P #294-295 1953 6d rose violet and 8d rose carmine
Queen Elizabeth imperf proofs, blocks of four, mounted on
card, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

865

** #320 1958 2p on 1½p rose brown, fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

Niger Coast Protectorate

860

x861

860

* #78 1898 6p green Kiwi, mint hinged, light toning, finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

861

** #227A/262 1941-1947 KGVI Imperforate blocks of four,
on gummed stamp paper (of proof status) including 1d bluegreen, 1½d red, 3d blue, 4d rose lilac and 6d rose carmine,
never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

866

 #49 1894 ½d Provisional surcharge in red on bisected
1d pale blue Victoria, left half bisect tied on small piece by
Opobo River AU 15 1894 cds cancel, trivial traces of toning
but still attractive and fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $375

North Borneo

867

x862

** #288-301 1953-1957 ½p-10sh QEII Definitives, set of
16, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

863

** #289/293, 308 1953-1959 Queen Elizabeth Imperforate blocks of four, on gummed stamp paper (of proof status) including 1d, 1½d 3d and 4d from original issue and 2d
on white opaque paper from redrawn issue, never hinged (2
blocks with minor gum disturbance), very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

x869

867

(*) #34a 1886 $2 sage green Imperforate single, with large
margins and clearly genuine, catalogue value for a pair, unused no gum, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $400

868

(*) #45a 1888 50c violet Imperforate single, with large margins and clearly genuine, catalogue value is for a pair, unused
no gum, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $325

869

** #280-295 1961 1c-$10 QEII Definitives, set of 16, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $105

x863

862

868

Papua New Guinea

x870
870
x864

86

865

** #876-878D 19995 21t surcharge on 7 different, Fish
(#811-813) and Birds (#762, 765, 770B and 770D), set of 7,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

Qatar

St. Helena

x875

x871
871

** #347-353 1973 1d-1.55R World Meteorological Organization, set of 4 in blocks of 4, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $113

x876

875

** #140-152 1953 ½p-10sh Queen Elizabeth definitives,
complete set, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $103

876

** #140-152 1953 ½p-10sh Definitives, set of 13, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $103

St. Kitts

x872
872

** #366-371 1973 2d-3R United Nations Day, complete set
of 6 in blocks of four, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

Rhodesia

x877
877

** #189-192 1986 15c-$1 World Wildlife Fund Monkeys,
set of lower right plate blocks, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $158

Sierra Leone

873

 #118c 1910-1913 £1 red and black KGV Double Head,
perf 15, used with Bulawayo double circle cancels, nice
colours for this rare stamp (it is usually found with a dull or
faded appearance), fine-very fine. Accompanied by 1981
Friedl certificate and stamp signed in pencil on reverse by
H. Bloch. An attractive postally used example of this rare
stamp.
............................................................................. Scott $4,750

x878
878

Singapore

x879

x874
874

** #158-171 1959-1963 ½p-£1 Definitives, set of 15, never
hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $117

** #1167-1171A 1990 Exploration of Mars, set of 6 souvenir sheets. Scott notes “extreme speculation” regarding
#1171 - the face on Mars stamp which was offered in large
advertisements for thousands of dollars.
................................................................................ Scott $112

879

** #28-42 1955 1c-$5 Definitives, set of 15, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

87

Solomon Islands

South West Africa

x880
880

** 1956-1960 ½p-£1 Definitives, set of 17, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $121

Somaliland Protectorate

x885
885

 #1/9 1923 ½d/2sh6d First setting lithographic overprint in shiny ink, an important variety (the regular overprint
is typography) unlisted by Scott, with 6 values (missing the
2d for completion) in used blocks with cds postmarks (Otiwarongo, Gobabis, etc). The ½d and 2sh6d have separation
and are hinge supported, a very fine group and very scarce in
used blocks. (SG #1c/9a).
................................................................................. SG £1,480

886

 #6 1923 6d black and violet KGV Setting I one block of
16, a lovely block with deep rich colour and neat Swakopmund
Jan 30, 1923 postmark (first month of issue). The block has
3 constant errors (comma for stop, two of the stubbed “Z”,
and Wesi for West). The latter is listed on some values in the
Stanley Gibbons catalogue and extrapolating from the listed
2d value would suggests a CV in the order of £500 for this
variety. CV, however is for 8 used pairs with no premium for
this block. (SG #6 £360). Very fine and ideal for exhibition.
................................................................................ Scott $400

x881
881

** #128-139 1953-1958 5c-10sh QEII Definitives, set of
12, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $113

South Africa

882

 #33d 1930-1945 ½d Springbok tete-beche pair with gutter, redrawn with “SUIDAFRIKA” inscription, as part of strip of
4 used on small piece, fresh, fine-very fine. Catalogue value is
for mint as no price listed for used.
.............................................................................Scott $1,750

South Georgia

x883

x884

883

** #1-15 1963-1969 Definitives, fresh set of 16, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $254

884

** #17-30 1971-1972 New Decimal Currency overprints,
set of 14, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $98

88

Turks and Caicos

x892
x887
887

892

** #249-260 1954 1p-10sh Definitives, set of 12, never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $82

** #121-135 1957-1960 1p-£1 QEII Definitives, never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $102

Turks Islands

Tonga

893

x888

* #35 1881 4p on 6p gray Victoria, mint apparently with
original gum which has been redistributed, staining on gum
and perf tops, fine.
.................................................................................Scott $475

x889

888

** #402-406, C219-C223 1977 Captain Cook set of 13 self
adhesives, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $81

889

** #807 1992 T$10 miniature sheet of 10, highest value of
the Marine Life set, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

Tristan da Cunha

x890

x891

890

** #14-27 1954-1958 ½p-10sh QEII Definitives, set of 14,
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

891

** #28-41 1960 ½p-10sh QEII Definitives, set of 14, never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $89

89

When was the last time you saw 3 full
sheets of Scott #1 of a country from the
classic imperforate period?
These plus many others from the 1867
“Condor” issue are offered in this auction.
Lots 918-950 and also Lots 1275-1279
come from one collection consigned from
a collector in the southern U.S.A.
We asked a few people if there was anything else available from this large but
relatively remote country. Two collections
which complement, rather than duplicate,
the original collection (lots 1515 & 1516)
are offered.
Even if you do not wish to bid on these,
the opportunity to view them should not
be passed up.
We would love to feature your strong collections of any country in our auctions. It
is fun to sell exceptionally rare stamps at
a tiny fraction of the price of a similarly
rare stamp from the U.S.A. or even Canada. In these cases demand trumps rarity
when setting a market price.
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United States

x901

907

** #C5 1923 16c dark blue Emblem of Air Service, fresh,
mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

908

** #C10a 1927 10c dark blue Spirit of St. Louis, booklet
pane of 3, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

909

** #C18 1933 50c green Graf Zeppelin, fresh colour, mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

910

** #C18 1933 50c green Graf Zeppelin, mint never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

902

901

* #343-347 1908-1909 Franklin and Washington, set of
imperf pairs, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $129

902

** #369 1909 2c carmine Lincoln on bluish paper, fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $425

911
903
903

908

x912

911

*/** #PR122 1896 $10 green Newspaper stamp plate
strip, of 3 from plate 138, watermarked, deep fresh colour,
mint with left stamp never hinged and other stamps lightly
hinged, fine. Catalogue value as singles stamps only.
................................................................................ Scott $190

912

 #RW1/RW43 1935-1977 Duck Stamps, 26 different,
mixed condition, some with faults, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $802

* #484 1917 3c violet Washington imperforate, Type II,
plate No. 8308 block of 6, fresh, lightly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $108

Philippines
904

905

906

904

** #547 1920 $2 carmine and black Franklin, deep colour,
mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $330

905

** #573 1923 $5 carmine and blue Head of Freedom Statue, deep fresh colour, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $220

906

** #C2 1918 16c green Curtiss Jenny, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

913

907

92

909

* #276a 1914 2c green booklet pane of 6, with pencil notations on back of all stamps, one stamp NH, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $750

Worldwide
Austria

x914
914

915

x915

** #B260/B276 1949-1951 Three semi-postal sets, includes #B260-B263, B264-B267 and B273-B276, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $182

919
919

** #C32-C46 1935 Airmails, set of 15, mint never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

* #1/8 1867-1868 5c-100c First Condor Issues, a group
selected for quality and overall appearance. Includes #1, 2,
3a (usual blurred appearance), 4, 5, 7 and 8. #1, 2 and 7 with
original gum. Generally very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,086

Belgium

x916
916

** #B166-B168 1935 Stagecoach semi-postal issue, set of
3 in miniature sheets of 10, never hinged, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

917

** #B225/B557 1938-1954 Six mint semi-postal sets, includes #B225-B232, B256-B263, B273-B278, B538-B543,
B544-B546 and B555-B557. All sets are fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $346

Bolivia

x920
920

*/**/ #1/576 1867-1975 An extensive collection in
three Elbe Albums (no airmail). A collection from the 5c Condor (6 mint, 7 used with many varieties) then virtually all unused, hinged and many never hinged including #3 repair, 10
thin, 23 regummed, 38a, 39b (both small faults), 54, 59, 79
inverted centre, 96 VFNH corner block, 113d, 251-268, 433450. Virtually complete except for single lots in this auction.
Includes back of book, inverted centres, surcharges, bisects
on piece, autographed items, local issues, several of which
are not included in catalogue value. Worthy of full inspection.
Except for higher values with noted faults condition is overall
fresh and fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $4,973

x918
918

(*) 1863 ½r-4r “Garcia” stamps. The Bolivian Government
signed a contract with Sr. Justiano Garcia to carry Bolivian
mails effective from March 18 to April 29, 1863. He produced
stamps in 4 values. The ½r and 2r value have thins and 2r
with small closed tear, the 4r is slightly cut into. See Scott
footnote which prices these. Likely typical condition for these
forerunners.
................................................................................ Scott $300
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Bolivia continued

924
921

*/** #1a 1867 5c blue green Condor issue, thin paper, a
compete pane of 72 with deep fresh colour and original gum.
There are 3 natural inclusions in the paper otherwise without
fault. Described as the retouched state after third engraving.
Old hinge remnants on 12 stamps around border leaving all
very fine and 60 stamps never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $792

*/** #1b 1867 5c deep green Condor issue, thin paper,
a complete pane of 72 with deep fresh colour, 10 stamps
hinged, there are numerous pre-printing creases in the very
thin almost transparent paper and 3 stamps with faults. Described as third re-engraving the plate shows obvious signs of
wear and ink build up. A pencil notation on back reads “No.
2 paper...delgado - rare”. Vertical fold and part separation in
middle is precisely in the middle of the margin not affecting
stamps. Ignoring pencil note, 62 stamps are never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $792

925

922

*/** #1a, 1b 1867 5c blue green and deep green Condor
issue, thin paper, two blocks of 24 forming a block of 48. The
blue green block has numerous diagonal lines as a result of
incomplete wiping of the printing plate. Identified as fourth reengraving. Some staining and pencil notations on gum, else
generally very fine with many never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $528

926

925

(*) #6 1868 50c blue Condor imperforate, unused no gum
with large margins on all sides with next stamp showing at
top. Position 7 in the setting of 30. There is a small pinhole at
lower right, else fresh and very fine example of this key stamp.
Accompanied by 2009 Sergio Sismondo certificate.
................................................................................ Scott $500

926

** #8a 1868 100c pale blue green Condor, imperforate
pair with original gum, never hinged but gum is slightly discoloured, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $500

x927
923

94

*/** #1b 1867 5c deep green Condor issue thin paper,
a complete pane of 72 with 3 vertical scoring lines partially
divining the pane into 4 blocks of 18. Cut into at left margin
affecting 4 stamps, bottom row has original gum slightly affected and an additional 5 stamps have hinge marks, some
light creases. Identified as second re-engraving with 55 never
hinged stamps.
................................................................................ Scott $792

927

* #10/18 1868-1869 5c-100c Coat of Arms issues, includes the Nine Stars and Eleven Stars sets missing the
expensive top values. Four values with gum redistributed or
regummed, #11 unused no gum. Generally fine.
................................................................................ Scott $375

928

929

931

* #60, 61 1899 50c inverted E.F. overprint, 50c with 1968
Philatelic Foundation certificate “Scott #60 unused, original
gum with inverted overprint...is genuine and the stamp has a
thin spot a right”. Signed John Boker. The stamp is fresh. Also
being offered but this “as is “ is the 100c value discoloured
and stained which was sold as genuine in a reputable public
auction and has a Horowitz handstamp. Scott no longer lists
or prices the former #60 and 61 which are among the scarcer
stamps of Bolivia.
.................................................................................... Est $300

932

 #70-75 1901 set used on postal stationary, three envelopes on H&G #7 1c (5) and 5c (2) to pay 20c rate to Germany
“via Tupiza - Buenos Aires” 1908, backflap missing; H&G #8
with 5c (2) to Oruro 1908; H&G #9 with 1c, 2c and 10c (2)
paying 43c registered rate to Germany, backstamped Callao
and Karlsruke via Panama 1907. A handsome and exhibitable
trio of covers.
.................................................................................... Est $200

933

* #92a-94a 1910 5c-20c War of Independence imperforate
pairs, set of 3 plus unlisted 5c and 10c with inverted centers
and 5c missing vignette and 5c and 10c imperforate singles
missing vignette. Scott listed items CV $85, fresh, the #93a
with disturbed gum, else the group is very fine, mostly lightly
hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $100

(*) #14 1868 500c black Nine Stars Arms of Bolivia, unused no gum, repaired over thins and with light toning. A
genuine example of one of the scarcest issues of Bolivia. Accompanied by 2009 Sergio Sismondo certificate.
.............................................................................Scott $1,000

** #19 1870 500c black Eleven Stars Arms of Bolivia,
fresh with good colour but has been regummed to appear
never hinged, fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Sergio Sismondo certificate. One of the rarest stamps of Bolivia and a
classic rarity.
............................................................................. Scott $3,500

x933

930

 #21, 21a 1878 10c orange plus bisect on cover, to pay
15c rate mailed to Cuchabamba and endorsed “via Potosi
Salta i B. Aires” which is the route it took to Montevideo. Cover
faults but a fascinating postal history item.
................................................................................ Scott $250

934
934
931

 #101d 1917 10c on 1c with overprint in black, used on
piece with expertising signatures, fine-very fine. (Note: formerly Scott #102).
................................................................................ Scott $150

95

Bolivia continued

939

935

 #102 1917 10c Type 1 overprint on 1c blue Revenue
stamp, a very scarce stamp of Bolivia accompanied by 1967
Philatelic Foundation Certificate “genuine, with genuine overprint, a pinhole and a horizontal crease”. These faults are minor and do not detract from the very fine appearance. Note
identified in certificate as Scott #102D which is now Scott
#102.
............................................................................. Scott $2,500

940

939

E/P #155DP 1925 25c Condor Centenary of the Republic,
Perkins Bacon die proof in dark ultramarine on wove paper,
slightly cut down at sides, still very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

940

E/P #159DP 1925 5b General de Sucre Centenary of the
Republic, two items, both on stamp paper. The first the incomplete (or progressive) design which presumably was printed from an unfinished die; the second shows the completed
design including Perkins Bacon imprint. In our opinion, at
least the first, if not both, are cut down die proofs. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x941
941

x936
936

* #150-159S 1925 1c-5b Centenary of the Republic handstamped Spécimen, set of 10, the low value, 1c with hinge
thin, else fresh, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

* #181-186 1928 15c overprint set of 6, 15c on 20c Coat
of Arms from the American Bank Note, Perkins Bacon and
Waterlow printing. The latter very fine, very lightly hinged and
also on the 24c and 50c value (the latter from ABNCo and P-B
printings) except for the inexpensive #154, stamps have very
fine centering, mostly lightly hinged. A very tough set to find.
.................................................................................Scott $374

x942

937

E/P #153DP 1925 10c red Kantuta Centenary of the Republic, progressive die proof without shading or Perkins-Bacon imprint on white wove paper, slightly cut down at sides.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

938

E/P #153DP 125 10c carmine Kantuta Centenary of the
Republic, Perkins Bacon die proof on yellow wove paper in
red. The proof has printers ink residue. The Kantuta is the
national flower of Bolivia. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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942

** #433-450var 1925 1/2c-5b Sun Gate issue, set of 19
showing prehistoric gods from Excavations in Bolivia printed
on a gold background. The set was never issued and 35 years
later was overprinted. Some with offset on gum. A fresh never
hinged, very fine set with no fingerprints on ink which is seldom seen and undervalued in Scott footnote.
...................................................................................... Est $75

943

* #C1-C7 1924 10c-5b Aviation School set overprinted
MUESTRA, first airmail complete set, 15c and 5b with toned
perf tips, 15c, 25c and 2b with slight hinge thins, otherwise
an attractive set with fresh colour, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $70

938

937

x943

x944
944

*/** #C1/C358 1924-1975 Extensive Airmail collection,
in two linen-hinged Elbe Roosevelt albums. With over 300
stamps and souvenir sheets. Except for 2 sets of the 1930
Graf Zeppelin overprints collection is complete (#C1-C10,
C24-C358). In addition the souvenir sheets are included with
the sets up to 1971. Some of these (eg. 1970 butterflies) are
not priced by Scott. Includes 3 imperf pairs including #C72a
and a few footnoted but unpriced items. Many stamps are
never hinged but a few have scotch tape stains on perf tips.
Generally fresh, fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,467

949

 #C52-C62 1937 Overprints complete set, on registered
cover mail from La Paz June 1, 1940 with Canal Zone and Miami transits to Texas. (Stamps have a CV of $48). Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

950

* #C62 1937 10b overprint in black, with the overprint printed in black with 2 handstamps on back, minute gum bend,
very fine, lightly hinged. Apparently 100 exist, footnoted in
Scott.
.................................................................................... Est $100

950
945
945

946

x946

* #C11 1930 5c on 10c with Graf Zeppelin overprint in
black, overprint in black instead of green with Bettran expert
handstamp but “Experts consider the...5c with black to be trial colour proof” according to Scott. Fresh, lightly hinged, very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
* #C11/C18 1930 5c/1b overprinted for Graf Zeppelin,
part set, all denominations of the set but missing the two very
expensive overprint varieties of 10c with brown overprint and
50c with red overprint. A lovely fresh group, lightly hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $450

MORE BOLIVIA
See also lots 1275-1279 in the Postal History section
which come from this collection. An extensive collection including many plate and die proofs as well as an
extensive reference collection are 2 lots from two different consignors offered as Lots 1515 and 1516.
Burma

947
947

948

x948

* #C14 1930 15c Graf Zeppelin overprint issue, with overprint inverted and in blue instead of regular vermilion, tone
spots on gum and front and a trivial perf thin mentioned for
the record. Signed and with Bettran expert handstamp. Very
scarce but “the regularity of these varieties is in question” by
Scott.
...................................................................................... Est $50
* #C19-C23 1930 5c-1b Graf Zeppelin overprint in bronze
ink Airmail set, all with good colour and well centered, the
15c value has hinge thin and both the high values have one
perf with toning stain. The 1b with Bettran expert mark also
has a violet handstamp which shows through the front. A very
scarce set which except as noted is fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,120

x951
951

** #339-344 1998-2000 5k-100k Musical Instruments,
set of 6, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $136

Denmark
952

** #239/B5 1929-1936 Four mint sets, includes #239243, 246-251, 252-256 and B3-B5 (some toning on 25o),
mint never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $299
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Finland

France

x953

954

953

 #4-6, 8, 10 Group of 5 different roulettes, all used except
#6 (no gum, faulty). Others with faults, except for #10 (dated
cancels, intact perforations). Fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,192

954

(*) #9 1866-1874 20p blue on blue, Type III roulette, unused, no gum and with fresh colour and intact perforations,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $650

x955

959

960

959

* #31 1863 4c gray Napoléon, mint with original gum, hinged
with owners handstamp, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

960

* #56 1871 15c bistre on yellowish paper, with original
hinged gum, fine and signed Calves. A nice stamp.
................................................................................ Scott $350

961

* #61 1873 15c bistre Cérès, mint with original gum, hinged,
signed Richter. A few shorter perfs, else very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $375

x956
x962

955

956

961

 #17/30 1875-1883 group of 13 stamps, with different
shades and with perf 11 (#17, 18, 19, 19a, 21-23, 23a few
toned perfs) and perf 12½ (#25, 27-30). A nice group. Finevery fine.
................................................................................ Scott $558

x963

962

* #89, 100-101 Trio of mint Peace and Commerce issues,
mint hinged, fine.
.................................................................................Scott $470

963

* #118, 120 Trio of mint high value Rights of Man, #118 (2;
one with off-center numeral - unlisted in Scott but 2009 Yvert
& Tellier #113a CV €215) and #120. Fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $180

*/ #46-56 1891-1892 1k-1r Imperial Arms of Russia,
with 11 different values both mint hinged #46-50 and used
#51-56. A nice group. Fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $294

x964
957

x958

957

 #69 1901 10m black and grey, perf 13½, fresh, used
with several cds cancels, fine-very fine but a thin.
................................................................................ Scott $300

958

*/ #142-152 1927-1929 20p-25m Arms Type, mint
hinged #144, 146 and 148 and used #143, 145, 147, 149152. A fresh, fine-very fine set.
................................................................................ Scott $230

98

964

*/** #123/127 Trio of mint Liberty and Peace Issues, includes #123, 125 (both hinged original gum and 1fr with adherence) and 127 (NH and signed Calves), fine-very fine. CV
is for hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $168

965
965

966

** #1100 1964 1fr Postrider, Rocket and Radar Equipment, sheet of 8 issued for Philatec, fresh, mint never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

970

** #1100 1964 Postrider, Rocket and Radar Equipment,
sheet of 8 issued for Philatec, fresh, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

966

* #140, 142 1903 20c, 30c Lined Sower, mint lightly hinged
original gum, well centered and very slight toning on perfs,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $242
** #163c var 1924-1926 10c green Sower from Minéraline
booklet, mint never hinged single, very fine. (Scott for complete hinged booklet pane of 10 is $3,200.)
................................................................................... Y&T €700

x967
967

969

x971
971

* #B3/B38 Selection of 10 early mint semi-postals, including a fresh and very well centered #B6, also B18, B19, B38,
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $416

972

* #B28/B41 Selection of Sinking Fund issues, with #B29,
B29, B35, B37, B39 and B41, mint hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $270

x973

972

*/ #304/B67 Group of 5 mint and used issues, includes
mint never hinged #304, 311-312, 624 and used #B11, and
B66-B67, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $307

973

*/ #J6/J22 Group of 13 different Postage Dues, mostly
used including #J6, J7, J12, J16, J17, J19-J22 and mint #J11,
J13 and J14. #J18 has part gum. Faults, including short perfs
and toning.
................................................................................ Scott $951

French Southern & Antarctic Territories

974

968
968

969/970

975

974

** #C7 1965 50fr blue and indigo Discovery of Adelie Land,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

975

** #C14 1968-1969 50fr light ultra, dark green and black
Port aux Francais, Emperor Penguin and Explorer, fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

** #329 1937 PEXIP Exhibition souvenir sheet, fresh, lightly hinged in margins only, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $360

99

Germany
976

982

** #665/701, B309 1949-1953 Five mint sets, includes
#665-666, 667-668, 669, 686, 698-701 and B309, all fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $390

** #B316-B317 1950 Bicentenary of the death of Bach,
set of 2, fresh, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $180

x983

x977
977

985

983

** #B320-B323 1951 Portraits, semi-postal set of 4, mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

984

** #B327-B330 1952 Portraits, semi-postal set of 4, mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120

985

** #C56 1934 3m blue and black Count Ferdinand von
Zeppelin, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine. Scott CV of $42
is for hinged only. (Michel #539).
.............................................................................. Michel €180

x979

** #702-721 1954-1960 President Theodor Heuss Definitives, set of 20, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $275

x984

Germany - D.D.R.

978

 #B68 1935 Ostropa souvenir sheet, used with special Ostropa postmark, gum removed but two internal tears at “O” of
Ostropa, lightly toned as usual, otherwise very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $700

979

** #B82-B89 1936 Summer Olympic Games, semi-postal
set of 8, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

980

x986
986

** #B93/B337 1936-1953 Five Semi-Postal sets, includes
#B93-B101, B107-B115, B134-B136, B318-B319 and B334B337, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $386

** Extensive collection of mint never hinged D.D.R. and
Soviet Occupation, housed in 5 Davo albums. D.D.R. is complete from 1948-1990, except for one official stamp. Stamps
appears to be all fresh, mint never hinged. Owner’s CV (not
including Soviet Occupation) is €8,000.
...........................................................................Michel €8,000

German States-Berlin

x981
981

100

x982

** #B148-B159 1948-1951 Semi-postals, set of 18, mint
never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

x987
987

x988

x989

** #9N35-9N41 1949 75th Anniversary of the U.P.U., set of
7, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $750

988

** #9N61-9N63 1949 Bicentenary of the birth of Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe, set of 3, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

989

** #9N68/9NB7 1950-1963 Seven mint issues, includes
#9N68, 9N69, 9N70-9N74, 9N75-9N79, 9N94-9N98,
9N120-9N136 and 9NB6-9NB7. All are fresh, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $524

x996

991

992

998

996

** #Q1, Q3 1916 1o olive green and 5o brown Parcel Post,
fresh, 5o is a corner marginal stamp, hinged in selvedge, but
stamp is never hinged, 1o is never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $182

997
** #9N84-9N87 1952-1953 Portraits, set of 10, mint never
hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

* #Q5 1916 15o violet Parcel Post, fresh, mint very lightly
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

998

** #9NB1-9NB3 1949 Offering Plate and Berlin Bear, semipostal set of 3, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $375

 #Q7a 1937 70o violet Parcel Post, perf 11½, used with
oval crown cancel, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $225

Iceland

x990
990

997

x991

x992

** #9NB5-9NB5 1950 Semi-postals, set of 2, mint never
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

German States-Saar

x993

999

 #6 1873 4sk carmine, perf 12½, used with Egilstadir cds
cancel and wide margins at sides, very fine. Accompanied by
2003 Lasse Nielsen and 2000 Carl Aage Moller certificates,
latter stating “the stamp is very rare in this condition”. A lovely
stamp.
............................................................................. Scott $2,500

1000

 #32b 1897 3a on 5a black and red “prir” surcharges,
perf 14 x 13½, horizontal pair, with neat Reykjavik 2.11.97
cds, well centered, slightly nibbled perf at right mentioned for
accuracy, very fine. Accompanied by 2000 Carl Aage Moller
certificate. A rarely seen multiple of this elusive issue.
............................................................................. Scott $5,500

x994

993

** #225, C12 1950 25fr deep blue and 200fr red brown
Council of Europe, set of 2, fresh, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $212

994

 #289-308 1957 President Theodor Heuss definitives, set
of 20, used with neat corner cancels, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $104

Greenland

x995
995

* #10-18 1945 Pictorial Issue, set of 9, hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $189

101

Iceland continued

1001

Israel

** #33 1897 3a on 5a black “prir” surcharge, fresh, mint
never hinged, fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2002 Lasse
Nielsen certificate. Rarely encountered in this lovely quality.
.............................................................................Scott $1,100
x1006
1006

** #7-9 1948 250m-1000m Ancient Judean Coins with
tabs, fresh, mint never set of 3, very fine. The 1000m is particularly nice with wide margins.
............................................................................. Scott $7,500

Italy
1007

1002

** #143/600 1923-1952 6 mint issues and sets, includes
#143-146, 413-418, 514, 533-534 (20l with light corner
crease), 568-569 and 600. All mint never hinged, fine-very
fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $392

 #33 1897 3a on 5a red “prir” surcharge, attractive used
example with light cds cancel, expertization mark on back,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $900

x1008

x1003

x1004

1005

1003

* #117/187 Christian X selection of 9 different high values, from both 1920 and 1931 printings with #117, 120,
122, 123, 127, 128, 181, 185 and 187, mint hinged, small
faults on #117, 128 and 185 (CV $427), fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $994

1004

** #213-216 1939 New York World Fair, set of 4, mint never
hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

1005

** #C3 1930 10a deep ultra and gray Gyrfalcon, mint never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $50

102

x1010

x1011

1008

** #265-267 1931 50th Anniversary of the Royal Navy
Academy at Leghorn, set of 3, light toning along perfs on
gum side of 50c and 1.25l, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $160

1009

** #315-321, C56-C61, CE1-CE9 1932-1934 Group of 3
mint sets, 1932 and 1934 Airpost Special Delivery sets of 2,
1934 10th Anniversary of Annexation of Fiume set of 16, all
fresh, mint never hinged, fine-very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $236

1010

** #515-517 1949 European Recovery Program, set of 3,
15l is hinged, 5l and 20l are never hinged, slight scuff at top
right corner of 20l, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

1011

** #535-536 1950 Holy Year, set of 2, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

Korea (North)

x1012
1012

** #C84-C88 1936 Airmails, set of 5, toned perf on 5l + 2l,
mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

Saseno

x1016
1016

(*) #160-161 1959 Soviet Luna 1 Moon Rocket Launch, set
of 2 in blocks of four, perf 10½, unused no gum as issued,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

Liberia

x1013
1013

* #1-8 1923 10c-1L, the country complete, all fresh with
good colour and original gum, mostly lightly hinged, typical
centering, fine.
................................................................................ Scott $200

Italian States
Trieste

x1017
1017

E/P #312 1949 5c Defenders group of 11 colour proofs,
showing different progression and combination of colours, a
few with Specimen overprints, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Liechtenstein

x1018
x1014
1014

** #C20-C26 1949-1952 Occupation Airpost, set of 7, mint
never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $75

x1019

x1021

1018

 #74-80 1924-1928 Definitives, set of 7, used, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $127

1019

 #90-93 1929 Accession of Prince Francis I, set of 4,
used, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

1020

** #90/B6 1929-1960 Six mint issues and sets, includes
#90-93, 157-159, 261-263, 274-276, 356 and B4-B6, all
mint never hinged, overall fine-very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $395

1021

 #152, 171 1938 3fr black Prince Francis I and 1941 10fr
brown carmine Madonna and Child, used, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $177

Tripolitania

x1015
1015

** #72-78, C43-C48 1934 2nd Colonial Arts Exposition,
set of 12 includes airmails, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $120
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Liechtenstein continued

1028

*/ #315-317, B20/B84 1927-1956 Six mint and used
issues, includes #315-317 mint never hinged and used semipostal sets #B20-B24, B35-B39, B67-B72, B73-B78 and
B79-B84. Overall fine-very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $419

Monaco

x1022

x1023

x1024

1022

 #157-159 1939 Prince Franz Joseph II and Arms, set of
3, used, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $100

1023

** #259-260 1951 Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess
Georgina, set of 2, mint never hinged, very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

1024

 #259-260 1951 Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess
Georgina, set of 2, used, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $147

x1029

x1030

1029

*/ #1/9 1885 Selection of First issue up to 1fr, with #1
(both a used and a mint hinged), 2 (both a used and a mint
hinged), #3-9 are mint hinged. (11 stamps total) Inspect.
.............................................................................Scott $3,442

1030

** #C55-C58 1960 Airmail Issue, set of four, mint never
hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $85

Netherlands
1031

** #368-369, B86-B89 1936 Portraits semi-postals and
1956 Europa Issue, both sets mint never hinged, very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $132

Norway
x1025

x1026

1025

 #287-288 1955 Prince Franz II and Princess Georgina,
used set of 2, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $95

1026

 #C1-C6 1930 Airmails, set of 6, used, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $130

Luxembourg
1032

 #5 1856-1857 8s dull lake King Oscar, trivial toning along
perfs, used, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $55

1033

** #111/B8 1925-1941 Four mint sets, includes #111114, 150-153, 220-239 and B4-B8, all mint never hinged,
very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $257

Portugal

1027

104

*/** #4 1863 1c buff imperforate block of 12. This large
block has full to huge margins on most sides, though into at
top left and just clear at top of the second stamp, original
gum with the two center stamps being never hinged. There is
a fold between the third and fourth column ending in damage
to the top right stamp. Most stamps with hinge remnants and
6 with hinge thins. A scarce and attractive block, very fine appearance.
.............................................................................Scott $3,120

1034
1034

x1035

(*) #127 1895 150r light brown on straw King Carlos, unused no gum, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

1035

** #422-436 1927 Definitives, set of 15, mint never hinged,
fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

1042

** #650-657 1945 Sheet of 8, fresh, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $210

x1043

1036

** #675-682 1947 800th Anniversary of the Conquest of
Lisbon from the Moors, set of 8, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $155

1044

** #675-682 1947 Sheet of 8, fresh, mint never hinged, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $250

1045

** #701a 1941 Prominent Portuguese Figures, souvenir
sheet of 8, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $72

1038

1036

* #594a 1940 Portuguese International exhibition, souvenir sheet, hinged with some toning spots in margin, fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

1037

* #594a/701a 1940-1941 Five souvenir sheets, including
3594a for Lisbon International, #602a Postal Stamp Centenary, 614a Provincial Costumes, #649a Portuguese Navigators, #701a. All five with faults but have never hinged stamps
(CV $372).
................................................................................ Scott $445

1038

1043

** #602a 1940 Postal Stamp Centenary, souvenir sheet of
8 showing Sir Rowland Hill, fresh, never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

1044

1045

Romania

1039
1039

1040

1040

** #614a 1941 Provincial Costumes, fresh, never hinged,
very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $210

1046

*/** #649a 1945 Portuguese navigators, souvenir sheet of
8, fresh, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $47

San Marino

* #C71 1959 20l violet brown Airmail, miniature sheet,
fresh, mint hinged in margins, corner creases, else very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $125

x1047
1041
1041

1042

** #650-657, 675-682 1945, 1947 Sheets of 8, 1947
stamps never hinged but upper selvedge thoroughly hinged
and hinge thinned, else very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $260

1047

*/** #277/Q32 1948-1980s mint accumulation in “102s”,
stockcards and glassines. A nice grouping which includes
many better (all appear to be mint never hinged) #277, 305307, 364-372, C55-C56, C76, C80, C95, Q16-Q32. Overall
fresh, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $970
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San Marino

Sweden

x1048

x1049

1048

** #C78 1951 500l dark green and brown Airmail, fresh,
mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $250

1049

** #C82-C87 1952 Airmails, set of 6, mint never hinged,
very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $80

1053

* #3R 1855 6s lilac grey reprint, as described by Facit with
white dot before “S” of “SEX”, mint hinged. Original stamp
catalogues $7,000 in Scott. Facit CV of SEK 5,000 = C$775
for the reprint.
.............................................................................. Facit C$775

Somalia

x1054

x1050
1050

** #C1-C6 1934 2nd Colonial Arts Exposition Airmails, set
of 6, mint never hinged, very fine.
...................................................................................Scott $60

x1055

1054

** #239-247 1935 500th Anniversary of Swedish Parliament, set of 9, fresh, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $110

1055

** #248-262 1936 300th Anniversary of the Swedish Post
Office, set of 15, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $300

Switzerland

Spain

1056

x1051

1056

 #31 1855-1857 1fr lavender on yellow Seating Helvetia,
used with s.o.n. Schwanden Canton Glarus 28 NOV 1857 cancel, four margins, close at top right, very fine. Accompanied by
1997 Walter Abt certificate.
..............................................................................Scott C$925

1057

*/ #60-68 1881 2c-1fr Helvetia, complete set, both mint
hinged (#60, 64-67 (67 is lightly hinged)), mint no gum #68)
and used (#61-63). A nice set with fresh colours and very fine
centering.
................................................................................ Scott $504

x1052

1051

*/ #688/791 Mint and used selection, with better such
as #689, 785 (both used), B137, B138a (both mint hinged),
airmails between #C117 and C166 and a few extras not
counted. #X2 is probably a reprint. Fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $802

1052

* 1950 #776-779 Centenary of Spain, set of 8, fresh, mint
lightly hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $348

x1057

x1058

106

1058

** #210/C44 1932-1948 Seven mint issues, includes
#210-215, 219-225, 242, 352a, 376-377, C27-C34 and C43C44. All fresh, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $567

x1064

x1059
1059

x1065

1064

** #C3-C12, C4a-C12a 1923-1925 Airmails and 19331938 Airmails, both sets, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $340

1065

** #C13a-C15a 1933-1935 Airmails, set of 3 with grilled
gum, fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $140

1066

 #3O47 1937 3fr orange brown Internal Labour Bureau,
used with neat corner cancel, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Scott $175

 #352a, B178 1948, 1955 souvenir sheets, used, very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $145

Thailand
1060

** #1075 2000 5fr Embroidery, self-adhesive pane of 4,
very fine, never hinged. Much in demand as a pane.
.................................................................................Scott $175

x1067
1067
1061

** #B105 1940 National Fete Day imperf souvenir sheet,
fresh, mint never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $425

1062

* #1-5 1883 King Chulalongkorn, set of 5, mint with hinge
remnant, 1s with faults, corner crease that has been repaired,
thinned spot, 1a with short perf at corner, fine-very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $116

1063

1062

** #B144 1945 10c Dove of Basil, souvenir sheet of 2, mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $150

1063

** #B206 1951 40c bright blue souvenir sheet, fresh, mint
never hinged, very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $275
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Cinderellas

x1068
1068

* 1927-1953 Collection of early Canada Christmas Seals,
neatly arranged on pages in binder. Both French and English,
singles and blocks, imperforate blocks and starting in 1939
several progressive die blocks. A nice collection. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1069

*/**/ Carton of Canada and U.S.A. Christmas and Easter Seals, contains 100s of full sheets and panes neatly organized in large envelopes and a sheet stockbook, and two
boxes full of loose singles. Lots of early from 1940s and
1950s, noted some French material and original correspondence material. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1070

*/**/ Eclectic accumulation of U.S. private exhibition labels plus several counterfeit, over 60 privately issued labels
and cinderellas for philatelic exhibitions and other events.
Also 15 facsimiles and forgeries or counterfeit issues with 5
on covers. Great reference material.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1070
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Covers & Postal History
Canada Stampless Folded Letters

1101

 1860 Stampless cover to British Columbia, mailed
Nov 9, 1860 at St. Thomas Upper Canada and addressed
to New Westminster, British Columbia, via New York. “Paid”
handstamp in red middle top next to manuscript 15. Large
manuscript 5 in red lower middle between British Columbia.
London U.C. Nov 10, 1860 and G.W.R. East Nov 10, 60 backstamps.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1104

 #15, 17 1859 5c Beaver and two 10c Consort on domestic cover, from Barrie No 16, 1864 to Quebec with Nov
18 arrival backstamp. An envelope this heavy suffers through
the mails. This has been refolded and repaired to improve its
appearance. One of the five known examples of this combination to pay the quintuple rate.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1105

 #34 Ten ½c Small Queens paying 5c UPU rate on cover
to Denmark, from Toronto July 1895. Danish 13 Aug 1895
receiver in back. Some minor toning to cover edge at bottom
and some perf tips.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1106

 #35 1c yellow Small Queen on lovely Topley Studio Illustrated wrapper, mailed from Ottawa to Illinois. Inscribed
“Paid Book Post. Printed Matter only.” Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1107

 #38 1888 5c Small Queen cover to India, franked with

1108

 #41 1897 Montreal Richelieu & Ontario Navigation Co.
illustrated advertising cover, franked with 3c Small Queen
tied by Bickerdike 1-3 flag cancel dated April 30. Nice illustration of steamship sailing rough waters. Trimmed at right, else
very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1109

 #41 1892 Small Queen furnace Advertising cover, attractive full front advertising cover from the “Parkdale Furnace Co.” in Toronto. Mailed March 21, 1892. Some minor
toning at bottom of cover.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1110

 #45 Lot of 3 10c Small Queen covers to India, in different shades including pink. Two are dated 1891 (both sent
Wolfville, N.S.) and one 1890 (sent Sarnia ONT) and all are
addressed to Yellowmanchili, India and have transit and arrival marking on back. Faults to varying degrees.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1111

 #51, 52 1897 Montreal to France Jubilee Cover, frank-

Canada Regular Issues

1102

 #1 1851 3d red Beaver on laid paper on cover, an extremely fine stamp tied by 7-ring cancel and postmarked
Toronto NO 26 1851 to Quebec with receiver on back dated
DEC 3 1851. A rare small cover, tear on back flap, very fine.
Accompanied by 1981 Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

1103

 #5 1855 6d slate grey Consort, with full margins, cancelled by faded pen cancel and tied by PAID handstamp to
cover from Pointe-aux-Trembles, 31 Oct 1857 (manuscript
date) with Montreal No 1 1857 transit backstamp to Boston,
USA. Back flap torn, still a lovely cover from a small town. Ex.
Dale-Lichtenstein.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,000

110

pair of #38 not tied to but belonging to cover from Dundas
(cds dated Dec 28, 1888) to Cocanada, India “via Brandisi”,
several markings on back with London, Hamilton, Sea Post
office. Attractive, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

ed with pair of 2c and a 1c paying the 5 rate to Argenteuil,
France. Stamps are tied by full horizontal and a full vertical
strike of Bickerdike machine Flag cancel dated July 9, 1897.
Front only, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1112

1113

 #54 1897 5c deep blue Jubilee, tied on cover paying the
5c UPU rate from Wolfville, N.S. JY 22/97 to Cocanada, India
via Halifax with “Sea Post Office a Au 17/97” and “Cocanada
1st Dely 25 AU/97” backstamps. Fine. A rare Jubilee destination.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1118

 1941 Prisoner of War cover - Camp A, a scarce use of
a POW cover from an internee at Camp A during the short
October 1940 to June 1941 period when it was operated as
an internment camp. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1119

 1922-1961 Three Postage Due covers to Switzerland,
includes 1922 4c Admiral cover short paid 6c and rated
60 centimes Postage Due paid with Switzerland #J43. Has
a blacked out handstamp at left done by Swiss, 1951 cover
from Ottawa short paid 1c and rated 20c due, paid with #J63
and a 1961 5c cover from Toronto short paid 1c and rated
10c due, paid with #384. The Admiral cover has some wear
creases at edges, others very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1120

 1895 Three colour Small Queen cover to Germany, cov-

 #104 Kingston WI Internment Camp cover, with “Passed
by internment censor, Kingston, ONT/March 20 1916” circular handstamp with censors initials. Addressed to Oregon,
U.S.A. Minor opening tears at top. A scarce cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

er franked with 2c, 3c and 5c values (tied by light corks) paying the double weight rate to Bristol, England. Mailed Lachine
DE 14, 1895 broken circle with no backstamps. Horizontal
crease and soiling but an attractive colourful cover. Fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
1121

1114

1115

1116

1117

postal stationery uprated with 1c and 3c Small Queens to pay
the 5c rate. Stamps are tied by three fine strikes of Ottawa
squared circle 3/SP 26/93. German receiver on back. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 #522i/ii-525i/ii 1970 Christmas centre blocks first day
covers, set of four blocks (regular and tagged) on Cole first
day covers postmarked in Winnipeg, 5c blocks with variety
(522iii/iv), 6c regular block with variety (525iii), very fine and
a scarce group of modern first day covers.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

 #1442iii, 1442iv Space Shuttle high orbit and low orbit
varieties, on 2 commercial covers. Both varieties are scarce
and Unitrade doesn’t list a used catalogue value. As mint
stamps CV is $165.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1122

 World War I censored postcard to Canadian soldier,
card addressed to Memer of the 28th Battalion Canadians at
Baden, Germany. Probably a P.O.W. Most of the message has
been blacked out and there is a manuscript notation “There is
nobody at the censors office understanding Norwegian Danish. Therefore the greater part of the text has been blackened
the Censor”. German censor handstamp with Censor #5.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 1904 combo cover to Yokohama, Japan, two cent postal
stationery uprated with 2c Small Queen, ½c Leaf and ½c Numeral paying the correct rate from Napanee, ON to Japan.
San Francisco Sta. D machine and Vancouver duplex transits
and Yokohama receiver on back. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1123

 Group of six Small Queen covers Montreal Flag cancels,
with letters A to F, dated June 25, 1896 to Feb 2, 1897 and
with a variety of frankings from the 1c to the 5c Small Queens.
A nice group of Bickerdale machine cancels. Mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1124

 1898 Jubilee registered cover, franked with two 3c Jubilees and two 1c Leafs, all tied by Brouseville broken circles
(open 1898-1913) to Toronto. Back has Brouseville Crown
wax seal, two RPOs and Toronto arrival. Slightly reduced at
left, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
 1896-1905 Group of four covers, with 1896 Whitbourne
to New York, 1898 St. Johns to Scotland, 1899 Registered
St. Johns to Detroit and 1905 St. Johns to Illinois Private post
card with picture of fishing village. A nice group with a variety
of frankings and postmarks. A few faults, else very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200



#U1 5c red Nesbitt Registered cover, used from Oshawa, U.C. (JU 8, 1861) to Brantford with backstamps GWR,
Paris D.P.O. and Brantford broken circles. Very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

 1893 Ottawa Squared Circle card to Germany, One cent

1125
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Lot 1132 to Nauru via UK, Singapore, Sydney
Lot 1176 1930 Airmail Registered Postcard

Lot 1179 Airmail, Registered, Special Delivery
to the Falkland Islands

The David Whiteley Collection (Lots
1126-1212) offers an incredible diversity of postal history. Sparks Auctions
is pleased to offer our customers the
opportunity to acquire these fascinating reminders of airmail and wartime
developments.
The British North America Philatelic
Society has an active publishing program. In 2001, the book at right was
published. It is still in print and available. Retail $15.50. BNAPS members
receive a discount on this price.
For a complete listing on BNAPS publications go to www.iankimmerly.com
then to books, then to BNAPS (or Literature) link.
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Lot 1212 1934 to Antarctica

Canada Airmail Covers
1126

1131

 1941 Air Mail cover Canada to Australia, Toronto Dec
10, 1941 90c/½oz. Trans-Pacific clipper rate cover. Due to
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour, Pan-Am suspended all Pacific ocean flights Dec 9, 1941. No back stamps so routing is
not known, stamps toned.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1132

 1937 Air Mail cover to Canada - Nauru, George VI Coro-

 1935 Pictorial Issue cover group, nice group of 5 covers.

Includes a 15c rate Mar 16, 1937 registered cover to Greece
with Greek currency control resealing tape at right. Cover is
a little grubby and has some staining. Rate paid with #218,
219, 223. Also has #190, 219 on a 13c rate registered cover
Toronto - Kitchener April 1936, #217 (3), 221 (2) on a March
1937 registered cover Nanaimo, BC - Nova Scotia, #217 (3)
on a Toronto Jan 7, 1937 way letter and #217 (3) on a Dec
1936 St. John and Montreal R.P.O. cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

nation envelope mailed Lloydminster, Sask., April 1, 1937,
70c double rate cover (35c/½oz), surface to U.K., Imperial
Airways to Singapore, Quantas to Sydney and then by surface
Sydney to Nauru. Sydney April 27, 1937 transit mark on back.
Rate paid by #224, 226, 238 (2), 239 and 240. A lovely and
exotic first day cover of #238-240.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x1127
1127

 1929-1948 Airmail covers, nice group of 8 airmail cov-

ers. Includes 12c rate from Montreal 1929 flown on U.S. first
flight to the Virgin Islands, 1933 Harve St. Pierre - Port Menier
first flight cover to Australia, 1936 24c rate cover Cobourg Bahamas 1c short paid and taxed 10 centimes, a 1939 first
flight cover to U.K., three 1940s covers to South America (one
has a stamp missing), a 6c rate to Peru and 35c rate to Brazil.
Also a 25c rate Special Delivery airmail cover to France, Sept
1948.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1128

 1943 Armed Forces Air Letter to Canadian Army overseas, mailed Toronto May 22, 1943 at the 10c air letter rate.
Sent to U.K., 3 F.P.O. backstamps, including F.P.O. 826 and
F.P.O. S.C. 11 the Canadian reinforcement unit at Farnborough.
...................................................................................... Est $40

1129

 1930s Trans-Pacific Air Mail covers, Aug 1, 1931 Victoria - Vancouver first flight cover to Tasmania. 6c rate for air
mail in Canada then by surface. Also Aug 16, 1934 8c rate
cover to Honolulu, Hawaii, rate paid by #210 (4).
...................................................................................... Est $50

1133

 1937 Air Mail cover Canada - Australia, Toronto Dec 8,
1937 35c/½oz rate cover Australia via U.K. flown air mail in
Canada, surface to U.K. and by Imperial Airways to Singapore
and by Quantas Singapore to Australia, Sydney Jan 7, 1938
receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x1134

1130

 1940 Air Mail cover Canada to New Zealand, mailed
Waterford, ON Jan 31, 1940, air mail to Vancouver, arriving
Feb 1, 1940. Probably sent surface to New Zealand, but could
have been flown by Pan-Am. No backstamps except Canadian.
30c/½oz paid for air across Atlantic and by Imperial Airways.
Trans-Pacific by Pan-Am was 75c/½oz.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1134

 1939-1940 Air Mail covers Canada - Australia, includes
Shediac June 24, 1939 Pan-Am 30c/½oz rate first flight cover
across the Atlantic. Then flown by Imperial Airways from U.K.
to Australia, also a 90c/½oz Pan-Am Pacific Ocean clipper
cover from Toronto Oct 15, 1940. Australia “not opened by
censor 11” handstamp at left. Rate paid by #243 (2), 244.
.................................................................................... Est $175

1135

 1930s/1940s Air Mail covers Canada - China, includes
Toronto May 28, 1938 25c/½oz rate cover to Chengdu, China
sent via U.K. and flown by Imperial Airways London - Penang Hong Kong and a 75c/¼oz June 9, 1945 cover from Toronto
to Shanghai flown and flown by Pan-Am on the Miami - West
Africa - India - China route. Both covers have Chinese receiver
back stamps. 1945 cover rough opening at left.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1136

 1937 Air Mail cover Canada - Singapore, from Montreal
Feb 22, 1937 air to New York, S.S. Queen Mary to Europe and
via KLM from Amsterdam. 25c/½oz rate. Scarce routing.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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Canada Airmail Covers continued
1137  1936 Imperial Airways Crash

cover Canada - India,
short paid single rate cover from Vancouver to India, Sept 11,
1936. Short paid 19c so taxed 190 centimes (38c) postage
due. Flown from London on the “Athena” which burst into
flames leaving New Dehli. Cover is charred. No special markings applied by the Indian Post Office.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1138

1139



1931 Air Mail cover Canada - China, mailed Niagara,
ON Oct 21, 1931 at the 30c double rate. Rate was 15c/½oz.
Probably air to New York, surface to U.K., then air to Karachi and surface rest of the way. Cover is a little grubby, but a
scarce rate and destination.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 1941 Trans-Pacific Clipper cover to India, Toronto April
29, 1941 90c rate trans-Pacific clipper cover. Pan-Am to Hong
Kong, then by BOAC to India. Rate paid by #244 (2), 245. India censor tape at left and censor hand stamp at right. Rough
opening at bottom.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1143

 1943 Air Mail cover to China, Montreal April 26, 1943

1144

 1939-1940 Air Mail Covers to China, Toronto Mar 17,
1939 6c Empire rate cover to Lohaghat and Mar 2, 1940
30c trans-Atlantic rate cover to Bombay. Minor creasing lower
right to 6c rate cover, the 30c rate cover has a small repaired
tear at top.
...................................................................................... Est $85

1145

 1937 Clipper Cover to Hawaii, Toronto April 26, 1937
triple rate air mail cover to Honolulu. Rate was 25c/½oz, 75c
paid by #221, 225 and 226. Flown via FAM14 from San Francisco. A nice clean #10 cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 1940 Airmail cover to Netherlands Indies, Plainville, ON
Oct 26, 1940 90c trans-Pacific Pan-Am clipper cover with Canadian censor tape at right and Dutch tape at left. 90c rate
paid by #243 (2), 244. Censor arrival date stamp of Nov 21,
1940.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1140

 1943 Registered Air Mail cover to India, mailed Toronto

1141

 1939 Air Mail cover Canada - Hong Kong, Winnipeg Dec
8, 1939 90c Pan-Am trans-Pacific air mail cover. Rate paid by
#224 (2), 245. F.E.C.B. declaration at left. No censor marks.
Vertical crease away from stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1142

75c rate air mail cover to Chengdu in Unoccupied China.
Flown by Fam22 from Miami to Lagos, Sabena to Khartoum
and Boac Calcutta then by CNAC to Chengdu. Canada censor
tape at right and FECD declaration at right. Chengdu receiver
on back. Cover trimmed slightly at left.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Nov 29, 1943 and rated $1.00 for air mail + 10c registration
paid by #260 (5), 250 and 256. Has F.E.C.B. re-sealing tape
at right and India censor tape and handstamp at left, also a
“passed for export” handstamp. Flown Toronto - Miami - Lagos - Khartoum - Bombay via Pan-Am, Sabena & BOAC. Bombay Jan 1, 1944 receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1146

1147

1148

1149

1150

 1930s Air Mail covers to Iraq, covers from Victoria, B.C.
Oct 29, 1938 and Regina, Sask, Oct 21, 1938. Both to a member of the R.A.F. at Basra. Both sent at the rate of 25c/½oz.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1151

 1944 Air Mail cover to Mauritius, Saskatoon Feb 19,
1944 registered air mail 85c rate cover to Mauritius via Miami. Rate paid by #255, 257, 260, 261, which was 10c registration and postage. Flown on FAM22 to Lagos, then Sabena
to Khartoum and Imperial Airways to Durban. Local carrier
from there. Mauritius May 20, 1944 receiver. Minor paper
flaw at right of cover. Not censored.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1152

 1944 Air Mail cover to Malta, Hamilton May 22, 1944
$1.00 rate cover to Malta via Miami and Cairo. Cairo June 13,
1944 transit stamp. Rate should have been 90c so the $1
Destroyer overpays the rate by 10c. Cairo censor handstamp
at bottom left.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1153

 1941 Trans-Pacific Clipper Meter cover to Egypt, Toronto Aug 5, 1941 90c rate meter cover to Egypt via San Francisco and Hong Kong. “Passed for Export” handstamp at right
and Egypt censor handstamp bottom center. Scarce rate and
route.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1154

 1943 Air Mail cover to Nigeria, Toronto Oct 19, 1942
75c rate cover to Lagos, Nigeria. 75c rate paid by #255, 260,
261. Has a Lagos Nov 29, 1943 backstamp. Cover either over
a year in transit or one of the year date slugs is wrong. Flown
via Miami to Lagos on FAM22. Canadian censor tape at left.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1155

 1942 Censored Air Mail cover to Belgian Congo, Toronto
Oct 31, 1942 75c rate cover to the Belgian Congo. Rate paid
by #235, 260, 261, Flown by Pan-Am from Miami. B. Congo
Nov. 17 receiver on back. Canadian censor tape at left. Cover
strengthened with piece of card, which is visible at top left.
.................................................................................... Est $125

 1937 Trans-Pacific Air Cover to Japan, June 17, 1937
#10-size cover from Toronto to Tokyo sent via San Francisco
on FAM14 to Manila, then on by surface. Imperial Hotel, Tokyo
July 8, 1937 receiver on back. 75c rate paid by #221, 225
and 226.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 1936 Postage Due Air Mail cover to Japan, Montreal
June 9 1936 cover sent air mail to Yokohama, pre-paid 11c
so short paid 14c as rate was 25c. Japanese 56sen postage
due label and handstamp applied as well as UPU 140 centimes tax handstamp. Sent surface to U.K., then air to either
Singapore or Hong Kong, then surface to Japan. Great cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1935 Air Mail cover to Thailand, Montreal Nov 25, 1935
25c rate cover to Bangkok. With Bangkok Dec 18, 1935 receiver. Sent air to New York, sea to U.K. and then by Imperial
Airways to Thailand via Karachi. Scarce destination.
.................................................................................... Est $150
 1934 Air Mail cover to Iraq, Toronto Oct 31, 1934 cover
to Bagdad at the 35c/½oz rate, which was only in effect for
one year. Went air to New York, surface to U.K. and by Imperial
Airways to Iraq. Some minor creasing and the back is a little
grubby.
...................................................................................... Est $75
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1156

 1941 Pacific Clipper AV2 cover to Cameroun, Jan 31,

1941 air mail cover from Montreal to Cameroun via San
Francisco, Hong Kong and Nigeria. Cover censored in Canada (tape at left), Nigeria (red ½ moon handstamp) and in
Cameroun (tape at right). “Not opened by censor” handstamp
is from Hong Kong. Also note A.V.2. circle handstamp upper
right. Scarce item.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1157

 1939 Air Mail covers to South Africa, Dec 11, 1939 Hali-

1158

 1940 All-up Air Mail cover to South Africa, St. Jean, QUE.
May 10, 1940 30c rate air mail cover to South Africa. 30c
rate paid for trans-Atlantic air service as well as air service
to South Africa as part of a limited all-up service maintained
early in the war. #10 size cover.
...................................................................................... Est $50

116

 1937 Air Mail covers to Egypt and South Africa, Toronto

1161

 1930s Air Mail covers to South Africa, Vancouver Sept
27, 1934 35c rate cover and an Aug 28, 1936 25c rate cover.
Both to South Africa. Rates included air mail within North
America and by Imperial Airways from U.K. to South Africa.
Some minor stains on 25c rate cover.
.................................................................................... Est $140

1162

 1934 Air Mail cover to South Africa, Toronto Nov 27,
1934 35c air mail rate cover to Bloemfontein, S.A., forwarded
to East London, S.A. 35c rate provided air mail in North America, surface to U.K., then air mail via Imperial Airways to South
Africa. Scarce rate - only in force for 1 year.
...................................................................................... Est $90

1163

 1938 First Flight cover to Germany, flown on the May
8 first flight from Whitehorse to Juneau, Alaska then flown to
New York and surface to Europe. 10c Canada rate was all that
was required. 15c U.S. stamp is not required.
...................................................................................... Est $30

1164



1165

 1943 O.A.T. Air Mail cover to Sweden, 40c/½oz Aldergrove, B.C. March 22, 1943 air mail cover to Sweden. Flown
by BOAC across the Atlantic to U.K. where OAT handstamp
was applied then flown to Sweden by R.A.F. Transport command. Censored in both Canada and U.K.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1166

 WWII Air Mail covers to U.K., Assiniboia, Sask Oct 22,
1942 and Winnipeg, Man Aug 1943 30c rate covers to the
U.K. Creasing at left to the Assiniboia cover.
...................................................................................... Est $50

fax 30c rate cover and an Oct 3, 1939 33c rate cover (overpaid 3c) both to South Africa. South Africa “Parti/Goneaway/
Vertorofken” handstamp on front and Ottawa D.L.O. Jan 13,
1940 cds handstamp on back along with a Capetown D.L.O.
handstamp. Cover a little grubby and some pencil notation on
back.
.................................................................................... Est $125

x1159
1159

1160

 1938 Empire Air Mail Scheme covers to South Africa,
Feb 23, 1938 6c Empire rate post card and a short paid Empire rate cover from Camp Bellton, N.B. Aug 14, 1938. Cover
rated 30 centimes postage due. Collected with a 3d South
Africa postage due stamp.
...................................................................................... Est $75

June 21, 1937 25c rate cover to Egypt and a Montreal Jan
13, 1937 25c rate cover to South Africa. Endorsed via S.S.
Bremen. 25c rate included airmail in North America and by
Imperial Airways to Africa.
.................................................................................... Est $100

WWII Air Mail covers to Europe, Toronto Aug 9, 1944
30c rate cover to U.K. with U.K. censor label at left and a Nov
10, 1944 cover, Montreal to Switzerland with no censor markings.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1167

1172

 1930s Air mail to U.K and Germany, Montreal July
29, 1937 double rate cover to the U.K. rates 6c/1st oz and
5c/2nd oz. Also 10c air mail rate postcard from Trois Rivieres
to Germany.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1173

 1930s Air Mail covers to Europe, Sep 15, 1932 Sisco to
Pascalis first flight cover to Germany with red Berlin Luftpost
transit handstamp. 10c rate. Also 20c rate (10c air mail +
10c registration) May 28, 1937 cover to France. Two extra 1c
stamps on back mean cover is overpaid by 2c. Some minor
toning faults.
...................................................................................... Est $60

 Pan-Am Southern route Air Mail covers, Toronto Jan 2,

1940 30c rate cover to Holland with Canadian censor tape at
right. Flown to Lisbon, Portugal, then surface. Also a 16c rate
cover to Bermuda from Montreal Nov 23, 1942. This is 1c
overpaid.
...................................................................................... Est $60

x1174
x1168
1168

1174

 1936 Air Mail covers to Europe, Victoria Aug 21, 1936
12c (overpaid 2c) air mail cover to Yugoslavia and Vancouver July 15, 1936 air mail cover to Germany. Both air mail in
North America, surface across the Atlantic and then air mail
in Europe where available. Numerous back stamps on Yugoslavia cover, including Paris and Bled, then re-addressed to
Budapest, Hungary.
.................................................................................... Est $140

1175

 1930s Air Mail covers to Europe, Regina Feb 1, 1931
15c rate cover to Austria and Winnipeg June 8, 1932 15c rate
cover to Trieste. Austria cover is a cut down #10 size cover
with some faults top and bottom. Trieste cover has a small
tear at top. Both only flown as far as New York then on by
surface.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1176



 BOAC flown WWII Air Mail covers to Europe, Vancouver
July 5, 1942 30c rate cover to U.K. with U.K. censor label at
left and a June 17, 1942 30c rate cover to Switzerland with
no censor markings at all.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1169
1169

 1939 Air Mail covers to U.K., Winnipeg July 11, 1939

1170

 1939 Air mail cover to Netherlands, mailed Montreal
Jan 26, 1939 to Eindhoven. Rated 10c for air mail Montreal
to New York and then by surface.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1171

6c rate cover, which paid air mail to New York, then on by
surface. Also a Sep 21, 1939 30c trans-Atlantic air mail rate
cover from Vancouver flown on the last Imperial Airways flight
from Montreal Sept 28.
...................................................................................... Est $70

 1939 Tans-Atlantic Air mail cover collection, of 8 covers

flown by either Pan Am or Imperial Airways. Includes a nice
Aug 10, 1939 Montreal - Southampton first flight addressed
to Sweden and a July 29 1939 Shediac to Foynes F.F. #10
size cover with #C2 (6).
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1176
1930 Air Mail postcards to Europe, Montreal Aug 23,
1930 postcard to Germany sent registered air mail. 19c rate
comprised 10c registration, 6c airmail to New York and 3c
UPU postcard rate. Also Aug 4, 1931 postcard to Holland,
should have been 9c rate, 6c airmail to New York + 3c UPU
postcard rate, 1c overpaid. Air mail postcards are scarce and
registered cards very scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1177

1178

1179

1180

118

 Canada to Bermuda FAM17 Air Mail cover, mailed To-

ronto Mar 12, 1938 and rated 15c/¼oz. Flown on FAM17 first
flight from Baltimore to Hamilton, Bermuda March 16. March
17 Hamilton receiver on back.
...................................................................................... Est $50

 1945 Air Mail Censor cover to Argentina, mailed Montreal June 26, 1945 at the 35c/¼oz rate with 2 boxed oblong
“passed by censor DB/8” handstamps on front and a Buenos
Aires July 8 1945 receiver on back.
...................................................................................... Est $75

 1944 Air Mail, Registered, Special Delivery to Falkland
Islands, mailed Toronto Nov 9, 1944. Rated 70c airmail +
10c for Registration + 10c Special Delivery. 90c rate paid by
#252, 254, 261, C7, C8, E10 and 257 (on back). Miami Nov
11 and Uruguay transit handstamps on back. Paperclip rust
mark at left and some minor toning do not detract from this
scarce destination cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200


1930s Air Mail covers to Trinidad, Dec 3, 1937 Montreal double rate cover. Rate was 25c/½oz. Postage paid
with #223 x 5. Dec 6, 1937 Trinidad receiver on back. Also
a 10c/¼oz cover from Montreal May 27, 1938. Rate paid by
#223. May 30 1938 Trinidad receiver.
...................................................................................... Est $80

x1181
1181

 1930s Air Mail covers to Puerto Rico and Argentina,
May 17, 1937 25c rate cover Puerto Rico with May 21 receiver on back and a Feb 26, 1938 50c double rate cover to
Argentina charged the wrong rate. Rate to Argentina should
have been 70c for a double weight cover. Nice single franking
use of #226, which has some minor toning. Argentina Mar 9,
1936 receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1182

 1930s Air Mail covers to South America, Oct 7, 1935
70c/½oz cover from Toronto to Brazil, rate paid by #176, 190
(2) also a 45c/½oz cover from Montreal to Argentina. Rate
paid by #C1, 203 (2). Argentina cover has a vertical fold and
some toning to the Brazil cover.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1183

 1930s Air Mail covers to South America, May 25, 1935

1184

 1934 Air Mail covers to Uruguay and Jamaica, Oct 11,
1934 Clinton, Ont 85c/½oz to Montevideo, Uruguay. Rate
paid with #175, 176, 199, 209. This is a scarce rate. Only
in effect for 1 year. Uruguay Oct 20, 1934 receiver on back.
Rough opening at top. Also Feb 24, 1934 15c/½oz rate cover
from Montreal to Jamaica. No receiver.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1185



85c/½oz air mail cover from Toronto to Brazil. 85c rate paid by
#176, 190 (3), 199. Scarce rate. Also Jan 22, 1936 70c/½oz
cover from Toronto to Argentina, rate paid with #175, 226.
Argentina Feb 2 receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1930 Air Mail cover to French Guiana, Toronto Oct
11 1930 30c rate air mail cover sent via FAM10 first flight.
French Guiana Nov 20, 1930 receiver on back.
...................................................................................... Est $60

1186

 1940s Air Mail covers to Peru and Ecuador, Edmonton

1187

 1929 Air Mail cover to Argentina, Toronto Sept 28, 1928

1188



1189

1190

 1929 Bluenose Air Mail cover to Chile, Canadian acceptance for U.S. FAM9 first flight from the Canal Zone to Chile.
70c air mail fee paid by #158, 156, 150, 151 (2). Mailed in
Montreal July 9, 1929. Canal Zone transit cds July 13 and
Chile receiver July 22, 1929. An attractive cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1191

 1930 Air Mail cover to Honduras, Ottawa Jan 11, 1930
cover to Honduras flown as far as Guatemala City then on by
surface. 20c/½oz rate paid by #C1 (4). Also Jan 11, 1930
Victoria, BC cover. Flown on the Victoria to Seattle sea plane
service then on to Brownsville, Texas, receiver Jan 15 to connect with the FAM6 first flight to Honduras. Mixed Canada and
US franking. Canada #C5 paid for Sea plane flight and US
#C10, C11 paid the balance.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1192

 1930 Air Mail cover to Honduras, Montreal Jan 13,
1930 Canadian acceptance for the FAM5 extension first flight
from Brownsville, Texas to San Lorenzo, Honduras. 20c Admiral #119 pays the 20c/½oz rate. Jan 24, 1930 receiver on
back.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1193

 1932 Air Mail cover to Bahamas, #C1, 163 92), 166 (4)
pay the 15c/½oz rate on this Feb 10 1932 cover from Montreal to Nassau, Bahamas, no receiver.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Aug 12, 1943 25c/½oz cover to Ecuador with Canadian censor tape at left and Ecuador Aug 22, 1943 receiver on back.
Also, June 3, 1943 cover from Sarnia to Peru with Canadian
censor tape at right. Rated 35c/¼oz. June 12 receiver on
back.
.................................................................................... Est $100

air mail cover to Argentina. 80c rate paid by Canada #C1 +
75c in U.S. postage (25c on back of cover). This was not necessary as fee could have been paid with all Canadian stamps.
Buenos Aires Oct 14, 1929 receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1929 Bluenose Air Mail cover to Argentina, Montreal
Oct 2, 1929 80c rate airmail cover to Buenos Aires. Rate paid
with #157, 158, C1 (2), flown on FAM9 extension from Miami to Argentina via Canal Zone and Chile. Canal Zone Oct 7,
1929 transit mark and Buenos Aires Oct 14, 1929 receiver
on back. A nice clean cover.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1930 Air Mail cover to Uruguay, #120, C1 (2) pay the

60c/½oz rate on this Jan 9, 1930 air mail cover from Montreal to Montevideo, Uruguay, flown by FAM9. Canal Zone transit mark and 2 Montevideo receivers Jan 27 and Jan 28 on
back.
.................................................................................... Est $100

119

1194

 1930s Air Mail covers to British Guiana and Grenada,

includes March 9, 1937 from Montreal to British Guiana.
25c rate paid with #218 (11), 219 all on back of cover. British Guiana Mr 27 1937 receiver on back. Sent to Argentina
first by mistake. Buenos Aires Mar 20 19237 transit cds also
on back. Vertical fold but not through stamps. Also June 29,
1938 cover to Grenada. 10c/¼oz rate paid by #223. July 4,
1938 Trinidad backstamp.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1195



1196



1197

 1929, 1933 Air Mail covers to British Guiana, Montreal
17, 1929 Lindberg flown first flight cover from San Juan to
British Guiana with Sept 23, 1929 receiver. Also 15c/½oz
rate cover from Harriston, ONT Jun 30, 1933 with July 8 receiver. Rough opening at top.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1198

 1929 FAM6 Lindberg flown covers to Antigua, two FAM6
flight covers for the first flight to Antigua. First mailed London,
On SP 16, 1929 and the second Montreal to New York on
FAM1, the New York to Miami to go on FAM6 flight. Both have
Antigua Sep 22, 1929 receivers.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1202

 Patriotic Air Mail cover, censored to Costa Rica, June

1203

 1930s covers to Canal Zone, Aug 31, 1934 Ritz Carleton Hotel 35c/½oz rate cover, short paid 9c so rated 90 centimes (18c) postage due. Sept 3, 1934 receiver on back. Also
March 4, 1935 Winnipeg 35c/½oz rate cover to Balboa, C.Z.
with Mar 7, 1935 receiver.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1204

 1930 Air Mail First Flight covers to Venezuela and Puer-

1940s Air Mail covers to Caribbean, Toronto Nov 11,
1942 10c/¼oz air mail cover to Barbados with green on white
“Opened by Censor” re-sealing tape at left. Roughly opened
at right. Also mar 25 1944 Vancouver cover to the British Virgin Islands with Foreign Exchange Control Board tape at left.
April 3 Virgin islands receiver.
.................................................................................... Est $100

7, 1941 15c rate cover from Glace Bay, NS to Costa Roca
“Opened by Censor DB/669” censor label at left. Nice “Careless talk” patriotic cover.
...................................................................................... Est $60

1930s Air Mail covers to Caribbean, Loretteville, Que
Apr 3, 1939 double rate registered cover to Aruba (10c/½oz
+ 10c registration) with an April 8 Aruba receiver. Also Toronto
Apr 2, 1937 25c/½oz cover to Trinidad with Ap 4, 1937 Port
of Spain receiver.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1204
to Rico, Ottawa AP 29, 1930 35c rate cover flown on the U.S.
first flight from Miami to Venezuela via the Canal Zone. Cristobal May 4 transit cds on back. Also cover flown on Moose Jaw
to Winnipeg Mar 3, 1930 first flight address to Puerto Rico.
Sent registered mail, which was pre-paid, but air mail fee not
paid. So rated 20c postage due, which is paid by two U.S.
postage due stamps on back. Arrived San Juan Mar 11, 1930
via Miami and New York.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1199
1199

1200

1201

120

 1929-1932 FAM6 acceptance Air Mail covers, Montreal

July 6, 1932 double rate cover (15c/½oz) to Trinidad with July
12, 1932 receiver and a Lindberg flown first flight cover from
Montreal Sept 17, 1929 to the U.S. Virgin Islands. Has a Sept
22, 1929 receiver. Rated 12c, 10c air mail fee + 2c domestic
rate to U.S.A.
.................................................................................... Est $125

 1929 Lindberg Air Mail cover to U.S. Virgin Islands, first

Canadian acceptance cover the U.S. FAM6 extension from
Puerto Rico to the U.S. Virgin Islands. Rate was 10c air mail +
2c for the domestic rate to the U.S.A. Sept 22 receiver.
...................................................................................... Est $75

 1940s Air Mail covers to Venezuela, two 25c/½oz air

mail covers to Venezuela. The first from Grimsby Beach, Ont,
franked with #117 (2) and 204, the second from Toronto May
18 1941 with #235 (5). Canada censor tape at left.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1205
1205

 1930s Air Mail covers to Colombia, Winnipeg Mar 19,

1935 56c rate air mail cover to Colombia, paid with #C4 (8)
and 142 (4) rated 40c air mail + 5c ordinary postage + Colombia airmail surcharge. The 6th #C4 stamp is missing the
middle bar of the 1st “E” in Conference. Unfortunately this
has been noted on the cover in red ink. Also May 12, 1938
25c/¼oz rate cover from Toronto with May 20, 1938 receiver
on back.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1210

 Canada to Colombia Air Mail covers (2), Sept 8, 1939

1211

 1945 Air Mail cover to Canal Zone, mailed Toronto Oct
19, 1945 to Cristobal, Canal Zone, Oct 24, 1945, Company
receiver on back.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1212

 1934 Registered Air Mail cover to Little America, Antarctica, $1.01 rate air mail and registration fee cover from
Tillsonburg, Ont to the Byrd Expedition in Antarctica. Sent
26/3/34 via train to Montreal then flown where possible to
Vancouver, where it arrived 30/3/34, then by surface mail to
New Zealand and Antarctica. Scarce destination.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Sarnia cover to Barranquilla at the 25c/¼oz rate. Barranquilla Sep 10 receiver on front. Also, an Aug 16, 1945 at the
25c/½oz rate. Barranca Bermeja Aug 21 receiver on back.
.................................................................................... Est $100

x1206
1206

 1930s Air Mail covers to Cuba and Jamaica, includes

Sep 11, 1935 Dawson City, Yukon 10c/½oz rate cover to
Cuba. This was a special rate for mail to Cuba. Also a 25c/½oz
rate cover from Montreal Feb 14, 1935 to Jamaica. Jamaica
cover has 3 vertical folds.
.................................................................................... Est $125

Canada Cover Lots
1213

 Lot of 13 Nascopie covers, mailed to same addressee

1214

 1851-1874 Lot of 15 covers, mostly from Ontario and
addressed to Ferguson’s Falls C.W. Several have manuscript
dates in broken circles (Bluevale, Hepworth), a few 3c Large
Queens. Mixed condition with faults, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1215

 Group of mostly Admiral-era postal history, consisting of
a personal correspondence (75 items) with contents and another 50 letters to Ottawa postmarked from CAPO-5050 and
R.P.O. 963 (some handstamped British Army of the Rhine)
from 1956-1957, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1216

 Bankers box full of interesting sorted Canada postal
history, all in envelopes and identified as: Military, Arch (perfins, precancels), Royal Visit/Train, King Edward, Jubilees,
Better FDC, SQ Period, KGV, Squared Circles, KGVI to QEII and
a big box of miscellaneous. A wealth of cancels, rates, frankings, illustrated. Many hundreds of covers, perfect for dealer.
Inspect. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1217

 Box of several hundred Canada postal stationery, all
sorted in bags with used and unused from Queen Victoria on.
The used show many different types of cancels with duplex,
broken circle, machine, some uprated. There is a nice variety
of unused with little duplication. Also includes a cigar box full
of aerogrammes. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1218

 Carton of mostly FDC, in three binders and two small
cover albums. Binders contain neatly sorted oversize from
1950s to 1990s with better cachets. Also 1940s and 50s
U.S.A. airmail. One cover album contains Canada from 1928
to 1950s with better cachets. Also mint postal stationery. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

x1207
1207

 1931, 1941 Air Mail covers to Canal Zone and Cuba,
Toronto Jan 21, 1931 35c/½oz rate cover to the Canal Zone
with Jan 27 receiver and Vancouver Aug 17, 1941 10/¼oz
cover to Cuba. Aug 21 receiver on back. Canadian censor
tape at left. Light staining to Canal Zone cover.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1208

 1934 Air Mail cover to Colombia, Winnipeg May 6, 1934

cover to Bogota. 45c rate paid with 8 copies of #C3 (3c overpaid). Arrived in Barranquilla May 10. Cover has been folded
at bottom causing some tearing.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1209
1209



First Air Mail Acceptance registered cover to Guatemala, mailed Edmonton Nov 26, 1931 to Guatemala, via first
flight from Miami. Arrived Miami Nov 30 and Guatemala Dec
5, 1931. Rated 15c air mail + 10c registration. Returned to
sender by surface mail via New Orleans.
.................................................................................... Est $100

in Brantford, ON, from a variety of Arctic and Northern towns,
with some registered and with a variety of cancels. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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Canada Cover Lots continued
1219

 Shoebox of Canada FDC, with over 300 covers ranging

from 1951-1987. All are neatly addressed to same collector
and from 1971 on are from the British American Bank Note
Company. Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

x1227
1227

 Collection of Paquebot cancels, all neatly written up on

1228

 Canada Military Covers, box of 100’s of Post World War

1229

 Small Queen cover collection, of 100 covers in a cover

1230



x1220
1220

1221

 1859-1862 Cobourg U.C. Correspondence, with nine 5c
Beaver covers addressed to Brantford C.W. Seven with contents and are cancelled with a combination of broken circle
and 4-ring #10 (RF5) and two are cancelled by Berri duplex
cancels. A few opening faults but mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
 Collection of Canada FDC in 4 binders, from 1937-1971,

most are addressed to the same collector in Montreal. We
note some nice cachets. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1222

 Collection of FDC in 18 3-ring binders, ranging from
1930s to 1995 with 1,300+ covers all mounted on pages
or in sleeve pages. Modern are represented in blocks and
singles with many higher values. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1223

 Lot of FDC in 11 shoeboxes, containing over 5,600 covers ranging from 1948-1985. We noted last day, Bileski (27),
exhibition FDC, House of Commons, Special cachets, some
with type-written address. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1224



1225



Shoebox of Canada covers and cards, all to a same
address in Brantford from 1853 to 1940s. A wide variety of
material with several Small Queens, Registered, cancels such
as 2-ring #56, squared circles, duplex, free franks and more.
Worth inspecting. Condition varies but mostly fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1226

 Queen Victoria - KGVI postal history collection, comprised of 240+ items, most prior to KGVI, including a variety
of slogan cancels, advertising corner cards, 40+ RPOs (unchecked for better), Military MPOs and FPOs, town postmarks.
Quality varies drastically. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

122

Cover lot as received, with 100’s of covers in carton.
Includes nice groups of Registered and Military as well as
postal stationery and Newfoundland and lots more. Ranges
from Victoria to modern, with good selection of Admirals and
KGVI. An eclectic group.
.................................................................................... Est $150

pages with 16 items from 1936 to 1967. A nice variety of cancels. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

II Military covers. Includes a number of oversize covers sent
to Canadian Forces in Vietnam in the late 1960s, as well as a
good assortment of CAPO’s from the early 1990s. Also some
souvenir items.
.................................................................................... Est $100
album. Includes 5c registered rates, 8c registered rates, 1c
circular rate as well as 6c double rates and the usual 3c rates.
An interesting group, mixed condition.
.................................................................................... Est $150
Canada Anniversary Airmail cover collection, of 104
covers in a cover album. An attractive group. All different.
...................................................................................... Est $50

x1231
1231

 Exhibit Collection of Henry Hechler Stationery. On pages as a one frame exhibit plus enough extras for a second
frame. There is a total of 32 complete postal stationery or
covers most with “Service” or “Official” overprints along with
19 items on piece including 2c Small Queen bisect on piece.
The exhibit shows different colours, typefaces, doubled overprints. Very fine.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

1232

 650+ Postal stationery cards, with a range from Victoria

1233

 Carton with 100’s of covers, from Victoria to early 1950s.
Includes many sent to Brown of Elora. Good selection of cancels, most from KGV and KGVI periods. A nice lot.
.................................................................................... Est $150

to Admiral issues. Vast majority Victorian. Lots of interesting
cancels. We note flags, duplexes, split rings. A nice study lot
for the specialist.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1234



1235

 Collection of Canadian Armed Forced Duplex cancels
on cover, with 25 covers and at least 14 different duplexes
written up on pages and extra covers in envelope. Fine-very
fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1236

 WWII Military postal history collection, including 120+

1237

 Canadian Postal Stationery Collection, neatly written up

1238

1239

Accumulation of Registered Covers, a few hundred in
carton. Range from Admirals to QEII. Note 2 oversize Official
covers from the 1940s and #E5 on a 1936 cover to Waterloo.
Mostly #10 size.
.................................................................................... Est $150

covers, noting a variety of MPOs and FPOs, orderly room and
regimental markings, cigarette reply cards, Canadian Army in
Egypt, military-themed postcards. Condition varies - inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

on 23 exhibit pages and ranging from 1909 to 1996 with nice
cancels, rates, destinations. A clean collection. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Collection of over 225 Manitoba duplex cancels on cover, and a few pieces in a shoebox. We counted at least 114
different from Small Queen to QEII period. Condition varies
but generally fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75
 Canada Postal history group of 7 pieces, includes a long
folded cover with Halifax Paquebot machine and cds cancels
Feb 11, 1939; a Hamilton Jan 11, 1900 2c Numeral mourning cover to the U.K. with flag cancel; a 2c Leaf cover from
Calgary, AB to Belgrave, ON Mar 31, 1899; three picture postcards with views of “Band Concert, Toronto Exhibition”, “Mission Hill, Calgary” and “E.P. Ranch Buildings, High River, AB,
as well as an Oskelaneo to Chibougamao first flight cover that
was re-mailed with a U.S. stamp on an AP 1930 U.S.A. first
flight from Charlotte. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $60

1242

 1835-1960 Hamilton, Ontario cancellations on 65
covers/cards and stamps, includes 65 covers/cards with a
wealth of different cancels mostly on Small Queen and Jubilee era with orbs, duplex, machine, advertising, First flights.
Also nearly 300 stamps neatly displayed on 5 Hagner pages.
Mostly Small Queens, several fully dated. We noted many
types of cancels, Jumbos, early shades, perf 11½x12, registration stamps. Also one page of rare oval registration cancels, 1876-1885. Condition varies, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $180

B.N.A.- Cover Lots
1243

 Collection of Nova Scotia postal history. 1843 to modern in two small boxes on stamps, pieces and covers. We note
several small towns with broken circles, MOOD, MOTO. One
box contains 250+ Numeral issue with several Registered,
advertising and more. Condition varies.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1244

 Shoebox full of Newfoundland postal history, showing a
wealth of postmarks, frankings, Canadian and U.S. destinations, some uprated postal stationery, some mint postal stationery. Quality varies but overall fine-very fine and a scarce
offering. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1245

 Collection of P.E.I. postal history, containing several
hundred town cancels on stamp, piece, card and cover. Most
are identified and from Small Queen to modern era. We note
several lot numbers, machine, broken circle, duplex and
some proof strikes. Also includes 8 covers Great Britain to
P.E.I. (1860-1879). Inspect, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

New Brunswick
1246

 #6a 1860 1c brown violet Locomotive, tied by grid cancel with yellow cover paying the circular rate (flap is still unsealed and gummed). Stamp has small closed tear but otherwise an attractive solo use of the 1c value, fine-very fine.
Accompanied by 2003 Sergio Sismondo certificate.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$350

Nova Scotia

x1240
1240

1241

 Three prisoner of war covers, includes 2 from Camp 30

at Bowmanville, Ontario. Postcard mailed Aug 1, 1943 with
both Canadian and German censor markings, sent airmail at
30c rate. Vienna Sep 4, 1943 receiver letter sheet sent Airmail at 30c rate Oct 1942 also with Canadian and German
censor markings. Also a 1948 French letter card from German P.O.W. to Russian Zone in Germany.
.................................................................................... Est $125

 1864-1949 Group of 7 better Ottawa duplex cancels on
cover, Berri duplex on 5c Beaver, 5c Large Queen, early 3c
Small Queen, and Mourning cover dated SP 29, 1870, also
Department of Interior duplex on large part cover dated 1933
and two nice examples of the rare Ottawa/Free duplex (1882
and 1884) on House of Commons and Public Works covers
and finally an OHMS perfin airmail cover. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1247

 #2a 1855 3d blue Heraldic bisect on cover, franked with

two single stamps and a diagonal bisect, all with full margins
and nicely tied by light grid cancel to folded letter from Amherst DE 4 1855 paying the 7½d rate to Liverpool with Halifax “H” DE 6 1855 transit backstamp and Liverpool Packet
letter paid “tombstone” DE 16 1855 arrival postmark in red,
two pressed out vertical filing folds, one affecting the middle
stamp, but still lovely and very fine. Accompanied by 2009
Greene Foundation certificate.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$5,000
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Nova Scotia continued
1248

 #2b 1857 3d pale blue Heraldic, with four margins tied

1249



United Kingdom

to yellow cover from Annapolis DE 15, 1859 to Bridgewater
via Halifax (backstamps). Trimmed at left and folds not affecting stamp. Fine-very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400
#2i 1851 3d bright blue Heraldic, tied to cover addressed to Halifax. Backstamped Picton SEP 10, 1857 and
Halifax receiver SP 12, 1857. Backflap missing and small
faults but very fine stamp.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

1254

1250

 #3 1857 3d dark blue Heraldic, on cover addressed
to Indian Island, West Isles in New Brunswick. Four different backstamps dated between MR and MY 1857 including
Sydney; St. John, NB; St. Andrews, NB. Stamp with irregular
margins touching at top left has been applied over a “Paid”
marking and may have been added in Sydney as originating
PO did not have stamps. Backflap faults, else fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$500

Prince Edward Island

 Great Britain used abroad, includes a 1919 5d rate reg-

istered cover from the B.A.P.O. (British Army Post Office) Constantinople to Sweden, via U.K. Has a violet oblong censor
handstamp “Censored by/6/Military Authority”. Also a 1944
East Africa Force Airmail letter card to Canada. Shield #935
censor handstamp at left. Mailed Dec 13, 1944 at E.A. A.P.O.
Both scarce items.
.................................................................................... Est $125

United Kingdom-Cover Lots
1255

 1975-1995 Carton of FDC, with approximately 245 covers, all addressed to same person either in Canada or the
U.K. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

British Commonwealth
1256  Hong Kong 1941 Two Hong Kong covers, both from Kow-

loon. First is dated April 5 and has a green passed by censor
handstamp. Second is dated August 25 and there is a pencil
notation “No Censor available”, both franked with KGVI Pictorial 15c red and 5c green. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1251

1257

 Nigeria #63c 1941 Censored Airmail cover from Nigeria to India, franked with KGVI 2sh6d, perf 13x11½, SG #58
(scarce on cover), opened by censor with tape and violet No.
12 censor stamp, also India censor marking and large Bangalor receiving slogan on back. Opening tear on back flap, else
very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1258

 Samoa Registered censored WWI cover to U.K., mailed
to Apia, Samoa Jan 13, 1916 and franked with Scott #115,
116, 118, 119 and 123. Straight line “passed by censor”
handstamp at lower right. London and Ipswich 29 Feb 1916
receivers on back.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 #1 1861 2d dull rose Victoria, just tied to cover addressed “In haste” to Bay Fortune, PEI and backstamped
Prince Edward Island May 12, 1864. Stamp is a superb jumbo with only one missing perforation. Faults, including soiling,
cut down. Fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$400

Newfoundland
1252

 #78, 81 1905 Lewisporte, NFLD to Moutons Harbour,
NFLD, franked with air of #78 ½c and single #81 2c, all tied
by three strikes of Lewisporte NEWF’D (broken circle) dated
OC 7, 1902. Back has a transit Notre Dame T.P.O. broken
circle. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1253

 #85 1902 5c blue on cover to Port Elizabeth Cape Colony, and then forwarded to Johannesburg, Transvaal. Mailed
St. Johns, Newfoundland (duplex) DE 30, 1902. Backstamps
a Port Elizabeth and Transvaal TPO. A scarce single franking
of this stamp and a very rare destination from Newfoundland.
Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300
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United States
1259

 1945-1964 Collection of FDC, with over 2,000 covers
in 11 binders and a large box an mostly addressed to same
collector in Ottawa. We noted a few binders of Airmails. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1260

 1939-2001 Collection of FDC, in two binders with over
190 covers, about half are addressed. We noted some nice
Fleetwood, Cachet Craft, Art Craft, Artmasters cachets. Very
fine. Owner’s Scott Specialized CV $522.
.............................................................................Owners $522

1261

 U.S.A. UPU rate postcards to Europe, nice group of 21

postcards, three with postage due markings. All except three
are sent to Belgium, France and Germany, four are before the
U.S. introduced the split back card. A nice group.
.................................................................................... Est $100
1264

 #C15 1930 $2.60 Zeppelin stamp on flown cover, from
the June 3rd 1930 Graf Zeppelin flight from Lakehurst to
Friedrichshafen, mailed at Varick St. Sta. New York May 31
1930. Usual cachets on front and Friedrichshafen June 6,
1930 receiver on back. Frost Cat. No. 8.) 127-49E.
...................................................................Frost 2005 $1,800

France and Colonies

1262

 #C13 1930 65c Zeppelin stamp on flown postcard,
from the June 3rd 1930 Graf Zeppelin flight from Lakehurst
to Friedrichschfen. Friedrichshafen June 6 1930 receiver on
front as well as the usual cachets. Frost Cat. No. 8.) 12749E.
...................................................................Frost 2005 $1,250

1265

1263

 #C14 1930 $1.30 Zeppelin stamp on flown cover, from
the June 3rd 1930 Graf Zeppelin flight from Lakehurst to
Friedrichschfen. Mailed at Varick St. Stn. New York May 31,
1930. Friedrichshafen June 6 1930 receiver on back. Usual
cachets on front. Frost Cat. No. 8.) 127-49E.
...................................................................Frost 2005 $1,600

 F.S.A.T. Collection of French Antarctic Territories postal
history, all neatly written up on exhibit pages with over 50
covers from 1975 to 2003. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

Germany and Colonies
1266

 #BI, BII 1946 Wittenberg-Lutherstadt Private Issue, two

covers, one on pale yellow grey paper (Michel Block I) on Oct
16, 1946 registered envelope, Oct. 21 receiver and the other
on blue green paper (Michel Block II) on Oct 26, 1946 registered envelope, Oct 31 receiver. Michel CV is for cancelled to
order. Very fine.
.............................................................................. Michel €205
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1272

 Carton of collectors remainders, containing a few hundred postal history items from Canada and worldwide with
better such as a box of Great Britain and Canada (18381907). Also contains a collection of old straight razors, a box
full of hinges. Inspect. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1273

 Interesting lot of 80 worldwide covers, mostly addressed
to the same person, includes better such as Registered,
Mulready, Paquebot, illustrated. A good variety of countries,
stamps and cancels. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1274

 Eclectic world cover lot in small carton with 100s of
covers, as received. Includes an intriguing group of AV-7 Inter
Postal Administration forms as well as WWI censor covers,
military, first flights and first days. Noted France air covers
and more. Some with faults. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1275



1276



x1267
1267

 #BI, BII 1946 Wittenberg-Lutherstadt Private Issue, two

covers, one on pale yellow grey paper (Michel Block I) on Oct
16, 1946 registered envelope, Oct 21 receiver and the other
on blue green paper (MIchel Block II) on Oct 26, 1946 registered envelope, Oct 31 receiver. Michel CV is for cancelled to
order. Very fine.
.............................................................................. Michel €205

China

1268

 1933 Punyu China airmail to Malta, with boxed slogan

Saigon-Marseille handstamp on front, Saigon and Valletta
Malta receivers on reverse. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Worldwide
1269

 Unused worldwide postal stationery in carton, containing approximately 200 worldwide and 200 U.S.A. with some
duplication of latter. Majority are sleeved and have tiny pencil
prices. A nice variety of items with aerogrammes, postal cards
and envelopes. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1270

 Lot of worldwide postal history, with strength in U.S.A.

1271
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(cigar box full of 1920s-1930s), envelope with 36 St. Pierre &
Miquelon, binder with 80+ Netherlands covers, envelope full
of worldwide aerogrammes, envelope of 31 Japanese FDC,
envelope of Indo-China (9) and another lot of worldwide miscellaneous. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 Small lot of worldwide FDC and postal history, with
binder containing approximately 150 FDC from 1960s-1990s.
Also envelope with 10 St. Vincent FDC from 1974-1975 and a
bag of miscellaneous postal history. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

Bolivia 1846 Stampless folded letter, with Sta. Cruz.
Franca cancel in two straight lines in red, mailed from Santa
Cruz to Cochabamba dated May 1846. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Bolivia 1858 Stampless folded letter, with Republica
Boliviana Paz Franca oval cancel in carmine, with floral ornament at bottom, mailed from La Paz to Cochabamba dated
July 1858. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1277



Bolivia 1862 Stampless folded letter, with Republica
Boliviana Paz Franca oval cancel in greenish blue, with floral
ornament at bottom, mailed from la Paz to Cochabamba and
dated November 1862. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100
x1282
1282

1278

 Switzerland Postage Due Cover collection, of 28 covers

and postcards, most with Swiss postage due stamps added.
From 1870 to 1956. Includes incoming mail from Algeria,
Austria, France, Germany, Great Britain, Egypt, and the U.S.A.,
as well as one post card to Canada with Canada #J2. Note
1883 internal cover with #J11.
.................................................................................... Est $250

 Bolivia 1864 Stampless folded letter, with Republica Boliviana Paz Franca oval cancel in blue with floral ornament at
bottom, mailed from La Paz to Cochabamba and dated Match
1864. File fold, else very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1283
1283

 Switzerland Postal History Collection, contains over 450
pieces in 3 binders. Approximately ¾ are postcards ranging
from early 1900s to modern. Topics including stamps, coins,
trains, aviation, military and sport as well as some postal
stationery. Also note censor covers, military mail, first flights,
registered, hotel handstamps and a 1929 Graf Zeppelin cover
U.S.A. - Switzerland. A interesting group.
.................................................................................... Est $600

1284

 United Nations Shoebox full of souvenir cards, stationery and First Day Covers, contains over 100 souvenir cards
from 1972-1986, 80 mint postal stationery from 1953-1986.
Strength in 1953-1960 New York FDC, mostly all different.
Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1285

 United Nations Collection of United Nations FDC, from

x1279
1279

1280

1281

 Bolivia 1848-1866 Lot of four early interesting cancels

on stampless folded letters, with “Cochabamba Franca” red
oval on 1866 to Tana Peru; “Oruro” red straightline in ornamental box on 1848 to Cochabamba; “Oruro Franca” in oval
with floral motif on 1860 to Cochabamaba and “Oruro” red
straightline in ornamental box with “2” rate handstamp on
1848 to Cochabamba. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

 El Salvador Postal Stationery Collection, with about 80
items, all hinged onto pages. Light duplication but a wide variety of early pieces each priced by owner between $6 and $10.
Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1957 to 1975 with over 1900 covers in two filled shoeboxes
and 8 binders. Majority are type-written addressed to same
collector in Ottawa. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

 Scandinavia 1940s-1970sCollection of over 440 FDC,
in 6 small cover binders with all countries represented. Very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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Literature
1286

 Scott 2009 Worldwide Catalogues, Volume 1-6, lightly
used, almost new. Retail as new $495.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1287

 Carton full of worldwide literature, contains catalogues,
a few albums, some magazines, an books. We note a new
2006 Unitrade, two 1959 Life Magazines on stamps, Stanley
Gibbons Concise catalogues. Inspect. Buyer to collect from
premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1288

 Canada Philatelic Literature Assortment, Nice group of
5 new books on Canadian philately. Includes Bailey & Toop
2-volume. Soft cover set on “Canadian Military Postal Markings”, Sessions Philatelic Fantasies of B.N.A., Air Mails of
Canada 1925-1939 by Arfken & Plomish, Strike Courier & Local Post of the Elizabethan Era by Covert and Harrison Exhibit
book Early Express Company Operations in Canada. Retail
$190.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1289

 BNA Topics and Canadian Philatelists 1982-2005, carton with 68 copies of BNA Topics running from 1984-2005
and 69 copies of the Canadian Philatelist from 1982-1998.
Well worth the Estimate. Buyer to collect from premises. No
shipping.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1290

 Popular Stamp Magazines, lot of 125 issues running from
1943-1958. Note articles on Wells Fargo Express and Dietz &
Nelsons Express by Wellburn and an article by Campbell on
Red River BNA plus lots more. Great reading for those long
winter evenings. Buyer to collect from premises. No shipping.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1291

 Canadian Philatelists Magazines 1976-1998, bankers
box with 138 copies of the journal of “The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada”, lots of great articles. A must for the serious
philatelist. Buyer to collect from premises. No shipping.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1292

 Gibbons Stamp Monthly 1975-2000, carton with 75 issues of the monthly magazine. Great material for the British
Commonwealth collector.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1293

 1893 London Philatelist, with “Tilleard” Die Proofs (11
different on 3 pages) and Plate Proofs, (190 in total on 4 pages). The retail value of these is approximately $7,000-$8,500.
This is one of the few (and perhaps the last) remaining intact
bound volume in private hands. In addition the articles and
the ads make for great reading.
.................................................................................Est $4,000

1294

 1978 the Postal History and Stamps of Bermuda, by
M.H. Ludington, Quarterman reprint 432 pp, stains to dust
jacket, else almost new.
...................................................................................... Est $30

Postal Artifacts and Ephemera
1295

1948 Century of Friendship autographed plate blocks,
one block each signed by Harry S. Truman and Rt. Hon. W.L.
MacKenzie King. Accompanied by letter dated Ottawa August
28, 1948 from the Prime Ministers Private Secretary that was
returned with the autographed stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1296

Canadian designer autographed plate blocks, autographs
include Yousuf Karsh (#304), Walter Lohse (#354), Harold Beament (#301), J.A.D. McCurdy (#383), Carl Mangold
(#371). An interesting group with supporting documents.
.................................................................................... Est $100

128

1297

1955 50th Anniversary of Alberta and Saskatchewan autographed plate blocks, autographed by Hon. Ernest Charles
Manning, Premier of Alberta and Hon. Thomas Clement Douglas, Premier of Saskatchewan. Includes a letter from each
Premier that accompanied the returned autographed blocks.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1298

#282 1949 4c Cabots Ship Matthew autographed plate
blocks, issued to commemorate Newfoundland entry into
Canadian confederation. One block is autographed by Rt.
Hon. Louis St. Laurent, Prime Minister at the time Newfoundland became Canada’s 10th province, a second block autographed by s. Joseph R. Smallwood, first Premier of Newfoundland. Accompanied by letter dated April 13, 1949 from
the premier expressing his personal wishes and a letter dated
Ottawa April 4, 1949 from the private secretary of the Prime
Minister.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1299
1299

** #359 1956 5c Hockey signed by designer, matched
set of plate blocks, never hinged, signed by stamp designer
James Simpkins, who was well-known for his cartoon character, a bear named Jasper. Includes a small original watercolour on card of Jasper by Simpkins.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Castle, M.P. Editor.
The London Philatelist: The Monthly Journal of the
Philatelic Society, London, 1893. 27.5 cm.
Numbers 13 to 24 for the year 1893 bound as follows:
vii, (3), iv, 1-4, [2], 5-24, v-viii, (4), iv, 25-33, [1], 33-52, (4), iv,
[1], 53-76, (4), iv, 77-80, [1], 81-96, (4), iv, [1], 97-112, (4), iv,
113-116, [1], 117-128, (4), ii, 129-144, (4), ii, 145-160, (4),
ii, 161-176, (4), ii, 177-196, (4), ii, 197-212, (4), iv, 213-228,
(2), [1].
Seven (7) full page black and white illustrations printed on
extra stock paper, text illustrations and text figures, many
pages of ads before and after each number, some illustrated,
index, title pages for all twelve issues present.
Bound in three quarter brown morocco, gilt decorated (black)
double blind ruled raised bands, gilt device decorations in
the panels, gilt titles, gilt double-ruled borders, burgundy
pebbled cloth, marbled edges and end papers.
Corners bumped and scuffed, front hinge broken, internally
cracked in middle, text very good to fine.
1293

 1893 London Philatelist, with “Tilleard” Die Proofs (11
different on 3 pages) and Plate Proofs, (190 in total on 4
pages). The retail value of these is approximately $7,000$8,500. This is one of the few (and perhaps the last) remaining intact bound volume in private hands. In addition the articles and the ads make for great reading.
................................................................................Est $4,000
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Postcards

1556

125+ The Examiner, Toronto 1842-1845 illustrated boardsheet newspapers, “Eight hundred thousand acres of land to
be disposed of in Canada West (2s per acre)”. Useful for the
historian. Some editions were obviously at one time bound
together. Many are individually wrapped and priced. Heavy for
shipping.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1557

Sixteen Canadian newspapers 19th century, The Globe,
1877 illustrated; Liverpool Examiner, Lincoln’s Inaugural;
Farmer’s Advocate, 1808; Daily British Colonist, Victoria
1877; Montreal Transcript 1838; Le Constitutionnel (8 issues), 1824; Weekly Pioneer, Guelph 1827 (1927 reprint);
Quebec Mercury, 1812, Declaration of War; La Canadien,
1807, scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1558

Forty-four 20th Century Canadian Newspapers, Death of
Kennedy, Elvis, King George V, King George VI, Diefenbaker,
Terry Fox, Queen Mary, Winston Churchill, Centennial, Millenium, Royal Wedding and Visit, World War II Declared, Coronation of George VI, Elizabeth II, Man on moon, Abdication
of Edward VII, Charles and Diana. Includes first edition of
Globe and Mail, November 23, 1936. Some are individually
wrapped and priced.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1559

Albums, supplements, stockbooks, numerous catalogues
and philatelic supplies, in 9 cartons including FDC albums,
Minkus, Darnell, Parliament and several other albums. Supplies include hingeless mounts, mint sheet files, illuminating
magnifying glass, and supplements from 1970s to 2000.
Great Britain and Channel Islands, United Nations and other.
NO SHIPPING. Buyer to collect from premises.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1560

38 3-ring “102” card binders in 2 cartons, plus a small assortment of form “103” pocket pages for the “102” cards, all
pre-owned.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Canada - Provinces
1548

 Collection of over 1,500 postcards by Province in 3
postcard boxes plus one with odds and ends. We noted nice
Ontario, Ottawa, Quebec, both mint and used from Edward
era to modern. A few real photos and many are in sleeves and
priced from $4-$12 each. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Worldwide
1549

 Lot of over 800 older worldwide postcards, mostly European and from the Edwardian era in a shoebox. Many are
from Ireland, England, France and about a third are unused.
Many nice cancels. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

Newspapers
1550

The Albion - New York bound newspapers, Vol 1, 1833, Vol
1 1842, News of William Lyon McKenzie, Dickens and Copyright, Attempted Murder of Queen Victoria, President Andrew
Jackson, Rideau Canal, Factory Bill bans employment of children under 9, Susannah Moodie.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1551

Five 18th and 19th Century US Newspapers, Columbian
Centinel 1797, Boston Gazette 1766 (Repeal of Stamp Act),
Specta for New York 1799, Kendalls Expositor 1844 (Death of
Joseph Smith, Mormon leader), Columbian Centinel 1806.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1552

Mixed lot from newspaper collection, includes Silk Pennant
from decommissioned Royal Yacht “Britannia”; L’Entreacte 1853 - in French; six covers, two censored, one army Base
Post Office; two Wesleyan Missionary notices 1839, 1851;
seven 19th century Theatrical Posters; A Broadside Vol. 5 #2,
1912, E.C Yeats (colour); Coke Ad 1939 World’s Fair; Coca
Cola as B&W 1913; The Spectator, New York 1798; New England Palladium, 1808.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1553

Irish and British Newspapers, Sin Fein, Times, Dublin Penny
Journal - 20 journals, 18th, 19th and 20th century includes
twelve issues of the Dublin Penny Journal 1903; three issues
of Sein Finn 1923-1924; Irish Industries 1913; Daily Mail
1992 Princess Diana; The Globe 1820 Queen Caroline on trial for adultery; True Briton 1794 French Revolution; the Times
1867.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1554

Sixteen 20th century US Newspapers 1936-1980, Nixon
Quits, Carter Inauguration, Death of John Lennon, 1944
Invasion of France, Abdication Edward VIII, Ford Inauguration, Victory in Europe 1945, Truman Inauguration, Death
of Roosevelt, Pearl Harbour, US joins Allies 1941. Newspapers includes New York Post, New York Daily times, Newark
Evening News, Boston Post, Detroit Times, The Sun, Journal
American. Many are individually wrapped and priced.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1555

1877, 1879 Punch bound Volumes (2),Illustrated. Many
jokes, some mildly amusing. 1877 is incomplete, 1879 missing April 12, 1879 issue. Heavy for shipping. Fair. Spines are
missing and boards are scuffed and bumped.
...................................................................................... Est $50
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Remainders, Lots & Collections

1308

British North America
1301

1302

1303

*/**/ Collection in Lighthouse Hingeless Album, with
mint and used. We note a New Brunswick #1 unused with
three margins, Nova Scotia used #1 with three margins and
certificate, Newfoundland #C6-C8, C13-C18 (all NH). Nice
quality throughout, fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $8,308
*/**/ New Brunswick and a Nova Scotia plate proof,
Includes New Brunswick #7TC 3 wide margins, Nova Scotia
#9P with close cut margins, hinged with thins, plus five Newfoundland forgeries of #1, 3, 27, 30, 31.
...................................................................................... Est $30

Canada
1309

** 1974 souvenir Collection of the Postage Stamps of Canada, fresh, stamps are mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

1310

** 1974 souvenir Collection of the Postage Stamps of Canada, fresh, stamps are mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$250

1311

** Canada post uncut press sheets, including 5 Lunar New
Year (1997-2202), 125th R.C.M.P. Anniversary and Millennium Dove (hologram) plus Reflections of Canada posters (set
of 3). Original retail price $227.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$615

1312

** 1955-2000 mint never hinged collection on Minkus
pages, virtually complete including booklets, souvenir sheets,
miniature sheets, Wildlife Conservation stamps, Postage
Dues, complete set of Millennium souvenir sheets. Owners
calculated face value is $974.
.................................................................................... Est $650

1313

** Lot of varieties, all described, on stamps of the 1960s
and 1970s. We noted colour shifts, tagging errors, misperfs,
dots, scratches, dull papers and more. A nice lot of dozens of
items with many blocks and multiples. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1314

** Accumulation of precancelled plate blocks, of the caricature and floral definitives plus other definitives from 19731979. Over 100 blocks in all, mint never hinged. Fresh in
glassine envelopes.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1315

** Lot of mint never hinged singles and multiples, includes
better such as #114, 145 (pair), 158 (2). Some of these
stamps have absorbed an oily substance to different degrees
due to poor storage. Inspect.
.............................................................................Scott $1,193

1316

** 1977-2000 Carton of 24 Annual Collections including
Millennium Collection, with a face value of $557. Buyer to
collect from premises. No shipping.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,505

1317

* Collection of mint hinged on stockpages, includes several
better complete sets with a few duplicates. We note 1897 Jubilee to 50c (2 x 6c, 2 x 10c, a few small faults), 1908 Quebec Tercentenary, 1928 Scroll (2 x 12c, 2 x 50c Bluenose),
Medallion (2 x 13c), 1912-1924 Admirals (24 stamps), Arch,
War, 1938 Pictorial ( 2 x 13c, 50, $1). Includes good back of
the book with F1, F2, MR1, MR2, O9, O10. A nice lot worthy of
inspection. Fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $7,799

1318

*/** Pre-1950 Collector’s remainders, in stockbook containing never hinged and hinged stamps from KGV and KGVI
era. We note 55 Admirals, many with mid-values (#119 (3),
etc), several dozen blocks from #112-272, back of book issues #J3, J10, O25, O27 (2). All fine-very fine. A clean crisp
examples, mostly never hinged. Stamps in scan are all never
hinged. Some duplicates. Inspection will be rewarded.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

* New Brunswick, Nova Scotia Eleven different mint
stamps, with Nova Scotia #8,9, 11-13 and New Brunswick #
6-11. All are fresh and hinged on Minkus album page.
................................................................................ Scott $333

x1304
1304

1305

* Newfoundland Collection of mint Newfoundland, on
Minkus pages. Complete from #20 on (missing only #C1, C4C5, C18) and includes several additional shades. We noted
#233 in block with fish hook variety. Includes a nice group of
Pence issues, most with wide margins. High catalogue, mint
hinged, fine-very fine. A nice collection from this area which
should be viewed to be appreciated.
............................................................................. Scott $9,806
*/**/ Newfoundland 1860-1947 Remainder collection,
with lots of better stamps remaining such as #15A, 30 and
issues from the Sir Humphrey Gilbert set. Condition of the
classics varies including heavy hinging and staining on back.
Majority of issues are mint hinged.
............................................................................. Scott $1,572

1306

 Newfoundland #49/270 1880-1947 Collectors duplicates of 1,000 used stamps, Check for cds, RPOs, CAPO
cancellations of which there are a fair number. Generally fine.
Owner’s catalogue value $763.
................................................................................ Scott $763

1307

*/** Newfoundland #61/270 Accumulation of mostly mint
never hinged, ranging from 1897 to last issue in 1947 plus
Airmails and Postage Dues. 1897 Cabot issue missing only
#73, 1919 Caribou issue is complete, 1928-1929 Pictorials
(23 stamps including some watermarked), 1932-1937 (16),
C7 and 1933 Labrador Air mail set is complete as well as the
Postage Dues. Also includes 12 blocks including #C14 and
some duplicates. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $350
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* Prince Edward Island #4-16 Group of 13 different mint
stamps, all are fresh, fine-very fine and hinged to Minkus album page.
................................................................................ Scott $412

1319

*/** Canada Post Presentation Books, set of 3 including
1951 set honoring the 100th Anniversary of the British North
American Postal Administration, stamps of 1961-1964 and
1967 Centennial Year stamps (horizontal stain line on front
cover).
.................................................................................... Est $100

1320

 Two cartons of used Canada odds and ends, contains
one carton of on paper (over 5kg or 11lbs) from 1950s to
modern with high values. Also carton of bundleware, used in
stockbooks and box of supplies and older catalogues. Buyer
to collect from premises.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1321

 Lot of Canada and worldwide odds and ends, includes album dated 1898 with worldwide up to 1930s (we noted Denmark #5 CV $300), envelopes of mostly Canada of on and off
paper including large envelope filled with used Ontario Law
stamps. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1322

 Two cartons of mostly used Canada in albums and boxes, with a collection in three Lighthouse albums from Small
Queens to 1994, mostly complete from 1930s on. We noted
faults in the early material, also several stockbooks full and
at least 13 cigar boxes and 20 small boxes full of duplicates
neatly arranged in each box. Inspect, fine-very fine. We noted
used/hinged #96-103, mint hinged #122, 227, 245, 262,
273, 302 and used #95, 158.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1323

*/**/ Collection of varieties, contains over 200 stamps
with several dozen different varieties. Includes printed on
gummed side, printing shifts, paste-up coils, imperf pairs,
tagging and paper varieties, #321 x8 used plate blocks, 334i
used block of 25 and more. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1324

*/**/ Remainder lot of mint and used, in albums and a
shoebox. Mainly early QEII plate blocks hinged in albums, mint
never hinged plate blocks in small approval booklets, 25c-$1
booklets. Some used duplicates. Face value of $324.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1325

*/**/ 1911-1985 Collector’s duplicates, in “102s” and
glassines. Includes several Admiral booklet panes (some
never hinged), QEII Cameo varieties, used booklet panes and
several varieties from the 1970s and 1980s. Inspect. Owners
Unitrade CV is $1,735.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,735

1326

*/**/ Canada collection in 3 binders, on quadrille pages
with mint and used with 1985-2002 being never hinged and
in mounts, used up to 1950s. Also several modern mint souvenir sheets and booklets in large envelope. Although early
stamps are in mixed condition, we noted some nice cds postmarks. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1327

*/**/ Mint and used on two stock pages and shoebox
full of glassines, stamps on pages catalogue over $3,100
and include nice used Jubilee with cds cancels, nice “Cents”
issues including a very fine #20. High value Tercentenary have
a few faults, else fine-very fine. Also includes mint and used
in glassines from #35 to modern with high values. Lastly, a
small number of mint never hinged modern face value.
.................................................................................... Est $300

x1328
1328

*/**/ Collection in Scott Specialty Album, with mint and
used including good back of book and provinces. We note several high values, #241-245 in mint NH blocks, #262 LL plate
block (hinged), Jubilees to 50c (mixed mint and used), #C2
NH blocks, Newfoundland #C6-C7, C9-C11. High catalogue,
fine-very fine.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

x1328
1329

*/**/ Collection of back of book issues on Lindner hingeless pages, and some stockpages. We note mint airmails,
2 pages of perforated officials including mint hinged #O245,
O272, O273, 3 pages over overprinted Officials, including
mint #O1-O9, postage dues, special delivery and war tax. We
noted 1c and 2c Admirals with “IMPOTS DE GUERRE” overprint of unknown origin. Overall fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1330

*/**/ Old time collection on 13 pages, includes mint and
used in singles and multiples with nice blocks. We note fresh
mint Admirals with some never hinged, including coils and
mint blocks of #C1-C4. A nice collection. Fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,908

1331

*/**/ Stockbook filled with mostly Canada better odds
and ends, very nice overall quality, and includes several used
high values up to $8, several nice cds cancels, varieties, a
page of used coils in strips of 3 or 4, airmail labels and more.
Inspect. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250
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1340

*/**/ #4/756 Collection on stockpages in binder, 34
pages of mint and used with mostly mint from Centennials
on. Some duplication starting with Small Queens, Centennials and back of book. We noted one page of earlier, all never
hinged and some varieties, such as papers, tagging (#791T1
block and single). Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

x1332
1332

*/**/ Old time collection on album pages, with both mint
and used. Most of the value is in issues up to the Admiral issue, high catalogue value but some with faults. Inspect. Finevery fine.
............................................................................. Scott $5,357

1333

*/**/ Carton containing Jacques Cartier Canada Album,
with used stamps from Small Queens to 1988. We noted
several flag cancellations, targets and 4-ring cancels, #100
used, fine, precancels. Also 2 stockbooks, 100+ FDCs, souvenir cards, thematic booklets, COPC post cards and more.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1334

*/ Two cartons of used Canada, one containing over 10lbs
of on paper with good proportion from Centennials to 1980s.
Also 4 filled stockbooks with duplication and large shoebox
of glassines filled with sorted stamps, both up to 1990s. Lot
includes $198 (face value) of mint never hinged. Fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1335

*/ Collection of Officially perforated stamps, on quadrille
pages and with several varieties such as missing perforation
holes, spacing and alignment, some extra perfs, we noted a
commercially used pair of O250 with strong doubling on one
stamp. Includes one cover and better such as #OA173, O261O262. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1336

 Carton full of New Stamp Bulletins, includes a box of
about 100 poster-style ads from 1949-1955 with duplication
but counted at least 14 different. Also contains bulletins from
the 1970s and 1980s. Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1337

*/**/ #4/232b Accumulation of early mint and used on
cards, several dozen collectors duplicates including several
with faults but also many nice with mint never hinged booklet
panes. Inspect.
.......................................................................... Scott $11,406

1338

*/**/ #4/351 Collection in 16-page stockbook, with duplication such as #4 (3), 15 (7), page of Maps (mostly unused
no gum). Noted better such as #24a used, MNH Jubilees to
5c, nice #19 used. Some faults, inspect. Fine-very fine.
......................................................................... Owners $4,954

1339

134

*/**/ #4/505 Collection in White Ace Album, with mint
and used and with extras showing varieties, coils, papers and
shades. Noted mint Jubilees to 10c (8c is NH). Generally fine.
See web scan to appreciate the depth of the better stamps
included in this collection.
.................................................................................Est $1,250

x1341
1341

 #4/O49 1852-1996 3-volume used collection in Lighthouse Albums with slipcases, includes #5-9, 12, 14/20
(missing 5c and 10c black brown), Large and Small Queens
(including shades and perforations varieties), Jubilees includes ½c to $2 and $5, complete Quebecs through to 1950s
(we stopped cataloguing here), fairly complete through QEII,
appears collector selected cds cancelled stamps for this collection wherever possible. Includes back of book issues including #MRB-MRC, F3, Officials, and more. Overall fine-very
fine.
...........................................................................Scott $15,860

1342

*/**/ #4/O49 1852-1969 Mint and used collection in
Davo album. Stamps have overall fine or better appearance
with most being mint (a few used up to Scott #65). We noted
Pence and Cents issues, Large Queens, Small Queens, Jubilees up to 50c mint, used $1, $2 and $5, complete QV Leafs
through to 1969, mixture of mint hinged and never hinged. Inspection is recommended as several high catalogue stamps
are in mixed condition.
...........................................................................Scott $33,387

x1342

1343

*/ #8/1621 Canada and Newfoundland old-time collection on Kabe pages, several hundred with reasonable
degree of completion in twentieth century. Includes repaired
#8, mixed condition 1859, then Large and Small Queens, low
value Jubilees. A previous owner has catalogued the Canada
at £2,626 - and the provinces at £954. Current CV will be
higher. Fine with some faults.
.................................................................................... Est $700

1344

*/**/ #14/414 Collection in 3 albums, with mostly mint
hinged, several blocks and some used. Better than average
quality in these three albums with many better sets and singles. Also includes but not counted are several plate blocks
from KGVI to QEII Centennials. Fine-very fine. See scan pg
147.
............................................................................. Scott $9,269

1345

*/**/ #14/444 Collection in Minkus album and stockpages, with mint and used to 1965, includes back of book
and a few provinces. We note Tercentenary to 10c, Admirals
to $1, complete Scroll, including very nice 50c and $1 used.
Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1346

*/**/ #15/1039 Collection of Canada in Minkus Album
mostly used up to 1940s and mint with many never hinged
up to 1984. Lot contains box of 1940s to 1950s bundleware
and quantities of mint never hinged plate blocks sorted in
envelopes. Also collection of B.N.A. and small stockbook full
of mint and used. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1347

 #15/100 1859/1908 Six selected stamps, 1859 5c
Beaver, very fine with large margins and very light 4-ring numeral, extremely fine appearance; Two 1868 2c values with
different shades and papers, one with GB numeral 272 postmark; 1868 12½c with interesting plate markings at lower
left (likely a “latent” entry); 1908 7c Quebec Tercentenary
very fine centering with s.o.n. SP 8, 1908 postmark; 1859
12½c vertical pair with Hamilton MR 1863 postmark which
severely cuts lower stamp extending into top stamp. All six
were originally described as single lots but closer examination revealed light (some very light) creases visible in fluid on
the first five. A great lot based on appearance, generally very
fine.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$810

1348

1349

1350

*/ #15/541 Collection of mostly used in Jarrett Album,
containing many nice stamps, mostly with cds cancels, Jubilees up to 50c. CV is for stamps up to #262, rest not counted.
Fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,038
*/ #17/558 Collection in Jarrett Album, with mint and
used (mint only from 1943-1971). Several earlier stamps
are included in both mint and used, including Small Queens
(hinged to 5c, used to 10c), strong Admirals, a few faults, generally fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400
* #21/75 1868/1897 ½c-15c, group of Victorian era
stamps including #21 (2), 35, 36, 41, 75, F1 (2) with gum
and #24, 29, 36 and 41 without gum. A few trivial faults but
mostly sound and fine or better.
.............................................................................Scott $1,727

x1351
1351

*/** #22/O49 1868-1998 3-volume mint collection in
Lighthouse Albums with slipcases, sparse in Victoria issues
(but with many better such as #22 (no gum), 30, 34-36, 38,
42-45) up until the Jubilees, which is complete to $1 and includes VFNH 5c, 10c and 15c values, we also note Quebecs,
Edwards, Admirals with many being never hinged. Appears
complete from Admirals through to QEII issues. Later two albums contain mint, mostly never hinged, these QEII issues
with a face value of $680 through to 1998. Back of book
issues includes #F3 never hinged, War Tax issues, Postage
Dues and Officials. A lovely clean collection, overall fine-very
fine for early material, very fine for modern. CV is for up to
1950 only.
...........................................................................Scott $28,570

1352

*/ #24/1445 Collection in Scott Specialty album, a few
used, then mint hinged from #66 on. We note Jubilees up to
5c, and at least $230 in face value. Looks fairly complete
from 1940s to 1992. A few stamps soiled due to water damage to lower right hand side of pages. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1353

 #34/93 Three Hagner pages filled with mostly Duplex
cancels on stamp, with majority being Small Queens but also
Jubilees. One page has only London, Ontario fully dated cancels, all neatly arranged by date. Several Halifax and Kingston killers, we noted a nice strip of 3 of 1c Small Queen with
Ottawa squared circle precursor of which the left stamp is a
jumbo. Nice variety of cancels. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1354

*/**/ #34/1076 1897-1985 Collection in 2 Schaubek
Albums, with mint and used to 1940s and mostly never hinged
to 1985. Includes nice sets and singles, we note #54 (NH), 56
(hinged), 58 (hinged), used Edwards to 50c, mint Quebecs to
20c (including #102 NH), good Admirals with coils, varieties,
imperfs. Lots of added shades, perfs throughout. CV is for
stamps up to #302 (bob and modern not counted).
............................................................................. Scott $4,950

135

1355

1356

1357

*/ #34/237 1870-1837 Mostly used collection mounted
on blank pages, some portions partially stripped, but includes
good variety of Small Queens and strong King George V era.
Condition is mixed with several faults but plenty of nice sound
stamps are included. Scott catalogue value of $2,799 doesn’t
include a few pages of Federal revenue stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $150
*/** #34/242 Group of mint multiples, includes vertical
pair of #34 (one stamp lightly hinged with gutter at left, very
fine), #86 block (fine-very fine, never hinged), #145 block
(vertical gum bend, else very fine, never hinged with part inscription at top in selvedge), matched set of #242 (2 never
hinged, 2 hinged with a small tear in one stamp, very fine) and
vertical pair of #E5 (very fine, never hinged).
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,755
 #35/37e Group of London, Ontario Numeral 6 duplex on
stamps, contains #37 shades (15), 37a (2), 37b, perf 11½
shades (24) and #35 shades (2). This cancel was in use between 1870 and late 1874. High catalogue value and difficult
to assemble these in such quantity. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1358

*/**/ #35/1953 Collection in three hingeless Shaubek
albums with slipcases. Stamps are mostly used from Small
Queens to 1952 and contains several nice cds cancelled.
Note mint hinged #51-54. From 1953-2002 looks complete
with mint never hinged singles and souvenir sheets. One album contains only souvenir sheets from 1978 to 2002.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1359

*/**/ #35/301 Two stockbooks of mostly early used,
includes pages full of Small Queens and other definitives in
quantities. We note nice cancels such as House of Assembly,
2-ring #56, cds. A nice accumulation. Owner’s CV $1,882.
......................................................................... Owners $1,882

1360

*/** #37c/76 Group of 5 mint Queen Victoria issues, with
#37c (regummed), 67 (never hinged with toning spots on
gum, very fine), 71 (very fine, hinged), 72 (very fine, lightly
hinged), and 76 (never hinged and large margins, toning on
gum).
.......................................................................Unitrade $1,110

1361

 #46/245 Early used on stockpages with back of the
book issues, with better sets and singles including complete
Leaf, Numeral, Edward and nice back of the book such as
complete sets of Postage Dues. Note several with cds cancels, St. Hyacinthe squared circle on map. Inspect. Fine-very
fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,054

1362

** #50, 51, 96 Lot of three early mint plate blocks and
multiples, with #50 horizontal pair, Plate No. 9 at top, never
hinged, very good, #51 block of four, Plate No. 6 at top, never
hinged, fine and #96 block of four, Plate No. 1 at top, never
hinged, very fine. A nice trio for the plate block collector.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$320

1363

(*) #51/56 Group of 7 unused Jubilee blocks, 1c block of 6
and block of 4, 2c two blocks of 4, 5c block of 4 (very fine centered, toning spot), 6c block of 4 (very fine, 1 stamp thinned),
8c block of 4. All blocks are unused no gum except the 8c
which is hinged. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1364

136

*/** #52/273 Lot of better Canada mint and mostly never
hinged singles, on 4 stocksheets with 26 stamps and includes better such as #176, 177, 198, 245, 262, 273 and
some back of book such as O25, O27. Fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,950

1365

** #66/90 1897-1903 ½c-8c, group of 10 stamps, fresh,
and all never hinged. Includes #66, 68, 71, 72, 85, 86, 89
and 90. The 6c is aged and slightly soiled, the 8c has had
perforations recut. Overall fine-very fine and never hinged.
.............................................................................Scott $1,480

1366

** #71, 86b 1897 6c brown shades and 1898 2c Map, two
examples of the 6c brown in different shades, very fine with
hinge remnant and fine-very fine never hinged but trivial gum
thin in one perf tip, and a deep blue Map, very fine, very lightly
hinged, all fresh.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$625

1367

 #77/197 13 stock pages full of used definitives, includes
#77 (406), 89 (477), 195 (25), 196 (92) and 197 (111). An
old time accumulation which does not appear to have been
checked for varieties.
................................................................................ Scott $283

1368

*/** #104/122 Collection of over 60 Admiral issues up to
$1, on 5 quadrille pages showing several varieties, wet and
dry printings, shades, papers, several very fine centered and
close to half are never hinged. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $700

1369

*/ #104/267 Used collection of KGV and KGVI, complete
except #136-138, 177. Admiral overprints and War issue coils
are mint hinged. Nice overall condition, except a few short
perfs on some of the coil issues. The 1929 Bluenose and Parliament both with cds cancels. Mixed centering.
................................................................................ Scott $850

1370

** #104/302 Canada mint never hinged on stock pages,
with duplication, includes Admirals to 5c (all straight edges),
Scroll to 8c (all straight edges), War issue, dollar values and
strong back of book including MR1 (8). Nice quality throughout and some straight edge stamps not mentioned above,
else all never hinged, very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $4,666

1371

*/** #104/MR4 Collection of mint Admirals to $1 on 4
stockpages, with shades, papers, 1c and 2c hairline blocks,
booklet panes, coils and War Tax. Owners CV is over $3,000.
Generally about fine but many are unused no gum.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1372

** #107/262 Stockpage of better mint never hinged singles and pairs, includes #147 (pair), 158, 262, E3 (pair), and
more. Fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,201

x1373
1373

*/** #108/130b 1911-1925 Group of 16 Admirals, consisting of #108 (hinged), 112, 114, 117a, 118, 119b, 119c
(F-VF), 120 (F-VF), MR4 (glazed gum), 131 pair (F-VF), 132 (FVF), 130b (F-VF). All very fine, never hinged unless otherwise
noted.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,742

1374

1375

1376

** #109/248 Lot of mint never hinged multiples, contains
some nice blocks, pairs and multiples such as #141 (block
of 4 with selvedge), #208 (4 blocks of 8), #C1 (strip of 5 with
selvedge). Nice overall quality, fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,090

1382

*/** #246-248 Lot of 88 plate blocks, with various Plate
Nos. including better items (#248 Plate No. 5-2 and 5-4 upper
right). Majority are very fine, never hinged. Owners catalogue
value is $1,433.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,433

1383

*/** #268/341 1946-1954 Lot of 195 plate blocks, mostly matched sets. Includes #294 (UR block has a tiny thin). A
number of pre-cancels are included. A majority are fresh and
never hinged but we noted a few exceptions. Inspect. Owner’s
catalogue value $1,512.
.................................................................... Unitrade C$1,512

1384

** #294/1217 Accumulation of plate blocks, corner blocks
and, other blocks, all mint never hinged. Also includes some
Postage Dues and precancels from the Caricature and Floral
definitives. Majority are in the 5c-12c range. Includes Centennials and others with Winnipeg tagging. Majority are matched
sets. Owner’s catalogue value $2,180. Fresh in glassine envelopes in small file box.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,180

1385

** #311/429A Extensive group of commemorative plate
blocks, mint never hinged, 136 matched sets between Scott
#311 (1951) to #429A (1966) including #321. Owner catalogue value $2,851. Fresh in glassines envelopes in small file
box.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$2,851

1386

 #401/405 1962 Cameo definitives in 2 large shoe boxes, at least 60,000 likely over 65,000 stamps, with 50,000
plus in bundles (mostly 4c, some 1c and 2c maybe 3c) as well
and 10,000 loose but separated 4c and 5c values. We have
no idea how picked over these are but overall quality is nice.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1387

** #417/1441 Accumulation of matched plate blocks, with
the majority in the 8c to 17c era. Included is a complete set of
Olympic Issues (31 sets) both regular commemoratives and
semi-postals. Owner estimated catalogue value is $1,976,
Fresh in glassine envelopes in a small file box.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,976

1388

** #434/609 Accumulation of Winnipeg and Ottawa
tagged issues, matched sets of mint never hinged plate
blocks. Fresh in glassine envelopes. Owners Unitrade CV
$785.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$785

1389

 #206/1154 Stock of used in glassines, all neatly arranged by catalogue number in three long wooden boxes.
Glassines contain up to 500 of each, some of which are tied
up into bundles. We counted over 440 glassines. Above average quality, ideal lot to search for postmarks or for a packet
maker.
.................................................................................... Est $100

** #490/1259 1969-1992 Collection in Parliament Album,
over 750 stamps in hingeless mounts. A number of definitives
(1990-1992) are missing. CV is over $625.
................................................................................. Face $197

1390

*/** #213/333 Folder of full sheets, with #O31 (full sheet
of 50, NH), #213 (3 hinged stamps not affecting plate block),
#233 (2 hinged stamps), #246-248, 318-319, 320, 323-324
and 333. Catalogue is for mint never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $465

** #610/976 Extensive group of mint never hinged commemorative plate blocks, 160 matched sets, beginning with
Scott #610 (1972) to #976 (1983) excluding Olympic series,
mostly 8c through 32c values. Fresh in glassine envelopes in
small file box. Owners catalogue value is $1,676.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,676

1391

** #BK34d/BK80e 1942-1979 36 complete booklets, includes #BK34d French (5), BK39 English (4), all fresh, never
hinged, fine-very fine. Owner’s Unitrade CV is $831.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$831

1392

*/**/ #C1/MR5 Group of mint and used back of book issues, we noted #E3 never hinged, very fine and the following
hinged, very fine: #E2, E4, J10. Most issues are hinged but
includes some never hinged and used. Owner’s Unitrade CV
$1,073.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,073

** #162/273 1930-1946 Accumulation, plus back of book
issues includes 17 blocks of 4 plus pair of #273, C5, E1, E3
and more. Some duplicates, all never hinged, fine-very fine.
.....................................................................Unitrade C$1,670
*/** #192i/1693ii 1932-2003 Collection of 29 varieties,
including untagged, shifts, imperfs and tagging errors. Must
be seen to be appreciated. Owner estimates retail value at
over $1,600.
.................................................................................... Est $750

x1377
1377

1378

1379

1380

1381

*/** #195/361 1932-1955 Plate block collection, housed
in stockbook. All mint blocks, most with stamps never hinged
(hinge is usually in selvedge), or with 2 stamps on a block being hinged. We note #201 NH UL Plate No. 1, #203 UL Plate
No. 1, stamps NH, hinged in selvedge, light crease, #262 UR
Plate no. 1 hinged. Catalogue by Scott as stamps only, no premium for plate blocks, Overall fine-very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,782
*/** #197/274 Lot of mint blocks and multiples, includes
#MR3 block NH (CV $300) and several large multiples. Some
have been hinged to pages and have a few hinged stamps
(counted as such). Majority are never hinged, very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $2,155

*/** #217/224 1935 Lot of 22 plate blocks, from the
1935 KGV Pictorial Issue, most in blocks of 6 or 8 but two of
2c value are in strips of 19 and 20 stamps, some of the 3c
values are in strips of 4, one #217 duplicated. Includes 4c,
8c, 10c and 13c plate of 6. . A very useful lot of plate blocks or
a dealer or collector getting into this area. Majority are never
hinged, very fine. Owner’s catalogue value $887.
........................................................................ Unitrade C$887
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1393

*/** #C5/E11 Back of book plate blocks (21), includes Airmails #C5, C6, C8, C9 and CE1 plus Special Delivery issues
#E5, E8, E9 and E11. Mostly very fine, never hinged. Owner’s
CV $1,290.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,085

1394

*/** #E2/E9 Special Delivery mint blocks of four, includes
E2, E3 (left marginal block), E4 (UL plate No. 2 block), E5
(one stamp with missing corner perf), E6, E8 and E9. #E4 two
stamps are never hinged, rest all hinged. Fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,220

1395

*/**/ #J1/J40 Collection of Postage Dues, on 15 pages
showing issues both mint, used and shades or varieties, with
a few blocks and 3 covers. Generally fine or better. Owner’s
CV about $1,000.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1406

** Mint never hinged matched sets of plate blocks, sealed
in Canada Post packaging, 10c-68c values, mainly 32c-36c,
fresh, very fine.
................................................................................. Face $738

1407

** Mint never hinged postage lot of plate blocks, part
sheets, sheets, 30c-43c values, Post office fresh, very fine.
..............................................................................Face $1,435

1408

** Accumulation of sheets, booklets, souvenir sheets, from
50c booklet era to 45c, mostly from 1980s, fresh, duplicated
(up to 50 of some booklets), mint never hinged, very fine. Lot
also includes several miniature panes of QEII and Christmas
issues (Unitrade $257 for these panes).
........................................................................... Face C$1,366

1409

** 1986-2007 Collection of CPC Annual Collections, buyer
to collect from premises. Very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$675

1410

** Collection of plate blocks, in 3-ring binder in stockpages
and ranging from 8c to 34c with majority being in the later
part, mint never hinged, very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$315

1411

** Lot of mint plate blocks and souvenir sheets, mostly from
the 17-34c era but with many up to $1 values. Face value is
just over $1,000.
........................................................................... Face C$1,000

1412

** Box of sheets, blocks and singles, mint never hinged
from 5c to $2 with majority from 5c-8c era in plastic page
protectors.
................................................................................. Face $501

1413

*/ Collection of matched sets, plate blocks, covers,
housed in 9 albums. Each page is laid out with issue details
and collateral material. Most issues are in matched sets, mint
never hinged from 5c-17c era. One album contains an 1967
Expo Collection with several commemorative issues from various countries. Also includes 2 binders, small box and envelope with mostly mint singles and blocks. Fine-very fine.
............................................................................... Face C$745

1414

*/ Carton containing mint never hinged postage, envelope of covers, small stockbook of train topicals, includes USA
coils, tin of worldwide on/off paper. Total face value of Canadian mint never hinged is over $700, majority in plate blocks
and includes 6 coil rolls of 100.
................................................................................. Face $700

1415

** #483/899 Three binders of mint never hinged, in blocks
and sheets in page protectors, very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$644

1416

** #900/1123 Mint never hinged in three 3-ring binders,
includes blocks, souvenir sheets and booklets, very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$875

1417

** #1154/1454 Mint never hinged in three 3-ring binders,
includes blocks, souvenir sheets and booklets, very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$971

1418

** #1350/1764 Three binders of mint never hinged, in
blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets from in page protectors,
very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$858

1419

*/**/ #1630/2160 Three binders of mint, hinged on
pages includes singles, blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets.
Plus some used material.
...............................................................................Face C$544

Canada - Postage Lots
1396

** Large envelope with 1c to 37c value sheets of 50 and
100, also mini sheets and large blocks. Appears to be mostly
12c and up. Mint never hinged, very fine. Face value $179.
...............................................................................Face C$179

1397

** Mint never hinged postage lot, includes large blocks,
sheets and booklets, 32c-43c era, Post Office fresh, very
fine.
........................................................................... Face C$1,155

1398

** Mint never hinged postage lot of sheets, large blocks,
plate blocks, 5c-17c era, includes high values and dollar values, Post office fresh, very fine. Neatly organized by denomination. We note #522i (3) and #525i (3) with a CV of $240.
........................................................................... Face C$1,406

1399

** Collection of mint never hinged postage, in 3 stockbooks
and two albums. Stockbooks include plate blocks and singles,
appear to be all mint never hinged, one album with mint never
hinged and used 8c-32c era, second album 48c-51c era mint
never hinged.
................................................................................. Face $647

1400

** Mint never hinged postage lot, housed in 2 sheet folders
and 4 stockbooks, 8c-51c era, mint never hinged, very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$573

1401

** Mint never hinged plate blocks, housed in 6 stockbooks
early QEII-7c era, envelope of large blocks, plate blocks, souvenir sheets. Also includes 12 Annual Collections 1977-1991
(8 different). Fresh and very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$808

1402

1403

1404

1405
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** Mint never hinged matched set of plate blocks, sealed in
Canada Post packaging, 1c-30c values, fresh, very fine.
................................................................................. Face $760
** Mint never hinged matched sets of plate blocks, sealed
in Canada Post packaging, 8c-30c era, fresh, very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$761
** Postage lot of sheets, part sheets, plate blocks, 5c-43c
era, mostly in large multiples and plate blocks. Includes album with 1985-1992, two albums with plate blocks, as well
as 1975/1979 Annual Collections. Appears to be all mint
never hinged, very fine. We noted several better issues.
..............................................................................Face $1,335
** Mint never hinged Postage lot of full sheets, plate
blocks, many sheets and matched sets in original packaging.
Includes 8 Annual Collection 1976-1982. A Post Office fresh
lot, mint never hinged, very fine.
........................................................................... Face C$1,247

1420

** #1787/2083 Four binders of mint never hinged, in
blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets from in page protectors,
very fine.
...............................................................................Face C$482

1430

*/**/ Collection of Australia, all hinged on pages with
States. Mostly used but noted a few mint never hinged in
mounts. A good representation of early issues such as #1-12,
other useful Roos and KGV Heads, #95a (tear). A nice collection. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1431

*/**/ Australia, New Zealand Eclectic accumulation, in
a Simplex spring-back album and two binders from the Victorian to modern era. We note some New Zealand miniature
semi-postal sheets from late 1950a (both never hinged and
CTOs) Worthy of inspection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Great Britain
1421

 1950s - Modern Collection of mostly Great Britain, in
two stockbooks and on pages with very little duplication. Also
included are some exhibition labels and sheetlets. Very nice
quality throughout, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1422

*/**/ Collection in three Lighthouse albums, and 2 binders of duplicates. Although the early issues are sparse, there
is an almost complete set of Scott #33 Penny Reds (missing plate #77, 219, 221 and 225). Mainly used to mid-1930s
with mint hinged into late 1960s and mostly never hinged
thereafter. Often both mint and used of an issue. Includes
Machins and Regional Issues. Binders contain duplicates,
booklets and some FDC.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1423

1424

*/**/ Great Britain and Belgium Collection in one album, Great Britain is mint and used and ranges from #111
to 1238. Belgium is mostly used with Official, parcel Post and
Railway stamps, fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

 1936-1995 Two cartons of FDC and Commercial covers, over 350 plus 2 small stockbooks, 17 small boxes of mint
and used stamps (mostly sorted), box of 1950s booklets. Also
included are over 50 FDC and other commemorative covers.
Buyer to collect from premises.
.................................................................................... Est $100

British Commonwealth
1432

** Alderney 1983-2003 Mint never hinged collection in
Lighthouse Album, plus a small stockbook. Looks complete
with extra booklets. Very fine.
................................................................................. Face £161

1433

 Two 16-page stockbooks of used British Commonwealth,
organized alphabetically with several better sets and singles,
mostly between 19th century and 1980s. We noted good
Hong Kong, India, Ireland. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1434

*/**/ Carton of 7 binders and stockbooks of collectors
duplicates, containing Great Britain, Channel Islands, Canada, Ireland, South Africa and more. One binder consists of 75
FDC and other commemorative events. We note numerous
classic Great Britain. Not checked for perfs or watermarks.
Inspection could be rewarding.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1435

*/ Collection in 2 spring-back Simplex albums, beginning
with QEII Coronation issues through to late 1950s. A good
representation with definitives in short sets, a brief time period with both mint hinged and used, generally fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1425

 #4/138 1840-1911 used group of 113 Victoria and KEVII, mixed condition, some duplication.
......................................................................... Owners $6,133

1426

*/ #33/251A 1864-1942 Mostly used collection on pages, includes range of Queen Victoria with values to 2sh6d,
Edward to 2sh6d, some 2sh6d & 5sh Seahorses, mint hinged
1924 and 1925 Exhibition sets. Condition is mixed as usual,
with many fine stamps. Obviously damaged stamps have not
been counted in the catalogue value of $3,615. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1436

*/ Collection in 3-ring binder, of colonies from Aden to
Zanzibar including Batum, Cape of Good hope, Indian States,
Malaysian States, Newfoundland, Orange Free States, Transvaal and many others. Spans from Victoria to QEII, with stronger colonies being primarily QV to KGV, with many classics.
Mainly used, condition varies. Worthy of inspection.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1427

*/ #39/291 Collection on stock sheet and album pages,
several dozen stamps with used to 1924 and mixed mint and
used after. Includes a few varieties, mixed condition. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1437

1428

*/**/ #313/735 1953-1974 Collection in album, some
definitives but mostly commemoratives including a good selection of phosphor issues, the mint appear to be mostly never hinged and sets are usually all mint or are used. Generally
fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

*/ Collection of King George, primarily used, included
British Colonies plus India and New Zealand in a well-presented home-made album allowing some space for a few earlier
(mostly KGV) issues. All or virtually all colonies represented
with commemorative issues (no 1948 Silver Wedding noted)
or short sets. Condition is generally fine or better. Many hundreds and a worthwhile lot of its kind.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1438

*/ Small lot of British Commonwealth, includes Australia and States, Barbados, Bahamas, Ceylon, Malta, Antigua
and St. Lucia. Most early issues, both mint and used. Viewing is recommended, faults and mixed condition. Owner’s CV
$2,042.
............................................................................. Scott $2,042

1439

 #3/1838 Collection on 33 double-sided stock pages,
with early in quantities #3 (35), Castles and higher values.
Also commemoratives 1960s to 1980s, Guernsey and a few
occupations. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

Australia and States
1429

*/**/ 1913-2000 Collection in three binders/albums,
ranging from Kangaroos to 2000 included as well is a smattering of Australian States. Most stamps are used to mid-1980s
and never hinged thereafter. Booklets, souvenir sheets and
miniature sheets also included. Collection is reasonably complete, a few skips in mid-1980s.
.................................................................................... Est $300
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1440

*/**/ Great Britain, Channel Islands 1971-2000 Collection in 3 binders, Great Britain 1971-2000 with mixture of
mint and used to mid-1980s and mostly never hinged thereafter. Includes souvenir/miniature sheets. Channel Islands
consists of Jersey, mixture of mint never hinged, hinged and
used, plus Guernsey on loose pages. An envelope of loose
stamps (on and off paper) also included.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1441

** Guernsey Mint collection, in two Lighthouse albums,
two Collecta albums and one stockbook. Looks to be all mint
never hinged and fairly complete to 2003 with sets, singles,
booklets, panes and souvenir sheets. Very fine. Face value is
for post-1971.
................................................................................. Face £832

1442

*/ Ireland Collection in 3-ring binder, ranging from #1
through 1984 consisting of mainly used with some mint
hinged scattered throughout. Clean collection with some
faults. Perfs and watermark not checked.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1443

*/ Ireland #65/1095 1922-1998 Primarily used collection on home-made pages, quite complete from 1943 to
1990s with several hundred stamps. Condition is generally
fine. A good basis for continuation.
.............................................................................Scott $1,297

1444

*/ Jamaica #7/877 1870-1997 Primarily used collection
on home-made pages, with several hundred stamps. Nothing
very expensive, but a good basis for continuation. Condition
is generally fine.
................................................................................ Scott $605

1445

*/**/ Malta Collection in 3-ring binder, ranging from #1
through 1981 including back of back issues. Consists mainly
of used stamps with a smattering of hinged and never hinged
mixed throughout. Not checked for watermarks or perfs. Condition varies.
...................................................................................... Est $60

1446

*/ Malta #9/989 1885-1999 Primarily used collection
on home-made pages, with several hundred stamps. Nothing
very expensive, but a good basis for continuation. Condition
is generally fine.
................................................................................ Scott $615

1447

*/**/ New Zealand Collection in two binders, ranging
from Chalons to 2000. The Chalons range from fine to “scrappy” while the “side faces” are average, thereafter stamps
are generally fine. Mostly used stamps into the 1980s with
mint never hinged thereafter. Collection is reasonably complete from 1980s on. Also included are 32 booklets (Est Face
$175).
.................................................................................... Est $250

United States Reference

x1448
1448

1846, etc. Postmaster Provisional and Local Carriers Reference Collection, on 16 pages includes Brattleboro (1 plus
5 bogus New York reprint and forgery), Providence (5 with a
5c and a 10c identified as genuine). St. Louis Bears (8 plus
many photographs of genuine and 8 bogus). The locals LOI (2
reprints, 1 forgery), LO2 (3 genuine, 4 reprints, 18 forgeries),
then Type C1 (26), Type C2 (42), Type C3 (2 plus genuine, 50
forgeries), etc. Overall a few genuine and with annotations on
types of forgeries, etc. (303 “stamps” plus photos, literature,
etc).
.................................................................................Est $2,500

1449

1861 Confederate States Postmaster Provisional Reference Collection, on 19 pages with approximately 219 stamps
of which 2 are postal stationary covers, a few are identified as
genuine, but the great majority are forgeries. Also includes
at least 17 bogus issues, 22 photographs (usually of genuine stamps) a few modern facsimiles and several pages of
scholarly notes, most pages have annotations, some items
are noted in different handwriting as being genuine and as
forgeries. Among the cities with the most items are Baton
Rouge (11), Greensville Ala (7), Knoxville (28), Memphis (29),
Nashville (27), New Orleans (68).
.................................................................................Est $2,500

x1450
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1450

#319-322F 1903-1908 2c Washington Reference Collection,
on one page with 31 stamps mostly multiples with a plate
block, plate pair and plate single privately rouletted or perforated as well as 2 used and 2 mint pairs of #321F perf 12
horizontal coils and 3 pairs (one used) and strip of 4 of #322F
perf 12 vertical coils. All presumed to be fakes. If genuine
these would catalogue an astounding $1,440,000.
.................................................................................Est $1,000

x1454
1454

Confederate States #1/14 1861-1863 Reference Collection, on 8 well filled pages with approximately 143 stamps
with a very few marked as genuine, the rest forgeries or reprints. In addition there is 100 in 2 half panes of the “Scott
forgery” of #6 and a pane of 70 of the 10c fantasy Jefferson
Davis. Pages have a fair number of annotations (total 313
“stamps”).
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1455

U.S. Possessions 1899 Guam, Philippines, etc. Reference
Collection, on 2 pages includes Cuba (1), Guam (28 with 1
(or 2) genuine and some very deceptive forgeries, Philippines
(26 with 2 genuine and some very deceptive forgeries with
notations on identification) and Porto Rico (2, one genuine),
57 items.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x1451
1451

1452

1453

#2F/183 1847/1903 Reference Collection, on 9 pages.
Includes many genuine stamps used to illustrate different
types with 1851 1c (3 plus 2 covers and one on piece identified as 91L11 inverted double transfer, 1851 10c (8 plus 2
likely trimmed from perforated examples), 1869 15c #118,
and more than a dozen genuine (for types and postmarks)
and a few dozen forgeries and fakes, often being proofs which
have been tampered with or fake grills added. There are only
a handful of items after 1861. Among the notable forgeries
are 22 examples of the 90c Washington (#39 and 72).
.................................................................................Est $3,000

Washington-Franklin Reference Collection, on 11 pages
with a few ranging back to 1894 and a few extending to 1928.
A total of 138 “stamps” and one cover. The great majority
are fakes as commonly found but there are other interesting
items (we noted a re-perforated $5 Marshall).
.................................................................................... Est $750
(*) #10X2 1846 10c gray black Providence R.I. Postmaster
Provisional, reprint or forgery sheet of 100 on thin yellowish
paper, unused no gum with pre-printing crease in left hand
column and folded through center margin, no period after
cent, small stain in lower margin well away from stamps which
are very fine.
........................................................................ Scott C$12,500

United States
1456

*/** Large envelope of various mint issues, includes
#406/820 (CV $450), Airmails (CV $180), Officials (CV $75),
State Wildlife Revenues, 1,250 Transportation coils, many
precancelled and in strips of 3 (face $110). Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1457

 Small box with hundreds of used, on stocksheets, in
glassines, a few bags and stockcards. We note #Q1-Q12.
Mixed condition for early and rest are fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,320

1458

 USA Precancel Collection, in two Dempwolf albums with
1923-1932 (1,256 different), 1938-1943 (916 different),
1954-1968 (133 different) and 1973 on (121 different). Finevery fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1459

*/**/ Selection of early mint and used, with better such
as #1 (3 margins used), 77 used, Q11 (never hinged, light
corner crease). Many with small faults but a nice group.
............................................................................. Scott $2,466
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1460

*/**/ 1851/1989 Collection in binder, Classics to 30c
value in mixed condition with many faulty, generally fine used
to the 1960s then mint with mostly never hinged blocks and
hinged singles, plus oddments.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1461

*/**/ 1862-1871 Eclectic lot of revenues, facsimiles
and forgeries, includes U.S. revenues with owner’s CV of
$317, condition varies, including a tear in #R73c, plus 15
newspaper stamps overprinted with FASCIMILE, 17 forgeries of US local couriers and 6 Confederate State forgeries/
reprints.
................................................................................ Scott $100

1462

*/**/ 1920s-2005 Carton containing a 2-post All
American Album, binders and stockbook with mint and used
stamps 1960-2005 including back of book issues, includes
some sheets. Face value of mint stamps alone is $145.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1463

*/ Carton of mostly used, but with some mint in blocks
and multiples mostly between 1930s and 1960s. Used is
contained on one binder to 1960s and several small boxes
which contains duplicates in envelopes or mostly all neatly
sorted. Also contains shoebox of loose stamps. Likely several
thousands. Inspect, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1464

*/ #11/830 Collection of mostly used on 4 pages, we
noted some better such as #68, 227 (pair), and the following
mint hinged #296, 298 and 299. Average quality, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1471

 1853-2000 Stockbook of used, filled with duplicated used
stamps. Includes semi-postals, military and airmails. Several
thousand stamps, a collector’s duplicates with significant catalogue value. Mixed condition especially with early stamps,
but many very fine, with possible varieties and better cancels.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1472

 Collection of used in 2 binders, neatly hinged on quadrille
pages and covering 1945 to 1980. One binder contains only
semi-postals 1944-1994 and Airmail to mid 1990s. A nice
clean collection. Fine-very fine. Owners CV $1,506.
.................................................................................... Est $375

x1473
1473

*/**/ France and Colonies Collection, in three Ceres albums and one binder with mint and used up to 2001. Mostly
complete mint from 1952 on (hinged and never hinged). Lots
of souvenir sheets, booklet panes. We note better such as
#246 NH (light stains in two margins), B11-B33 (with B11
LH, B19 hinged, B22-B23 NH, B25-B30 NH), Sinking Fund
complete, C1-C2 hinged, C8-C14 used but C14 with corner
thin, C15 used but light tone spots on back. An extensive and
strong old-time collection with high catalogue, worth examining for extra value.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

1474

*/**/ 1850-1980 Four volume Mint and Used Collection
in albums with slipcases, includes nice early issues beginning with Scott #3 through 1980s. One volume includes semipostals (numerous booklet panes), airmails and back of book
issues. High catalogue value. Copies of both mint and used
are included for some issues. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1475

*/**/ #3/2317 Collection in two Minkus Albums, with
mint and used until 1940s, then mint and never hinged from
1967-1992. Includes several booklet panes, souvenir sheets,
a few unissued essays and a few proof sheets. We note #296297 NH, 329 souvenir sheet used, B66-B67 used, B274a
used. High catalogue value. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $450

1476

*/** #138/406 Selection of mint stamps and blocks, includes a selection of Millesimes (YT 2009 CV €145), Postage
Dues with #J63, J67, corner dated blocks of the Peace with
Olive Branch issue, a sheet of 100 of Algeria overprint (Scott
#6), part sheet of 50 of Algeria #P1. CV for regular stamps
alone is $261. Fine-very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

United States-Postage Lots
1465

** 1971-1981 Plate block collection, in two albums, in
mounts on Minkus pages with many large size blocks of 10,
12, 20. Fine-very fine.
................................................................................. Face $240

1466

** Mint never hinged sheets, housed in 9 sheet folders,
mainly 3c issues but includes ½c-8c sheets, as well as a few
10c, 15c and 25c issues. Some sheets with perf separation
in selvedge but overall a nice lot.
................................................................................. Face $606

1467

*/** Mint postage 1c-30c era, mostly in blocks of 4, never
hinged, one binder with mint hinged.
................................................................................. Face $193

France and Colonies
1468

** Collection of France Annual Collections, complete No.
1, 1986 to No. 1 1993. Original cost over 3,773 FF. Lot also
includes “Notices Philateliques” for 1986 and 1987.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1469

*/** Lot of mostly mint never hinged, from 1940s to 1980s
with a little duplication, on stock pages and in a small stockbook. Includes about 40 Red Cross booklets, sheet of 50 of
#1379, #300 (40) in 3 blocks (gum problems), block of 45 of
#305 (gum problems). Lot includes 27 covers 1870 to 1886
mostly franked with 15c Sage, mostly with nice cancels. Finevery fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1470

142

*/** Small selection of mint Precancels, includes better
such as YT #36 (no gum), 59, 65, 68, 72 (2, one is NH), 73
and 77. 2009 Yvert & Tellier CV is €437.
.................................................................................... Est $125

Germany and Colonies
1477

** 1950s-1970s Stockbook of mint never hinged, neatly arranged, includes duplicates (up to 5 of some), fresh, appears
to be all never hinged, a few souvenir sheets (2 used), very
fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1478

*/** 1930s-1990s Stockbook of mostly never hinged, contains several hundred stamps with some duplication. Most of
the value is in never hinged sets from 1980-1992. Fine-very
fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,050

1479

 Large stockbook of used Germany, mostly filled with a few
thousand, slightly-duplicated, well arranged accumulation
with strength in the 1953-1991 issues. Fine-very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,200

1480

 1872-1979 Collection includes Germany, States, Berlin,
some occupation zones (Saar) and East Germany including
back of book, housed in a spring -back album. Condition varies, especially in the classics, but overall is fine with a few
mint hinged (1935 Costumes). Includes features and many
very fine better stamps (Berlin Freedom Bells). Inspect to appreciate value.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1481

*/**/ Collection of Germany and Colonies, in 26 filled
double sided stockpages with used and mint. Several complete sets, booklets, panes, a few souvenir sheets with a little
duplication. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1482

*/**/ Lot of Germany, D.D.R., and Danzig, includes small
stockbook of mint never hinged D.D.R. and one of mint never
hinged Germany and Danzig. Also contains box of stamps
in glassines. Duplicates in this lot have not been counted in
owner’s catalogue value of $973.
............................................................................Owner’s $943

1483

*/ German Occupation overprints on Czechoslovakia stamps and on cover, Reichenberg-Maffersdorf and
Mährisch-Ostrau, 31 overprints on 6 covers and also 39
Czechoslovakia stamps from 1929-1937 overprinted (16 are
issues with attached labels), most are mint lightly hinged with
2 postmarks. Inspect for better varieties and authenticity.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1484

1485

1486

1487

*/ 1920 WWII Armistice Commission postmark lot, including 36 Germania issues on piece, two feldpost cards, and
one cover, all bearing the scarce “Woffenstillstands Kommission SPA” (Armistice Commission) cancel. An unusual postmark not normally seen in this quantity.
.................................................................................... Est $300
** Netherlands #1064/1295 2001-2007 Mint never hinged
collection in Davo Hingeless Album, a lovely fresh, new issue quality collection, missing only a few souvenir sheets to
be complete. Face value of €239, plus some earlier issues in
guilders. Very fine.
..................................................................................Face €239
*/**/ Berlin #9N1/9NB285 1948-1990 Collection in
hingeless Davo Album, mainly mint never hinged, #9N19N20 is mint hinged, as well as a few used stamps. Complete
1966-1990. Scott CV up to 1965 is U$879 with much face
value to 1990. A lovely fresh collection, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400
*/ Prussia 1850-1867 Comprehensive mint and used
collection, on Lighthouse hingeless pages, nearly complete
with many four margin stamps and clear numeral/town cancels (with potential for better finds). Includes Scott #22 (flaws,
accompanied by APS certificate), four marginal blocks of
1873 reprints, uprated postal stationary card to Berlin. Overall better than usual quality.
.............................................................................Scott $1,405

x1473
1488

 Wurttemburg 1851-1894 Comprehensive used collection, on Lighthouse hingeless pages. Nearly complete with
the exception of 1851/1865 colour shades and paper varieties. Includes many key values including Scott #6 (closed
tear), 18 (small thins), 29, 46 (small thin) and 53 (thinned
with Ceremuga certificate stating “genuine in all respects”).
Also note several clear town postmarks, #2 on folded letters.
Generally fine-very fine with several very fine, four margin
stamps throughout. Overall much better quality than normally
seen. An excellent opportunity from which to build a specialized collection.
...........................................................................Scott $11,319

Worldwide
1489

** Lot of mint never hinged souvenir sheets, mostly from
British Commonwealth countries and QEII era. A great eBay
lot. Nicely presented for retail sale, very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $2,620

1490

** Collection of Berlin in two Lindner hingeless albums,
containing pages from 1972-1990 (with 1972 on in colour
retail $356) and with mint never hinged stamps from 19641990. Looks to be fairly complete and owners catalogue is
$930.
................................................................................ Scott $930

1491

*/** Two stockbooks of mainly mint never hinged worldwide, with over 140 souvenir sheets, some blocks and sets.
We noted Christmas issues, Barbuda and more. Fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $800

1492

 Carton of old-time collector’s remainders, contains worldwide mostly used with Canada bundleware, old stamp albums
and several envelopes full of stamps. Some postal history.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1493

 Accumulation of worldwide, includes mint never hinged,
hinged and used stamps in 3 albums (hinged) and 2 binders
with stock pages with heavy representation from the British
Commonwealth. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1494

 Carton with four binders and stockbooks of collectors
duplicates, consisting of Vatican, U.S.A., Great Britain, Australia and more including duplicates. Buyer to collect from
premises.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1495

*/**/ Carton of estate remainders, worldwide including
much Canada and a few covers. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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1496

*/**/ Four cartons of U.S.A. and Worldwide, one carton
contains over 10 lbs of on paper mostly U.S.A., also 3 stockbooks of mostly used U.S.A., 3 Statesman Worldwide albums
with several hundreds of stamps and one carton with over
8lbs of worldwide loose off paper stamps, some of which are
in glassines and bags. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1497

*/**/ Carton of worldwide in albums, stockbooks and
boxes of glassines, two stockbooks of Europa, collection of
Israel, 3 small boxes full of mostly used sorted by country,
worldwide collections, binder of mint with several nice souvenir sheets. Inspect. Fine-very fine. Buyer to collect from premises.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1498

1499

1500

1501

1506

*/ Carton of worldwide stamps and covers, contains several hundred FDC, postal stationery and postal history from
Canada, U.S.A., U.N. and worldwide, all sorted in boxes or envelopes. Also lots of mostly mint worldwide stamps. A nice
clean lot.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1507

*/ Collection of Germany (includes East Germany and
Berlin), Poland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland
and Czechoslovakia. Housed in 2 binders ranging from “classics” to early 1960s. Clean collection, hinged on handmade
pages.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1508

*/ Carton of worldwide, mostly in small stockbooks, boxes,
albums and a shoebox. We noted one box full of Netherlands.
Inspect. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1509

*/ Three old-time worldwide stamp albums, all three containing a good representation of countries. Includes some
odds and ends worldwide postal history. Inspect. Fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1510

*/**/ Stockbook of Portuguese Colonies and Possessions, from early to 1980s with used and mint including CTO.
Includes Spanish territories, possessions and colonies. Several hundred stamps on 15 filled stock pages with some nice
sets and singles. Unchecked for higher value items. Fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

*/ Lot of worldwide on five cards, includes U.S.A. #190
(hinged), 238 (used); Belgium #256, 266 (used), Italy with
States #518 (used), Sardinia #12, Roman States #12/17,
Germany with States #B323, B330, B337 (all used), Bayern,
Hanover, Hamburg, Bergedorf. Viewing is recommended as
identification (especially of States is for most common only)
and almost certainly includes reprints, etc. Owner identified
and catalogued at $5,952.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1511

*/**/ Lot of mostly worldwide sets and singles, in two
albums on pages and two stockbooks. Stamps in albums are
neatly written-up and are often accompanied by articles. Lot
contains a wide representation of countries such as France,
China (1932 Sedin set of 4), Netherlands, Portugal (1940
Rowland Hill NH), Spain. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

*/ Scott International Junior Album, filled with used and
mint and with many high catalogue values, we noted U.S.A.
#573 mint lightly hinged, very fine and more. Inspect to appreciate. Lot includes several large envelopes of mint and
used set and singles with worldwide, Canada and U.S.A. Some
postal history, including U.S.A. #C18 Zeppelin on cover.
.................................................................................... Est $750

1512

** Aland Islands #1/70 Mint never hinged accumulation
from 1984 to 1992 in balanced quantities, usually with 10
examples of each issue, quite complete for period including
better items such as #14-23 (8 or 10 of each), 26 (10), 31-33
(10), 53 (10), 59 (10), 67a (5 booklets), 69-70 (10). New issue quality, never hinged and consistently very fine. Complete
inventory included in lot. Includes 1,234 FIM in face value
(Canadian equivalent is $458).
.............................................................................Scott $1,234

1513

*/ Arabia, Egypt Carton of Arabian country collections,
in 6 filled stockbooks with mostly used but some mint noted.
Several countries are well represented from early to modern
with some CTO. Note nice Egypt, Iraq. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1514

 Belgium 1849-1999 Stockbook of used, with hundreds
of stamps. We note many nice cds cancels and a good representation of back of the book issues. Duplication and mostly
fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

*/**/ Carton of 6 spring-back albums, 5 stockbooks, a
1973 Royal Wedding album, bag of stockcards and 4 bags
on loose stamps. Albums consist of Romania, Spain, Netherlands, Argentina and Austria. Stockbooks are of various sizes
and full of stamps. One album with J.F.K. commemoratives.
Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150
*/**/ Accumulation of worldwide facsimiles and forgeries, some in multiples, others on letters and envelopes. They
range from the very crude to quite good imitations. A very interesting philatelic grouping.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1502

*/**/ Carton of worldwide in tins, stockbooks, shoeboxes and glassines, includes shoebox full of Canada FDC, box
of glassines sorted by country, stockbook of worldwide (noted
several WW revenues) and three biscuit tins containing worldwide on paper, one of which is Canada and the two others are
British Commonwealth modern and worldwide. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1503

*/**/ Lot of worldwide in stockbooks and albums, with
large stockbook filled with Netherlands & Colonies and small
stockbooks of Canada, U.S.A., Australia, South American, Europe. Also an album with good Netherlands used from 18521950s with BOB and Colonies. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1504

*/**/ Carton of 12 3-ring binders with used stamps plus
a hard-cloth covered 12-page souvenir book from Bhutan with
a sampling of mint never hinged stamps, and several presentation packs and booklets from Greece, France, Sweden and
Great Britain.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1505

*/ 1986-2002 Worldwide collection in 9 Harris Worldwide Albums, containing only several hundred stamps both
mint and used. A nice lot for the beginner needing the albums
or eBay seller. Fine-very fine. Buyer to collect from premises.
...................................................................................... Est $50
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1517

*/**/ Collection of mostly Africa with emphasis on British Africa, on Scott pages and stockbook. With an envelope
of Rhodesia, we noted nice Mauritius and more. Mint and
used with a few glassines of extras. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1518

*/ Denmark 1870s-1980 Collection on loose album
pages, the classics are “scrappy” and in varying condition.
1960s on have both used and mint hinged. Included is a page
of used Christmas Cinderella’s and a few Finnish and Danish
West Indies included.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1519

*/**/ Europe Carton of Europe in stockbooks, with 11
filled stockbooks of mint and used from early to 1990s. Very
well organized and clean lot. Inspect. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1520

*/**/ Europe Collection of Europa Issues, in 2-volume
Ceres albums ranging from first issues in 1956 to 1997 with
scattered issues to 2001. Probably all are mint never hinged
from 1964 although a mixture of hinged and used are included into 1963. Reasonably complete as noted. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1521

** Finland #555a/1035 Mint never hinged accumulation
from 1979 to 1997 in balanced quantities, usually with 5 to
10 examples of each issue, quite complete for period (from
about #667) including better items such as #679-680 (7),
707-708 (10), 728 (10), 735-736 (10), 740 (10), 755 (10),
756-757 (10), 769 (5 booklets), 771-772 (10), 773 (5), 817818 (6), 866-867 (10), 880-883 (10), 906a (5 booklets),
932a (5 booklets), 956a (5 booklets), 1003a (5 booklets),
1033a (5 booklets). New issue quality, never hinged and consistently very fine. Complete inventory included in lot. Includes
5,997 FIM and €123 in face value (Canadian equivalent is
$1,740)
............................................................................. Scott $4,441

1522

*/**/ Greece 1860s-1997 Two-volume collection in
Lighthouse Albums, mainly used in first 100 years with some
mint hinged scattered throughout. Mixture of used, hinged
and never hinged to mid-1980s and mostly never hinged
thereafter. We noted some issues represented with mint and
used. Not checked as to perfs or watermarks, some faults
noted in Classics, includes back of book issues. Fine-very
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1523

** Iceland #508/765 Mint never hinged accumulation
from 1978 to 1992 in balanced quantities, usually with
about 25 examples of each issue, quite complete for period
including better items such as #554-555 (15), 590 (25), 622623 (24), 745 (24), 749-750 (24), 751 (25), 762-765 (25).
New issue quality, never hinged and consistently very fine.
Complete inventory included in lot.
............................................................................. Scott $6,675

1524

*/** Italy 1950-1986 Mint accumulation of sets and singles, on stockcards and in glassines. Mint, most appear to be
never hinged, though many with lightly toned gum. We noted
parts sets of #552/569 and #668/673A, #832-834 blocks
of four NH, C34, C42-C47 (NH except #C44), C127-C128 NH.
The above mentioned catalogue over $900 alone. Also includes many blocks of four #799/1688. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1525

 Italy 1863-1983 Collection in spring-back Connoisseur
Philatelic Album, includes Eritrea. Neither perfs nor watermarks have been checked by us. Condition of classics varies.
Inspect.
...................................................................................... Est $75

x1515
1515

*/ Bolivia Specialized Collection, neatly mounted on quadrille pages and showing proofs, imperforates, mint and used
singles and blocks, souvenir sheets, varieties, imprint blocks,
essays and from early to mid-1940s. A very nice collection.
Consistently very fine. A great lot for the specialist.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

x1516
1516

*/ Bolivia 1867-1899 Extensive reference collection of
well over 400 items primarily 1867-1899 on 34 annotated
pages plus original letters, sometimes annotated from Bob
Russell, Henry Clotz or referring to others back to 1892. This
collection was assembled during the 1930s and 1940s. Includes 166 Condor issues (15 identified as genuine, these
have a CV of Scott $1,736, see internet picture) and 151 are
identified as forgeries or reprints. An additional 69 items are
identified as genuine including a marginal block of 20 of 5c
value of the 1899 EF overprints. Approximately 103 items are
identified as forgeries with most from 1867-1899. An additional 81 items ranging in time into the 1930s are unlisted
or locals or bogus issues. There are also 3 early stampless
period envelopes. A lovely group which would be very difficult
to assemble.
.................................................................................Est $2,500
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1526

 Italy, Vatican, Greece 1862-1999 Stockbook of many
hundreds of Italy, Vatican and Greece, a good representation of all three countries with nice cancellations and duplication, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $125

1527

 Japan #55/2849 1876-2003 Stockbook filled with used
Japan, 16 double-side pages with no duplication. High catalogue value. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1528

*/**/ K.U.T. Collection on pages, in glassines and postal history, seven full stock pages, several dozen FDC from
Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya. Also over 100 glassines with
mint and used with better such as K.U.T. #76a (strip of 3 and
pair NH but toned, Scott $650), #79a (blocks, strips - NH but
toned Scott $154). Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1529

 Korea Stockbook filled with used Korea, 16 double-side
pages filled with light duplication. Includes South Korea and
several souvenir sheets up to 1990s. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1530

** Netherlands Accumulation of Netherlands, Suriname,
Antilles, including miniature/souvenir sheets (52) and booklets (26) ranging from 1960s through early 1990s on stockpages. Face value of 230 guilders.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1531

*/**/ Netherlands & Colonies 1867-1970s Collection,
starting with #7 including semi-postals, international Court
of Justice stamps and other back of book issues. Colonies
include the Indies (including early Indonesia), New Guinea,
Curacao and Surinam in 2 binders. Both mint hinged and
used as well as miniature sheets included, and 100 FDC in 3
binders from 1948-1981.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1537

*/**/ Sweden 1872-1984 Collection in a spring-back
“Connoisseur Philatelic Album, used through to the late
1960s, mint hinged through 1970s, never hinged thereafter.
Includes many booklets/booklets panes. Classics were not
checked by us for varieties. Condition varies. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1538

 Switzerland Selection of 9 used Helvetia issues, with
different shades, papers and some cds cancels. Margins
vary from touching to large and mostly sound lot. Fine-very
fine. Unchecked for better varieties. Scott catalogue value as
cheapest.
................................................................................ Scott $410

1539

 Switzerland Collectors stock of mostly used Switzerland, with hundreds of glassines neatly arranged by Scott
(#43/747, B1/B521) containing up to dozens of each. Also
two small and one regular stockbook filled with mostly BOB
and specialized cancels. We noted one box filled with used
booklet panes and box filled with used modern. A nice lot
worth inspecting!
.................................................................................... Est $250

1540

*/**/ Switzerland Collection in two albums, etc. One
contains a collection neatly displayed on quadrille pages
and from 1862-1998, 1985 on appears to be all mint never
hinged in mounts, early issues in mixed condition. One “Biella”
album contains good back of the book including #7O1-7O20
used. Also includes a bag of several modern mint issues and
binder of FDC. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $500

Netherlands See also Lot #1485
1532

*/**/ Portugal 1894-1981 Collection in 2-post Minkus
Album, beginning #97 and includes back of book issues. We
noted high value items such as #139 mint hinged, almost
complete set of 1924 Camoens, plus others. Mixture of used,
mint hinged and never hinged. Generally fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1533

*/ Portugal 1862/1981 collection in spring-back album,
mainly used with some never hinged, condition varies. Not
checked for varieties. Includes Colonies.
...................................................................................... Est $75

1534

 Scandinavia Used accumulation in 24-page stockbook,
with mostly nice cancels. Four countries are well represented
up to mid-1990s with good proportion being early material.
Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1535

*/**/ South America Carton of South America collections, in 11 stockbooks filled with mint and used. All countries seem well represented with duplication and from early
to 1990s. Fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1536

*/ South/Central America Group of 5 Central and South
America, with Argentina #31 (used, socked on nose cancel,
soiled), Buenos Aires #13 (used, two margins, fine impression), Uruguay #7, #11 (both used) and Netherlands Antilles
#2 (mint hinged), fine.
................................................................................ Scott $232
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x1541
1541

*/**/ Switzerland Specialized collection of Switzerland,
in 5 binders on Bileski pages, stockpages and one stockbook
from 1850 to modern, with mint and used (usually the highest priced are represented). Catalogue value of $9,579 does
not include Official perfins, stamps after 1965, booklets and
panes (including tete-beche), Helvetia Large Numeral proofs
(group of 26) with shade variations, exhibition labels, dozens of telegraph stamps and stockbook of modern souvenir
sheets, sets and singles. Should be viewed to appreciate
breadth of material.
.................................................................................Est $2,000

1542

*/**/ Switzerland WWI/WWII Swiss Military Stamp Collection, two stockbooks comprising 400+ soldier stamps,
predominantly WWII but with several WWI examples included.
Note mixture of mint and used with very little duplication and
a great variety of regiments represented. A solid basis for expansion in this interesting field.
.................................................................................... Est $500

1543

 Switzerland #10/88 Collection of 30 stamps on 4 album
pages, catalogued by owner at $604 with #10 cut into and 1F
standing Helvetia identified as #87b being badly thinned, else
generally fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

x1344

x1544
1544

*/**/ Switzerland #10/O47 1851-1985 Mint and used
collection in album, quite complete in early period with nice
Helvetias, semi-postals, airmails, souvenir sheets including
paper and gum varieties. We noted 1945 PAX issue, appears
to be CTO (60c, 1fr, 2fr may be postally used). Early material is
mainly used, and a mixture of used, hinged and never hinged
from the 1940s on. Includes League of Nations issues. Finevery fine. A useful collection with many better issues, good for
continuation or for retail purposes.
...........................................................................Scott $13,991

1545

*/**/ United Nations 1951-2001 Collection in a 2-post
album, reasonably complete to 1994 with loose stamps to
2001. A mix of used and hinged to mid-1960s, appears to be
mostly never hinged thereafter. Very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

1546

*/** United Nations #1-44 1951-1955 Accumulation in
large envelope. Comprehensive and usually with 6 to 8 examples of each issue. Includes #38a (NH), the scarcer second printing souvenir sheet (CV $135), #38 on FDC. Fine-very
fine.
................................................................................ Scott $495

1547

x1344

*/** Vatican 1929-1980s Mint collection in stockbook,
neatly arranged and almost complete for period (to Scott
#778). We note #1-13, E1-E2, 41-46, 47-54, as well as semipostals and parcel post complete. Early material appears to
be all mint hinged, 1960s on appears to be never hinged, gum
lightly toned as often seen. Also includes Italy #642/1655
and San Marino issues, never hinged. Overall fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
(Please read carefully)
1. The property described in this catalogue will be offered at public
auction by Sparks Auctions Inc. (Sparks) on behalf of various consignors. By bidding on any lot, whether in person, or through an agent, via
Stamp Auction Network, by mail, email, fax, telephone, website, or any
other means, the bidder acknowledges and agrees to all of the following Terms and Conditions of Sale.
2. The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the
buyer. The term “hammer price” means the last bid acknowledged by
the auctioneer. The purchase price payable by the buyer will be the
sum of the hammer price and a commission equal to 15% of the hammer price (“buyer’s premium” ), together with any sales tax which may
be due on the sale.
3. All bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue. The auctioneer
shall regulate the bidding and reserves the right to reject any bid believed by him not to be made in good faith; to withdraw any lot prior to
sale; to divide a lot; or to group two or more lots and to act on behalf of
the vendor. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision shall
be final. Sparks will execute bidding instructions on behalf of clients,
but will not be responsible for any errors in the execution of such bids.
4. Unless a bidder has established credit with Sparks prior to the sale,
Sparks must receive payment in full before the lots will be delivered.
Buyers not known to Sparks must make payment in full within five days
from the date of sale. Accounts more than thirty days in arrears will
be subject to a late payment charge of 2% per month. All expenses incurred in securing payment from delinquent accounts will be charged to
the defaulter. A fee of $100.00 will be charged for any cheque returned
for insufficient funds.
5. All sales are in CANADIAN FUNDS. Payment may be made by bank
draft, bank transfer, cheque drawn on a Canadian or U.S. bank, Canadian or International postal money order, cash or credit card (VISA and
MasterCard only). There are no additional fees for payment by credit
cards if information is provided at time of bidding, otherwise an additional fee of 2.5% will be charged for credit card payments. Payment
in U.S. funds is acceptable at the same rate which Sparks can purchase
Canadian Funds at our bank (2.5% percent above the mid-market rate).
Contact us if you require the exact amount owed in U.S. funds. Credit
cards will be processed in Canadian Funds.
6. Buyers from Canada will be charged applicable Ontario Retail Sales
Tax and Federal GST or HST. Absentee bidders resident outside Canada
are not liable for Canadian taxes if purchases are delivered outside of
Canada. See shipping instructions.
7. Until paid for in full, all lots remain the property of Sparks on behalf
of the seller.
8. The buyer assumes all risk for delivery of purchased lots and agrees
to pay for prescribed shipping costs.
9. Because the descriptions and scans of the auction will be available
in a printed catalogue, our website and on Stamp Auction Network,
there is a chance of technical error. In that event the auctioneer’s decision will be final. If discovered before the sale a notice will be posted
on sparks-auctions.com. Opening bids will be available on the websites
and will be updated. These are only provided as a service to bidders
and Sparks does not guarantee their completeness or accuracy.
10. Any lot, the description of which is obviously incorrect, is returnable,
but only if the lot is returned within 14 days of receipt. All disputed lots
must be returned intact with the original packing material. The following lots may not be returned for any reason: Lots containing ten or more
items; any lot described with “faults” or “defects” may not be returned
because of any fault or defect. No illustrated lots may be returned because of centering, margins or other factors shown in the illustrations.
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11. All lots are sold as genuine. If a prospective purchaser wishes to
obtain other expert opinion from a mutually acceptable authority, an
extension may be granted on a lot prior to the commencement of the
auction provided that the following conditions are met; (1) the purchase
price of the lot must be paid in full, (2) the item must be submitted to
the mutually acceptable expertizing committee with a properly executed
application form within 14 days of the sale, (3) a copy of the application
form must be given to Sparks, (4) unless prior arrangements are made,
extensions are granted for a period of up to 100 days; (5) if in the opinion of the authority the lot is not genuine or was grossly misdescribed,
the purchaser shall receive a full reimbursement of the purchase price
plus costs of certification up to $100, and (6) lots back stamped or
marked are not returnable. It is the purchaser’s responsibility not to let
this happen.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Unless specific other arrangements are made between the buyer and
Sparks Auctions, lots will be shipped in the following manner:

Within Canada:

a) Single or multiple lots that fit into one or more regular EXPRESS
POST envelopes will be shipped by that method with signature required.
These lots will be charged postage only but not a handling, packaging,
or insurance fee.
b) Cartons and larger lots will normally be shipped by parcel post with
signature required. If bulky lots have a value in excess of $1000 they
will be shipped by EXPRESS POST with signature required. This category of lots will usually be charged an additional handling or packaging fee.

To the USA:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required
and no extra handling, packaging, or insurance fees.
b) Cartons and larger lots will be shipped by UPS ground with signature
required. This category of lots will usually be charged an additional
handling or packaging fee. NOTE: The U.S. Postal Service policy of irridiating mail risks damage to stamps especially when they are encased
in a plastic mount. We will risk sending lots by the USPS only after
receiving written instructions from a purchaser who has paid in full and
specifically accepts receipt on an as is basis.

Overseas:

a) Single or multiple lots will be sent by Fed-Ex with signature required
and no extra handling, packaging or insurance fees.
b) Carton and larger lots will be shipped by pre-arrangement only. We
reserve the right to not ship to areas of the world not served by Fed-Ex.

AGENTS
We can recommend the following two agents, both of
whom attend the sale.
John Beddows
705-495-3134
jlw@onlink.net

Doug Lingard
613-737-4864
lingardd@istar.ca

Consignments
The next two Sparks Auctions are tentatively
scheduled for Winter 2010 and late Spring 2010.
If you are planning to consign material, it is to
your advantage to do so early. This gives our lotting team sufficient time to properly lot, describe
and catalogue your property. For more information contact Ian Kimmerly or Kate Winsor
ian@sparks-auctions.com
kate@sparks-auctions.com
613-567-3336

Notes on catalogue values and reference
Catalogue values are listed for most lots offered. These are
the best available guides to the retail price of a single stamp
or set provided that the item(s) are the same quality as the
standard described in the introduction to each catalogue.
Exceptional quality will often sell above the catalogue value;
inferior quality will sell for less; faulty stamps in a lot can
result in a sale price of a small percentage of the catalogue
price.
When cataloguing collections we use the value for the grade
specified. For Scott this grade is very fine. For Unitrade we
use the grade specified at the start of the textual description.
Thus a “fine” collection will have all stamps added at the fine
price. We do not count obvious forgeries, reprints etc. and
usually do not count faulty or ugly stamps. A lightly penciled
X under a stamp means it was not counted in the catalogue
value. We put a light pencil note beside more expensive
stamps and put a total catalogue value at the bottom of each
page to assist viewers.

The following catalogues have been used. If there is a variance, this will be mentioned in the text of the description.
The term “owner’s catalogue value” indicates a variety of
approaches and may include older versions of catalogues.
We will have inspected and reviewed the result but not
re-catalogued; hence we do not vouch for the exact total of
catalogue value.
2010 Scott Catalogue Volumes 1 through 5, 2009 Volume 6
US Specialized, and the Classic
many lots from countries J-O and P-Si were catalogued
by 2008 Scott.
2010 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps
2009 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 (SG)
2007 Michel
Specialized catalogues are the current edition.
The U.S. Specialized and the Scott Classic are referred to as
Scott interchangeably with the standard 6 volumes.

About Bidding
Please bid using these increments.
(All bids are in Canadian dollars.)
$2 - $30
$2
$35 - $100 $5
$110 - $250 $10
$275 - $750 $25
$800 - $1500 $50

$1600 - $3000
$100
$3200 - $7000
$200
$7500 - $15,000 $500
$16,000 - $30,000 $1,000
$32,000 - $50,000 $2,000
above $50,000
$5,000

1) Please bid using the increments above. All bids not
conforming to these increments will be lowered to the
appropriate amount.
2) You have the option to break ties or increase your bids
if needed by checking the appropriate box on the bid
sheet.
3) If you are bidding through the internet, after you have
entered your bids you will receive a computer generated email describing each lot you bid on and telling you
where you stand in terms of other bidders without divulging the high bid. You then have the option of updating
your bids. If you bid by mail or fax you have the option of
asking to receive this email by checking the appropriate
box and including your email address.
4) If you give your bids to Stamp Auction Network, or to
Sparks Auctions you will only pay one increment over the
second highest bid. Your top (maximum) bid will be used
only if another bid is one increment below yours, or exactly the same as your bid but was received after yours.
In the event of tie bids, the earliest bid received by us will
be successful. We do not accept “buy” bids.

5) The auctioneer may permit telephone bidding during
the auction. This must be arranged well in advance of
the auction starting time. Sparks reserves the right to refuse telephone bidding at any given time. Sparks will not
be held responsible in the event that a telephone bidder
cannot be contacted. Applicable telephone expenses will
be charged to telephone bidders.
6) OPENING BIDS will be available approximately one
week before the auction. (With one week to go most
of these will be well below the final price). New opening bids will be updated at least daily. If you see that
an opening bid is higher than you wish to bid for a lot
you would like to buy, this feature allows you to focus
on other lots of interest to you. Sparks will not be held
responsible in the event of errors in the opening bids
provided before the sale.
7) You have the option of limiting your purchases to a
specified dollar figure (e.g. $325), or to an approximate
figure. This feature allows you to bid with the confidence
that you will not be financially embarrassed if you are
very successful in the auction. It also allows you to use a
strategy of bidding just above the opening bid for many
lots with the expectation of winning only a minority of
these.
8) With currencies fluctuating as widely as they do it is
no longer practical to offer bidding in both Canadian and
U.S. dollars. However you can specify the limit of your
total purchases in US funds and it will be converted to
the appropriate amount on the day of the sale.
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How To Bid Live Via The Internet
Live bidding on the internet allows bidders anywhere in the
world to participate in this auction. Sparks Auctions is pleased
to make the auction available through Stamp Auction Network,
and we will do everything we can for our customers to make
the process simple, trustworthy and fun.
Connect to Stamp Auction Network at:
stampauctionnetwork.com
Register once and create a user name, which will allow you
to choose auction firms to bid with, including Sparks Auctions. We need to confirm your account before you will be
able to place bids with us. For faster bidder confirmation,
please reference Ian Kimmerly, Sparks Auctions, or other
North American auction houses when you create your account.
Once you have been registered and approved by us, you can:
Keep track of lots you are interested in, and place bids
on-line at any time before the auction begins. This is
similar to any other form of advance bidding (ie., sending
us a bidsheet by mail, fax, etc.), but you will receive acknowledgement of your bids once they are submitted, and,
if you wish, further confirmation by e-mail if you are outbid.

with the amount of your next bid (the next six increments
over the current bid are shown).When an item is sold, the
hammer price is announced. The page will refresh more
quickly if you click the Hide Images button. If you are not
bidding, close the window to reduce traffic on the site for
others.
Watch The Auction by logging in beforehand and participating as a spectator only. You can even listen to the
audio broadcast of the auction on your computer. (Audio
requires a PC and Internet Explorer; you may be asked to
install an ActiveX control the first time you connect.)

Some Bidding Tips
Bid Early Do not hesitate to press the button for the maximum amount you are willing to pay. This is comparable to
keeping your hand up on the auction floor. The bidding will
only reach your maximum if a bid is received for the increment below (ie., an underbid).
Listen To The Auctioneer Use audio so you can hear the
auctioneer. You will know where the bidding is, and have a
better sense of whether an item has reached Last Call.
Pass When You Are Done If you have been actively bidding
on an item and wish to drop out, PLEASE PRESS THE
PASS BUTTON. If you do not, the whole auction is delayed.

Bid Live by watching action on-screen. The Message window will tell you which lot is being offered, what the current For more tips on bidding, see our website instructions:
bid is, and if it is approaching Last Call. Click the button
www.sparks-auctions.com/bidding.html
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Lot 1103

Lot 1247

xLot 1231 from an Exhibit Collection of Henry Hechler Stationery

873

789

x1006

790

999

925

$25

794

1000

929

710

809

1001

935

1053

x811

1002

1056

